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Proposal for new Core unveiled
New interdisciplinary
courses to be introduced
beginning next spring
By

1919

Samantha Costanzo

Special Projects Editor
The Class of 2017 could begin taking new
core classes as early as next spring, pending the
approval of the latest core plan by University
President Rev, William P, Leahy, S.J., and University Provost Cutberto Garza,
This plan was originally slated to be implemented in the fall of 2013 but was pushed back in
order to get more feedback and allow professors
enough time to develop their courses. It has undergone several revisions and will continue to be
adapted according to feedback from both faculty
and students in the coming weeks, according to
Mary Crane, English professor and co-chair of
the Core Renewal Committee,
The most current plans call for a few freshman-level courses to be released and tested in the
spring of 2014, The old core should be completely
replaced by fall of 2016.
The 42-credit core curriculum has been extensively redesigned. The new program includes
three categories of courses; enduring questions,
complex problems, and exploration. These new
categories have been designed to give students
the most interdisciplinary and hands-on learning

experience possible,
“This is a moment where we have to think
again about making sure that what we’re offering
students is the best thing that we could be doing
for them, and making sure that we’re educating

REFLECTION
The University plans to
offer increased opportunities for reflection.
Service, advising, and
faith will all be emphasized as part of the
student experience.

students for the 21st century,” Crane said.
The vast majority of students will take both
their enduring question and complex problem
courses during their freshman year.
Each freshman class will be divided into
groups of 200 to 225 students, called communities of inquiry, which will each focus on a different topic, such as “understanding the past” or
“inhabiting space,” This larger group would then
be subdivided into six or seven pairs of linked
courses that each answers a variety of questions,
such as “How does the past shape the future?” or
“What is the role of beauty?” Each linked course
will have an average of 32 students.
Under the umbrella of “understanding the
past,” for example, students might take one course
in history and one in literature, which would be
connected byreadings, topics, and a set of questions that the two co-teaching professors choose
to explore. Each course would be three credits
and together would count for a student’s history
and literature core requirements.
The new core also calls for students to participate in shared learning experiencesoutside of
the classroom. To this end, Crane said, students
would be gathering together in their larger, 200
student cohorts on a regular basis for films, lectures, or presentations on topics relevant to the
enduring question that they are studying,
“We want to definitely bring all 200 together
for some things, like having a film for everybody
or maybe having a lecture for everybody, but they
could also do things broken up in their groups,”
Crane said, “We’re also thinking that people could
go to the Museum of Fine Arts as a group or could
in smaller groups,”
go to a play
Perspectives I as it currently stands will count
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During their freshman
year, students will take
one 6-credit “Enduring
Questions” class, which
will consist of two
linked courses from different disciplines, and
one 6-credit “Complex
Problem” class, which
will be team-taught and
will focus on a contemporary global challenge. These classes
will fulfill 12 credits of
Core requirements.

EXPLORATION
•

The other 30 credits of the Core
will consist of 3-credit classes
taken in arts, natural sciences,
philosophy, global differences/
social justice, history, social
sciences, literature, theology, mathematics, and writing.
These classes are labeled either
‘Foundations’ or ‘lmmersions,’
and students can use AP credits
to fulfill the requirements.

...

See Core Renewal, A4
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Retreat offers safe space for GLBTQ students
By Devon

Sanford

Assoc. News Editor
Students, faculty, and staff members
of the Boston College community left
campus late afternoon on Friday for a
weekend of reflection and dialogue. The
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Maria Asdourian, A&S 15, was awarded a
Goldwater Scholarship for her research.

Sophomore
earns STEM
scholarship
By

Dean of Students Office (DSO) and the
Center for Student Formation hosted the
annual Spectrum Retreat, a confidential
weekend-long retreat for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, and questioning
(GLBTQ) students,
“Spectrum is a retreat for GLBTQ
students, with a particular emphasis on
the ‘Q’ —for students who may be questioning, who have not come up, or who
have come out to only certain people in
their lives, but not yet to everyone,” said

Stacey Green, assistant dean for student outreach and support, “We placed
emphasis on the ‘Q’ this year to make
sure that the program is particularly
welcoming to students who might be in
that position as well,”
The Spectrum Retreat was originally
scheduled for the weekend of Apr, 19,
but was rescheduled due to the Boston
Marathon bombings and subsequent
lockdown day on the 19th, The retreat
originally had 28 students in attendance.
Due to rescheduling and the new time
of the retreat, on the last weekend of
the semester before finals begin, final
attendance fell to 14 students. Nevertheless, Green felt that the retreat was
“We have been thrilled with the re-

Outdoor concert
will be ticketed
By

Eleanor Hildebrandt

News Editor
This year’s Modstock concert, set for
May 2 and headlined by rapper Macklemore, will be ticketed in order to limit
the number of attendees,
“Due to recent security events and the
overwhelming popularity of this year’s
Modstock, BCPD and BC want to limit
this year’s Modstock,” said Dan Rimm,
deputy director of campus entertainment
and CSOM ’l3,
Estimates from the BCPD and University administrators, in conjunction with
Boston officials, have set the number of
tickets available at 6,000,
According to Mike Cavoto, director
of campus entertainment and A&S T3,
the ticketing process will begin today,
Monday, Apr, 29, Of the tickets available,
2,000 have been set aside for seniors, who
will be able to obtain them beginning at 8
a.m, on Monday at Conte Forum, Tickets
will become available to all other grades
starting at 8 a.m, on Tuesday at Conte
Forum, and will be distributed by Campus
Entertainment, The tickets will remain
free, but students will be limited to one
per BC ID, Cavoto said that, although
Campus Entertainment had never handed
out so many tickets before, the process
should go quickly as there is no monetary
transaction.
In addition to the switch to a ticketed
event, this year’s Modstock will also see
increased security measures. Security
personnel will be strict about allowing individuals without BC IDs onto campus, in
an effort to keep the event exclusive to students, Rimm said that no bags, backpacks,
or purses will be allowed into the event.
Outside drinks will also be banned, and
therewill be noreentry once students enter
the concert area. Doors will open at 3:30
p.m, and will close at 5; 15 p.m,, and Cavoto
said that there would be performances as
long as students are present,
“It’ll be big for people to get there early,”
Cavoto said, “Ed recommend trying to be
there as close to 3:30 as possible. There’ll
be things happening—Sexual Chocolate is

See Spectrum, A4

See Modstock, A4

Merkert labs to undergo
summer construction

Andrew Skaras

By Brigid Wright

Since arriving on campus as a freshman, Maria Asdourian, A&S ’l5, has

See Goldwater Recipient, A4

security to be
ramped up

a success,

Asst. News Editor

been heavily involved in research within
the Biology Department, Working with
Daniel A, Kirschner, professor of biology, Asdourian has been involved with
research on Alzheimer’s disease in his
lab. This month, Asdourian was awarded
a Goldwater Scholarship for her research
in the field of biology and her potential
for future graduate study.
Created in 1986, the Goldwater Scholarship is awarded everyyear to about 300
college sophomores and juniors who are
studying math, sciences, or engineering
and plan to pursue careers in the field.
According to the scholarship website, the
purpose of the scholarship is “to provide
a continuing source of highly qualified
individuals to those fields of academic
study and research,” The scholarship
financially supports the remaining years
at their undergraduate institution,
“Fiere as an undergraduate was really
my first experience with doing bench
research,” Asdourian said, “[ln the lab],
what we are doing now is the preliminary
stuff—using x-ray diffraction to image
nerves and see the effects that cuprizone

sponse,” Green said, “We filled up very
quickly for the retreat. We usually try to
get between 25 and 30 students. Historically, it seems to be a good size in order
to create the sense of community that
retreat needs to have without being too
large or too small,”
The Spectrum Retreat attracts a
diverse group of students, according to
Green, Some are well-known student
leaders in GLC or Allies, while others
are students who are questioning or who
have chosen not to come out to a large
community. The retreat, Green says,
welcomes any student who identifies as
a member of the GLBT community and
those who may be questioning.

Modstock

Heights Staff
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Narintonh Luangrath, A&S 14, was one of 62 Truman Scholarshiprecipients this year.

Boston College undergraduate
awarded Truman Scholarship
By

Qian Deng

Heights Staff
“It was a complete shock,” said
Narintohn Luangrath, A&S ’l4, of being
awarded a Harry S Truman Scholarship
honoring “college juniors who show leadership potential and have an interest in
government or public sector service,” As
one of just 62 juniors selected from a field
of 629, she had reason to be surprised, if
due to the odds alone,
Luangrath, who hopes to continue her
studies in political science with the pursuit

of a J.D, degree, described the Truman
application as “a very involved process.
First, you had to be nominated by BC, and
there are like seven essays, and a 20-minute
interview. Editing the policy proposal took
a long time,” The biggest challenge, though,
was “how to explain the issue to people
who did not have as much interest or held

opposing views,”
Here, the issue in question was reforming the treatment of imprisoned asylum
seekers in theUnited States, and Luangrath

See Truman Recipient, A4

The Merkert Chemistry Labs are
undergoing construction this spring
in order to update equipment and accommodate the large influx of students
enrolled in the program in recent years.
Merkert’s labs have not been updated for
20 years, and the new facilities will be
more compatible with the instructional
style used for these lab classes, according to Lynne O’Connell, professor in the
chemistry department and director of
the freshman lab courses.
“Fume hoods will be located on the
perimeter and lab benches will be in the
center of the rooms. This configuration
will improve the sightlines in the lab,”
O’Connell said. “It has been difficult for
instructors to give the pre-lab lecture
and for students to give oral presentations in the current labs.”
O’Connell also mentioned that new
fume hoods will make lab work more
safe, and that projectors are being added
to allow for PowerPoint presentations, as
well as Apple TVs.
O’Connell said that the new labs will
greatly improve the classroom experience in Merkert.

“Each laboratory will be able to
serve as a classroom, as well as a lab,”
O’Connell said. “TAs will be able to give

better pre-lab lectures and students will
be more comfortable viewing lectures
and presentations. When Merkert was
built in 1991, the experiments in the
General Chemistry lab course were
designed to be performed by students
the configuration of
working alone
the new labs will facilitate this kind of
cooperative learning.”
O’Connell explained that one of the
labs will be dedicated specifically to
freshman chemistry courses, and the
more advanced labs will be used for
sophisticated instruction. In general, the
labs will be more accessible and better
equipped for the type of class work that
is done in chemistry classes now, as opposed to 15 years ago.
Because of how extensive the renovations to Merkert are, lab classes were cut
short this semester so that the construction could begin as soon as possible, and
some students were worried that their
lab fees for the semester did not take
into account the fewer number of classes.
O’Connell noted, however, that the cours...

See Merkert Update, A4
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BCTalks highlights undergrad research interests
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Advertising (617) 552-2220
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EDITORIAL RESOURCES

By

Barron Flood, A&S ’l3, gave a
lecture on the architect Oscar Niemeyer. Specifically, his focus was
on his most famous work, the Ca-

Gianni Matera

Heights Staff
“ The big thing [BCTalks] is trying to highlight is that BC has a
number of students who have a variety of passions,” said Tommy Steichen, co-director of BCTalks’ most
recent event. “It’s more than what
just your major is because you can
have research and passion outside of
what you normally study at school,
and there’s a lot more that goes into
each individual person than what is
just on the resume.”
On Thursday, BCTalks hosted a
lecture series in the Boston Room
of Corcoran Commons that gave
undergraduates an opportunity to
showcase their personal research,
interests, and wisdom. Timothy
Peterson, CSOM ’l4, was also codirector of the night’s event.
The event consisted of seven undergraduate talks on a wide variety
of topics.
Conor Sullivan, an original cofounder of BCTalks and LSOE ’l3,
spoke about an alternative approach
to bridging the academic achievement gap between privileged and
underprivileged kids. He explained
that recent efforts consisting of increased pressure on school districts,
standardized testing, and competition have been largely unsuccessful
at closing the gap. He advocated for
a “full-service” alternative method
that aimed to improve and nurture
the whole child, not simply his or

her academics.
Brianna Fitz, A&S T3, showcased
her recent research in psychology
about multitasking. She investigated whether or not multitasking
is actually possible, whether or not
multitasking affects memory test

thedral of Brasilia. Flood described
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Seven undergrade gave talks showcasing theirresearch and interests at thissemester’s BCTalks.
performance, and also whether or not
there was a correlation between intelligence and the ability to multitask.
Michael Dillon, A&S ’l3, is passionate about storytelling. His talk explored
how social media has introduced us to
a new form of storytelling, where the
authors and heroes are one in the same.
This new type of story telling is, he
explained, both powerful and dangerous because of how directly these new
narratives impact our lives.
Lisa Piccirillo, A&S ’l3, also a cofounder of BCTalks, gave an introductory talk on abstract mathematics, us-

ing the classic video game, “Asteroids,”
as her teaching tool.
Elizabeth Pion, A&S, ’l3, spoke
about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
describing her recent trip to Hebron,
a city she described as “a microcosm”
of the conflict.
Jeb Thomas, CSOM T3, spoke about
leveraging your personal network to
achieve yourpersonal and professional
goals. He used his own personal experience of founding his own company
and getting an internship to show that
networks really matter and can help
people achieve their dreams.

POLICE BLOTTER

4/24/13-4/26/13

Wednesday, April 24

and battery that took place off campus.

A report was filed regarding a suspicious
circumstance in Stokes Hall.

12:28 a.m. A report was filed regarding an underage intoxicated student on Campanella Way.

A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided to a subject who was transported
to a medical facility from Corcoran Commons.

Thursday, April 25

9:29 a.m.

8:44 p.m.

-

-

-

A report was filed regarding an assault

Asst. News Editor
Last week, an accounting instructor at the University ofCentral

Florida’s Rosen College of Hospitality Management was placed on
paid administrative leave because
of a comment he made regarding a
“killing spree,” while talking to students. According to The Chronicle
of Higher Education, Hyung-il Jung,
a lecturer, made the comment to a
group of around 25 students in a
review session.
Because of a scare last month
with a student who planned to attack the campus, the administration
is launching an investigation into
the remark. Last month, a former
student planned an attack with guns
and explosives, but did not execute
it before killing himself.
While the police investigate the
incident, Jung, who has taught at
the university since 2005, has been
barred from the campus and from

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its readers
with complete, accurate, and balanced
information. If you believe we have made
a reporting error, have information that
requires a clarification or correction, or
questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact David
Cote, Editor-in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223,
or e-mail eic@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to your
home each week or to report distribution problems on campus, contact Jamie
Ciocon, General Manager at (617) 5520547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective
ways to reach the BC community. To
submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising officeat
(617) 552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published on
Mondays and Thursdays during the
academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2013. All rights reserved.

Friday, April 26

CORRECTIONS

-

2:20 a.m. A report was filed regarding medical assis-

transported

to a medical facility from off campus.

5:13 p.m. A report was filed regarding a suspicious
circumstance at St. Clement’s Hall.

communicating with students. According to Chad Binette, a university
spokesperson,another faculty member will be administering the exams
for his classes.
According to The Orlando Sentinel, a group of students has sent a letter to the administration saying that
they were aware that the comment
was a joke and that it was taken out
of context. Marina Reasoner, a sophomore in his class, said to The Sentinel
that she and others were concerned
that his reputation as an excellent
teacher was being tarnished because
of something taken out of context.
Students have started circulating an
online petition for the administration
to allow him to teach.
Jung told The Sentinel that he
thought his students understood that
the comment was meant as a joke
and that his students understood it
as such. Jung expressed regret over
the comment but also said that he
believed that it was being made a bigger deal than it actually was. ¦

—

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Please send
corrections to
eic@bcheights.com
with ‘correction’
in the subject line.

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

NEWS FROM UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Andrew Skahas

-

-

2:06 a.m. A report was filed regarding found property in Stokes Hall.

COLLEGE CORNER
By

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of events
both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical performances,
and more. Call SeanKeeley, Arts andReview Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail
arts@bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description
of the event and contact information to
the Arts Desk.

A report was filed regarding a larceny
from O’Neill Library.
7:37 p.m.

-

-

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a game? Call
Austin Tedesco, Sports Editor, at (617) 5520189, or e-mail sports@bcheights.com.

-

tance provided to a BC student who was

11:31 p.m. A report was filed regarding an underage
intoxicated BC student on Campanella Way.
11:59 a.m.

the different interpretations of the
cathedral’s design and also explored
Niemeyer’s personal life as it related
to the work.
BCTalks was launched by ESS, a
program founded to promote “Education for Students by Students.”
According to BCTalks’ mission
statement, “The goal of BCTalks
follows the mission of ESS: ‘to instill a sense of excitement in both
learning and teaching.’ We believe
there is a dichotomy at Boston College between a student’s academic
and social life, which programs like
BCTalks aim to close. BCTalks gives
undergraduates a platform to share
their research, knowledge, and passions, while opening dialogue about
diverse topics in a social setting.”
BCTalks has many similarities to
TEDTalks, an organization that puts
educational and inspiring videos
on the Internet for easy viewing.
BCTalks also hosts videos of their
lectures on their own website.
“We’re also filming all of the
talks,” Steichen said. “Putting them
online and we’re hoping to build up
our own library so that eventually,
after a few years, you can go onto
our website, search something that
you’re interested in and we’ll have a
talk on it from a BC student.
BCTalks and ESS hope to plan
more lecture events in the future.
Steichen was hopeful of at least one
lecture event per semester.
BCTalks is not affiliated with
TEDx talks, the TEDTalks independent component, which has occurred at BC in the past. ¦

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for a story?
Call Eleanor Hildebrandt, News Editor, at
(617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@bcheights.
com. For future events, e-mail,fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event and
contact information to the News Desk.

“What is your favorite study spot for finals?”

“O’Neill
—

“O’Neill —I like
the big tables and
resources.”
—Angel Jehng,
CSOM ’l6

it’s

quiet but social.”
—Earnestiena
Cheng,
CSOM

’l5

“A box-style
suite in Conte
Forum.”
—Roberto

O’Neill because of

Martinez,
A&S ’l5

A&S ’l5

“Fifth floor of
the windows.”
Sophia Trinh,
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Mudstock registration
changes due to crowd

Parting
thoughts

By

Elise Taylor

Heights Editor

Taylour Kumpf

This weekend, I had the pleaQ for the
second time. My first encounter
with the Sesame Street- meetsSouth Park production was only
about nine months ago, but my
reaction to the show’s all-too-real
themes was much different this
time around, I was still laughing,
but underneath the laughter was
an overwhelming sinking feeling
in my stomach.
For those of you who don’t
know what Avenue Q is all about,
the story follows main-character
Princeton, a recently graduated
English major now living in New
York City, as he searches for his
purpose in life—saying this hits
close to home is an understatement, As those of you who read
my column might know, in less
than a month, I’ll be graduating
from this fine institution with a
B.A, in English and moving to
Manhattan, just like Princeton.
Watching the show, I saw my
future flash before my eyes. And
though it looked terrifying, it was
filled with potential.
Thinking about the next
chapter of my life, the musical’s
second number “What do you do
with a B.A, in English?” particularly resonated. It’s a question
I’ve heard over and over again
throughout the past year, and
though I have my answer down
pat at this point, it’s a question I
still wrestle with inside, I have a
plan, and I think I know what I
want to do, but I often secondguess myself, I wonder if I’ve
explored all the possible options
for what I can do with an English
degree. Though the sentiment
of the Avenue Q song is negative, implying that majoring in
English is a waste of time, I’m
much more of an optimist. In
my mind, the possibilities are
endless, and that’s where the
sinking feeling comes from. I’m
not worried about finding a job
(even though I’m still unemworried about
ployed)—l’m
choosing the right one.
An English degree is tricky.
The future is not as clear-cut as
it might be for those majoring
in nursing or business, but it is
also not as limited, I thank the
infinite wisdom of Dr, Seuss and
his oft-quoted “Oh, the Places
You’ll Go!” for this realization,
Seuss writes, “Congratulations!
Today is your day. You’re off to
Great Places! You’re off and away!
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes. You
can steer yourself any direction
you choose,” Understanding this
truth, that I am the master ofmy
own future, is empowering. It is
up to me what I will dowith my
one wild and precious life. Knowing this, I’m grateful that my four
years at Boston College have
graced me with the tools to read
analytically, to write concisely,
and to speak confidently—fundamental skills I can use to succeed
on the path less traveled.
There will undoubtedly be
many bumps along the road—for
great success is not achieved
without great failure—but I’m
ready, I’m ready for disappointment, I’m ready for rejection, and
I’m ready to work for what I want.
This moment is bittersweet,
as most transitions are. Though
I’m excited to see what lies ahead,
I’m sad to go. As I sit here typing
the verylast piece I will ever write
for a newspaper that’s defined
the last four years of my life, I am
overcome by emotion, I think
back to the person I was freshman year before The Heights and
this campus became a part of who
I am, I reflect on the people I’ve
met, the friendships I’ve made,
and the lessons I’ve learned that
have made me the person I am
today. All the moments, all the
inside jokes, all the absurd memories I will take with me.
It’s time for me to turn the
page.
sure of seeing Avenue

TaylourKumpfis a senior staff columnistfor The Heights, She can be
reached at news@bcheights.com.
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Members of the Multicultural Christian Fellowship presented graduating seniors with awardsfor their achievments.

MCF celebrates closing ceremony
By Samantha Costanzo
Special Projects Editor

The Multicultural Christian Fel-

lowship (MCF) celebrated its closing
ceremony and awards dinnerwith an
outpouring of love, faith, and togetherness last Friday evening.
The night’s theme, “Legacy of
Dreamers,” represented the group’s
tradition of service and faith and
its plans to continue growing in the
future.
“The Lord has brought us a mighty
long way,” Rev. Howard McClendon
said in his opening remarks. “You just
keep on. Payday is coming.”
After the group’s seniors were
recognized for their achievements
and dinner was served, members
presented a PowerPoint show that
chronicled MCF’s annual service hip
and retreat to Jamaica.
Joana Maynard, assistant director
ofthe Office ofAHANA Student Programs, then spoke about the strength
of the MCF community.
“Sometimes you just have to turn
to each other and link arms and walk,”
she said. “You’ve had the chance to
laugh together,pray together, encourage each other, and to walk daily in the
grace of God.”
She encouraged the members,
especially the outgoing seniors, to
not be afraid or worried about leaving

Boston College.
“Go do the stuff you’ve been preparing to do,” she said.
Steven Jefferson, A&S T4, led the
group in song before the second annual faculty award was presented to
Rev. Michael Davidson for the work
he has done with MCF this year.
“I always say thatwhenever I go to
one ofyour meetings, I never return
the same,” he said.
Kadeem Massiah, BC T2, presented the final award of the night to
Roberson Pierre, A&S T3 and MCF’s
current

president.

Massiah focused not on Pierre’s
many accomplishments, which include founding MCF’s now-annual
Jamaican service trip and the Boston
Mass Choir; serving on the boards of
the AHANA Leadership Academy
and Black History Month Committee;
and volunteering at the Evangelical
Mount ofOlives Baptist Church—but
on Pierre’s character.
“You’re the kind of person only
God can deal with,” Massiah said.
“That’s not a bad thing, but don’t lose
it. Itis the key to your success.”
Pierre’s sister, Sade, presented
him with a painting that represented
both the highs and lows he would
face in his life, and Ariel Perry, A&S
T4, presented him with a key that
represented not only the tools he has
helped other people develop, but the

opportunities he himself will have in
the future.
“God has given you complete key
access,” Perry said.
Pierre took the podium next and
was silent for several moments before
speaking.
“This is not who I saw myself as,”
he said.
Pierre thanked his mother, who
was sitting at a table with other members of his family, for always pushing
him to do more than he thought he
could and for continuing to be such
a strong and influential presence in
his life.
He spoke about the highs and lows
of this year, explaining his anger when
two large-scale events he had planned
had to be canceled and his frustration
at not knowing where God was in
those moments.
“But God said, ‘Enjoy the process,”’
Pierre said. “In everything you do,
enjoy the process.”
He concluded by expressing his
sincere thanks to every member of
the MCE community for their support
and fellowship throughout the year.
“No room in Gasson can teach
me what you’ve taught me this year,”
he said. “Thank you for carrying me
when I couldn’t do it myself.
“Trust, love, and don’t be afraid
to share your experiences,” he said.
“Don’t let the dream die.” ¦

This year’s Mudstock, the annual
mud volleyball tournament organized by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC), will
be held on May 2 in the Edmond’s
Hall parking lot. A spring tradition,
Mudstock has long been popular
among the student body.
Perhaps a little too popular,
in fact, as this year’s registration
had to be altered because of an
unprecedented crowd size that had
lined up prior to the 8 a.m. signup
time in Maloney Hall on Apr. 18.
“We had to move registration from
Maloney because the overwhelming
popularity and student response to
the event created a safety issue,” said
Daniel Rimm, deputy director of
campus entertainment and CSOM
T3. “Despite the Thursday morning
registration time being at 8 a.m., over
38 teams had already lined up on
Maloney’s second floor by midnight
on Wednesday. BCPD informed us
that this created a safety hazard and
our options were to either conduct
the registration immediately or they
would have to kick everyone out.”
Mudstock organizers rescheduled Mudstock registration to Apr.
19, and to avoid this safety problem
again, they decided it was necessary
to announce the location on the day
of registration via an email blast to
the entire student body. “We had to
come up with a different system for
the all-classes registration the next
day,” Rimm said. “After weighing the
pros and cons of multiple options,
the only one that would work within
such a short time frame was the email
blast. While we recognize that this
may have created some issues, it was
the best available option we could
execute at the time.”
The Apr. 19 registration was
canceled due to the city-wide lockdown that occurred for the search
of Dzokhar Tsarnaev, the suspect in

the Marathon bombings, and was
thus moved to Apr. 22. UGBC sent an
email out at 7:30 a.m. announcing the
sign-up location to be Devlin Hall,
where the spots were filled within
minutes.
Rimm said that UGBC is dedicated to make sure that this issue will
not happen again. “While we have

“While we have
never had this
type of issue in
the past, next
year we will work
harder to develop
a different
system
Daniel Rimm
Director of campus
entertainment, CSOM ’l3
-

never had this type of issue in the
past, next year we will work harder
to develop a different system which
allows registration to proceed in a fair
way while also addressing the safety
issues presented this year,” he said.
Despite complications, Mudstock
is poised to complete another successful run. A captain’s meeting was
held yesterday to review rules and
logistics of the tournament, as well
as finalizing start times and court
placements and the Edmond’s parking lot will be closed today at 5 p.m.
for the courts to be built. BC students
have started sharing their excitement
on social media, whether they plan
to compete or just to watch their
friends play on the court. Rimm too,
shared his excitement, saying “the
best part of Mudstock is being able
to have fun, get dirty, and let loose
with all your friends on the last day
of classes.” ¦

Zach Braff to host The
Baldwin Film Awards
By Brigid Wright
Heights Staff

Saturday, May 4, Zach Braff,
of Garden State and Scrubs,
will host The Baldwin Film Awards,
presented by the HollywoodEagles,
Nights on the Heights (NOTH), and
the Student Organization Funding
Committee (SOFC). This will be the
first Baldwin Awards ceremony in a
few years, and its scale is much larger
than years past due to the collaboration of several student organizations.
Eddie Mele, A&S T4, explained
the entire process of organizing the
event, and why he had such a strong
interest in bringing the Baldwins back
On

star

to Boston College.

Mele said that one of his professors freshman year used to be the
main organizer of the Baldwins, and
his interest in the Hollywood Eagles

developedbecause ofhis relationship
with his teacher. He explained that
when this professor left BC a fewyears
ago, theawardshowfell apart, and the
event was too hard for one group of
students to organize withoutdirection
or collaboration.Mele mentioned that
he thought the Baldwin awards were

particularly important for the BC
campus because it showcasesa degree
of talent thatdoes not get a great deal
of notice on a regular basis.
“[The film major] is a small program, there are really only a handful
ofkids,” Mele said. “There aren’t a lot
of places for them to showcase their
talent. We wanteda chancefor theater
maj ors as well to see thatworklike this
is being produced on campus, and
getting noticed.”
Mele said that the group offilmmakers in this year’s show are a mix
of students in different disciplines,
but they are primarily film majors.
He hopes that next year, more people
will submit and get involved with
the Baldwins. He mentioned that
currently there have been 15 films
submitted, but anticipates it to get
closer to 20 by the end of theweek.
Mele said that theaward show is
not going to be a one-time thing, and

said that he hopes and plans for it to
grow in every year. He mentioned
that the inconsistency of the event,
and other student entertainment
events on campus, is whatmade him
so dedicated to producing a large-

scale, big name program.
“We’re supposed to have a fall
concert, but we don’t. And we’re
supposed to have a Spring Concert,
and that’s always really complicated,”
Mele said. “We’re working with the
entertainment industry, and the
names associated with the entertainment industry are going to get people
interested in going. We want people
to be able to

telltheir friends at other
schools, ‘Hey, I just saw Zach Braff at
school, who didyou see?”’
Mele delved into the process of
planning the show, and explained
that it has been in the works since
December. He explainedthatcoordinating with NOTH and SOFC helped
them secure the proper avenues
to take in order to make the event

larger. By coordinating with NOTH
and SOFC, they were able to expand
their budget, and get more people
involved. Mele said that working
with NOTH allowed them to book
the show on a Saturday night, and
SOFC supported the intentions of the
program, which was to support and
showcase student talent on campus.
The HollywoodEagles also got in
touch with He 110...Shovelhead! and
My Mother’s Fleabag, and the groups
are scheduled to present the awards
on Saturday night. Mele explained
that they wanted the show to be as
funny as possible, and having Braff
host will guarentee that.
Mele mentioned that Braff will
be having an exclusive question and
answer session with the filmmakers
before the award show, and will be
doing a meet and greet afterwardfor
a small group of audience members
as well. My Mother’s Fleabag and
Shovelhead will be working with
Braff on stage as well.
Mele said that the movies are being judgedwith a very basic system
of requirements, and films of any
content were accepted and all

judged
The judgesrated
the directingstyle, the script, the acting style, and more, and came up with
several different awards, including
one for Best Picture. Melementioned
that in the coming years, the judging
process will most likely becomemore
sophisticated.
The event is free, and tickets are
available at Robsham. The show is
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. ¦
on the same criteria.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOSTON COLLEGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

The Boston College Police Department purchased a 2013 Toyota Sienna minivan to replace its 2008 Dodge Caravan.

Eagle Escort invests in new vehicle
By Qian Deng
Heights Staff

“We are a service-oriented
department,” said Jeffrey Postell,
sergeant of Community Policing,
Community Relations and Crime
Prevention, For Postell, each decision of the BCPD must reflect the
ideals of community policing, with
police officers becoming “stakeholders” in the community. Recent
changes to the service formerly
known as Eagle Trans, led by the
shift from a 2008 Dodge Caravan to
a 2013 Toyota Sienna minivan, were
no exception.
an

Every year, the BCPD conducts
administrative review, with in-

ternal and external surveys, “We
always get great feedback,” Postell
said, “It helps us find strengths,
weaknesses,threats, and opportuni-

for something different, something
more modern,” Postell said, “We
wanted a logo that helps to fuse
the community together. We want
people to feel that we are part of the
community, that we care and that we

on higher floors can see the markings
and recognize the service simply
from looking out the window, rather
than having to wait downstairs.
For those who will not require
vehicular transportation, the BCPD

are committed,”

also provides a walking escort service staffed by student employees,
“They can meet individuals and
walk together,” Postell said, “and they
have access to police communications, This is another service that

For Postell, whorelishes the sight
of studentsand alumni visiting “just
stopping by to say hi to me, or any of
our officers,” it is crucial to market

his department accuratelyto reflect
their service-oriented mission and
their philosophy of community
policing.
The new van, with all-wheeldrive
features suitable for New England
winters, also allows for more room
within the vehicle, “It’s a very active service,” Postell said, “Students
are calling at every hour of the day,
although it is only for individuals
who are really concerned for their

ties, and recognize where we could
collaboratively make improvements.
The way we work together is what
makes this profession unique, what
makes it strong,”
In this case, Postell and Lieutenant Peter Keating saw the need to

safety in or around campus, not just
a shuttle service or a replacement for
public transportation,”
Now, calling will become easier,
with the phone number more easily seen in its new location closer

make the vehicle

response codes are also availablefor

Now, therenamed “Eagle Escort”
service, intended to ensure students
can travel safely on or near campus,
is made more recognizable by “the
BC eagle head, a BC emblem, and
new designs in the logo and color
scheme. Having used the existing
design for 10 to 12 years, it was time

cell phones to scan and access the
BCPD’s website and social media
accounts in order to access the most
up-to-date information on crime
prevention, “It also showcases what
we do on a day-to-daybasis for the
community, and that is important,”
Postell said
As anotherfeature to fit the trend
of greater accessibility, the Eagle
Escort label is now on the top of the
new vehicle, so thatstudents located

more identifiable
as a BC service, “The name ‘Eagle
Trans,’ for example, could have sent
a mixed message in terms ofwhatthe
service was intended for,” he said.

to

the front of the vehicle. Quick

exemplifies our professionalism and
commitment to the community that
we feel honored to represent,”
In light of recent events, Postell
was moved by the BC community’s
willingness to stand as “men and
women for others, to take the values that are taught and apply them,
even when things happen that we
would not have predicted in a mil-

lion years,”
Although police officers draw
on their years of training to prevent
crimes and face the varied situations
presented to them, Postell says their
greatest motivation lies with the
support and appreciation of the
students and faculty, “That’s what
gets us through tough times,” he
said, “That’s why we are continuously
strengthening this relationship and
working to provide the best services
possible,”
Postell urges students to trust
the BCPD, “Don’t just see us as the
bad guy breaking up the party,” he
said, “And don’t think of us as the
officers on television, where crimes
are solved in an hour. We are just
human beings who are here for
your safety,” ¦
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New Core curriculum places greater emphasis on real world application
Core Renewal, from A1
as an enduring question course, and stu-

dents who take Perspectives II will have
the option of postponing their complex
problem requirement until their sophomore year.
Each complex problem course is a sixcredit, team-taught course focusing on
global issues such as terrorism, sustainability, human rights, and global wealth
and poverty. Like the enduring question
courses, complex problem courses will
each fulfill two core requirements.
Instead of regular meetings outside of
class, complex problem courses include
a 90-minute lab once per week in which
students will put what they have learned
into practice,
“The idea is that, in addition to discussion, there will be some more hands
on projects that students will work on,”
Crane said.
While the University has done extensive research on other universities with
similar course structures, some courses at
BC have been assigning such immersive
projects for years. For example, Crane

said that some history courses at BC have
helped curate exhibits of rare books in the
Burns Library,
“We also hope that through the lab,
students will get some skills in Excel and
PowerPoint, skills that people need to
know,” Crane said, “Writing is always going
to be really important, but there are some
other kinds of skills for the 21st century that
students could be getting,”
Both complex problem and enduring
question courses would culminate with
a final project, which students will work
on in groups toward the end of the year
and then present to a large group. Crane
said that there are two main reasons for
including these projects in the new core
curriculum.
“One of them is just that it’s increasingly important for people, for their jobs,
to learn how to work in groups and do
projects,” Crane said, “Also, BC students,
the alumni that we heard from especially,
felt like they didn’t have enough experience with public presentations,” To help
students prepare, Crane said that they
would be getting help and training to
develop presentation skills.

“The other thing is just that if students
are going to be working hard on these
courses this really interesting stuff, then
it would be great to make it more visible on
...

this campus,” Crane said.
The logistics of where, when, and for
whom students would be presenting their
final projects is still being discussed.
The explorationcourses, which students
will use to fulfill the remaining 30 credits of
their core, fall into two categories; foundation courses, which will be designed to give
students a basic understanding of the tools
and knowledge necessary to understand
a particular discipline, and immersion
courses, which will focus ona more specific
topic or concept within a discipline.
Exploration courses will also be offered at varying levels of difficulty so that
students can still learn important information without feeling overwhelmed or
unchallenged.
Individual departments will be able to
choose how many foundation and immersion courses they will offer. Some might
choose to only offer one type or the other,
“There are some departments like, for
instance, theology, where hardly anyone has

studied theology,” Crane said, “They really
consider their courses foundational, and
they think everybody needs that foundation, They can decide,”

Departments will also stipulate whether
students may choose either foundation
or immersion courses to fulfill their
requirement, or whether one of each is
necessary.
The core also has an increased focus
on reflection. Crane said that less work
has been done on this facet so far, but that
students should at least be made more
aware of the Campus Mission and Ministry
resources available to them. In addition,
students might have the opportunity to go
on retreats related to their topic of study or
hear from professionals involved in careers
that deal with the relevant complex problem or enduring question,
“I think people will understand that
the first couple of times that we’re trying this, there will have to be flexibility,”
Crane said.
There has also been discussion about
replacing the Blackboard Vista system with
a newer model that would make providing
and collecting feedback much easier and

Chem labs to be renovated
Merkert Update, from A1
es were designed so that students would

be able to complete the same assignments
for these classes that they would have been
able to with more class time anyway, so the
construction did not necessarily take away
from the academic experience,
“The renovations of three laboratories,
a preparation lab, and a stockroom is a
significant undertaking, requiring several
months of construction work,” O’Connell
said, “In order to ensure that the project
was completed in time for the start of
classes in September, we wanted to start
the project as early as possible,
“This semester, students had to perform an experiment during check-in
week. They also missed out on a lab
period where they could meet as a group
to discuss the results of their final project

Retreat offers
confidentiality
to students

work. They had to find time outside the
lab to do that,” O’Connell said. O’Connell
also thanked the students for helping to
pack up their equipment on the last day
of class, which she said was a great help
to the Chemistry Department.
Although she did not comment on
lab fees and whether or not students paid
full-price for a semester that was cut short,
the fact that all the same experiments
and class time were accommodated for
ensure that their academic experience

Spectrum, from A1

was preserved ,

O’Connell anticipates that with these
new labs, measures like this will not be

needed in the future. She also said that the
need for lab meeting times will not have
to be inconvenient (like last September’s
lab time meeting on Friday evenings) because the new rooms will accommodate
for more students, ¦

ROBYN KIM

Goldwater Recipient, from A1
treatment has on the relative amount of

GRAHAM BECK
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The Church in the 21st Century hosted a round-robin basketball tournament
against BC Jesuits as part of its ‘Espresso Your Faith’ week last Thursday.

Modstock to be ticketed this
year due to security concerns
Modstock, from A1
performing,” The two have not announced
an opening act yet.
Security concerns arose about a month
ago, after a Macklemore concert at Wake
Forest University had to be cancelled
when students rushed the stage. In addition, the Marathon attacks last week
heightened the University’s concerns

/
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Laboratory equipment was moved out of Merkert in advance of the building’s renovations.

Asdourian earns award for
her research on Alzheimer’s

‘JESUITS GOT GAME’

about security,
Rimm added that Modstock was simply being “taken from an amateur level
to a professional level... and it’s free,” He
reiterated that, although students might
not be happy with the changes, 6,000 was
the maximum number ofpeople for whom
BCPD could ensure safety,
“Safety is the most important thing,”
Cavoto said, “And it’s still going to be a
great show,” ¦

myelin in nerves.”
In the first month of her freshman
year, she began this process by contacting
Kirschner and expressing an interest in the
work his lab was doing. Before she started
working in the lab last summer, she caught
up with the progress in the field by reading
research articles that Kirschner directed
her toward. Her interest in Alzheimer’s
disease, however, goes back to before she
arrived at Boston College.
“My grandfather had Alzheimer’s disease a couple of years ago and he passed
away because of it,” Asdourian said. “Ever
since then, it struck an interest with me
and I’ve always wanted to get a better understanding of it and different ways that a
cure would be possible in the future.”
As a part of the research proposal that
she had to submit with the application,
Asdourian proposed studying trace metal
toxicity in mice with Alzheimer’s disease,
using a metal keylator, in order to understand the possible effects on humans.
“My future aim is to study the relationship between trace metal toxicity on
Alzheimer’s pathology and the possible
therapeutic effects,” Asdourian said.
In his letter to the Goldwater Evaluation Committee, Kirschner praised how
quickly Asdourian learned crucial lab and
analytic research skills.
“Of the several score undergrads who
have passed over the threshold of my lab,

Maria has uniquely demonstrated an unusual talent for and exceptional passion
about neurobiological research,” Kirschner
wrote. “Already as a college freshman,
she quickly learned how to critically read
papers and to understand them, and to
make connections among the various
‘factoids.’”
Looking at her work this year, Kirschner wrote highly of her accomplishments
within her research lab work and the
importance of her findings.
Over the summer, Asdourian plans
to work at Brigham Women’s Hospital
in Boston and continue doing research
there, looking at Alzheimer’s from a developmental side.
“I will be using different techniques
to understand the mechanistic pathways
of Alzheimer’s and different events that
may contribute to the development of
more serious Alzheimer’s symptoms,”
Asdourian said. “It will be things such as
imaging individual neurons and looking at
the amount of certain Alzheimer’s proteins
present.”
Contemplating her studies after she
finishes her undergraduate degree at BC,
Asdourian has expressed interest in pursuing an M.D./Ph.D.
“It is important to have an understanding of the medical and scientific
communities,” she said. “There seems to
be a divide between bedside observations
and scientific findings. If someone knows
both, they are closer to applying findings
in a real world setting.” ¦

Truman recipient focuses on treatment of asylum seekers
Truman Recipient, from A1
relished the opportunity to highlight the narrative ofa group she feltwas not given appropriate
attention. “Over 48,000 asylum seekers have
been detained in U.S. prisons,” she said.
As the child of scholar-immigrants from
Thailand and Laos, her interest in immigration
began early, observing those for whom “resettling was a lot harder because they knew no
English, while many resources and privileges
were not available to protect them.”
With a track record of multiple grants for
summer research projects to study the burqa
ban in France and immigrants in Ireland, Luangrath is the type of enthusiastic student for
whom professors are particularlywilling to provide opportunities. According to Kenji Hayao,
the political science professor who served as her
faculty sponsor on both occasions, “Narintohn
was an especially interested and diligent stu-

dent. I can help her a little bit, but she does this
largely on her own.”
Despite claiming “a marginal role” in her
achievements, Hayao was quick to celebrate
Luangraths’s success and to contact his colleague Jennifer Erickson, who in turn said,
“It was the greatest news, to see someone so
deserving be recognized like this, I was away
at a conference in San Francisco, but I just went
around telling everybody that my wonderful
research assistant had just won this major
national award,”
“I was on the verge of starting a new
research project,” Erickson said of her involvement with Luangrath, “and I wanted to bring
her in as an Undergraduate Research Fellow
because I knew how good the work that she
did in my class was,” Moreover, Erickson said,
“I hope that in working with me, she will learn
things that can be appliedto her own research:
this is what you look for, this is what you do,”

faster, Crane said. An associate dean of the
core will also be hired to deal with issues
and, with a new Core Renewal Committee,
will oversee the general implementation
of the core,
“We’re going to be paying a lot of attention to getting a lot of feedback from
the faculty involved and from the students
involved,” Crane said.
Changes to courses, she said, do not
necessarily have to wait until the end of
the year and can instead be made as soon
as possible, if necessary.
This comprehensive and interdisciplinary overhaul, Crane said, is grounded in
making coursework more central, especially in students’ freshman year.
“I think part of our thinking about these
freshman courses is, in freshman year, to
offer courses that are really interesting and
engaging, and to make coursework a little
more central to what students to and how
they spend their time,” she said, “Our part
of that is to make these really interesting.
This is not just saying, ‘You students have to
do more work,’ it’s saying, ‘We want to offer
more interesting, compelling courses, and
have them be a little more central,”’ ¦

“Before you even begin, you have to see

what everyone else has done,” Erickson said,
“Last semester, we were toying to get a sense
of existing literature, and this semester we are
looking at a wide range of datathat shows us
which countries are givingaid, which countries
are receiving them, and what types of aid are
being given, Narintohn has been extremely
thorough with the details, but she is also able
to see the bigger picture and to ask the most
important questions.That’s arare combination.
You know all your energies are exhaustedif she
cannot find anything more.”
Erickson says Luangrath’s acumen for
research is accompanied by a generous and
humble nature. ‘At first, I didn’t think I was a
good candidate for this particular fellowship,”
Luangrath said. It was conversations with mentors such as Erickson and Vice ProvostDonald
Hafner that convinced the Oregon native she
was making the right decision.

Hafnersays Boston College has designated
faculty coordinatorsfor each major fellowship.
“They know the intricacies, the deadlines,
how the tilt of each fellowship suits this or that
kind of person, and they can comment on the
personal statements, saying ‘This is pretty good,
but buried down here in the third paragraph is
something really interesting,”’ Hafner said. ‘As
a whole, they are just wonderfully nice people
who take great pleasure in helping applicants.
“When students are a little unsure of what
they’re good at or whether they are personally
the kind of student who would be successful,
it’s helpful to have faculty members say, ‘You
are talented, we think you can have this opportunity,” Hafner said. “The best thing is to start
conversations with faculty as soon as possible,
to learn about the opportunitiesand get a good
appraisal. We hope students don’t decide for
themselves that something would not be appropriate, without consulting with faculty.” ¦

The retreat was one ofmany originally created to address theneeds ofthe student body. It
was run under theIntersections Programming
department, an officethat helped students, faculty, and staff explore the Jesuit, Catholic mission of the University, Mike Sacco, Director of
the Centerfor Student Formation, worked with
members of the GLBTQ Leadership Council
(GLC) and faculty to form the retreat,
“The students wanted a retreat but lacked
the support of an officeand faculty,” Sacco said,
“We gathered graduate students and a committee of undergrads. In the spring of 2010, we
brought in students and faculty,”
The program was run under the Intersections Programming department for two
years, until Intersections split in two, forming
the Center for Student Formation and a new
Intersections Programming department specifically for faculty and staff. The Center for
Student Formation now worksas a “consultant”
for other offices on campus. The center helps
on-campus officesrun programs and retreats,
in the hopes that the officeswill one day take
over the programs and retreats full-time. This
year, the Center for Student Formation joined
“

It’s not a narrow

retreat. It’s about
all aspects of life,

and I think that
students grow in all
aspects as well’.’
Mike Sacco,
Director of the Center for
Student Formation
-

with the DSO to run the Spectrum Retreat, By
next year, Sacco is confident that the DSO will
take over the Spectrum Retreat,
“We have had a lot of luck with student
participation since the retreat was formed,”
Sacco said, “It’s not a narrowretreat. It’s about
all aspectsof life, and I think that students grow
in all aspects as well,”
“We want to make sure to have a very comfortable, confidential place for students to share
and engage with one another,” Green said, “We
also just want students to berelaxed, let down
their guards, and be whoever they are,”
The Spectrum Retreat is designed in a
similar model and concept to other Center
for Student Formation retreats, particularly
Half Time, The reheat is composed offaculty
and staff “sweeps,” student leaders, and reheat
attendees. Itfeatures a weekend of large group
and small group discussions, panels, and
individual talks presented by the sweeps and
student leaders, with particular emphasis on
GLBTQ topics and experiences,
“Like most retreats at Boston College,
Spectrum allows students to reflect on their
faith and spirituality,” Green said, “There are
Ignatian and Jesuittraditions imbedded in the
retreat, such as the Examen
But the main
purpose is to give people a safe, comfortable
place for students to reflect on their personal
idenhhes, with a main emphasis on the GLBTQ
community,”
Green said that last weekend's retreat
was successful overall and was moving for
all involved, “This year’s Spectrum weekend
was a wonderful opportunity for reflection,
personal exploration,and communitybuilding
among GLBTQ students,” she said in an email,
“Students explored many elements of their
individual identities in order to become in
greater touch with their authenhc selves,” ¦
...
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COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED
SPERM DONORS WANTED
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California Cryobank’s donor program.
Convenient Cambridge location.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com
$

$

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYROLUBOOKKEEPER
NO Experience necessary. Salary
Commensurate, and takes little of
yourtime. Requirements: Should be
a computer literate, must be efficient
and dedicated. Please send resume to: j.cornwell3ll @yahoo.com

PUPPIES FOR SALE
AKC English Bulldogs puppies 3
months old for sale. Puppies are
micro-chipped, they also have
been healthy checked regularly by vets, $BOO, smithw3os@
gmail.com, 9892723261

ACROSS
1 Under-the-table
money
6 Teamster’s rig
10 Tight-lipped
13 Dubuque natives
15 “Once
a time
n

16 Chowed down
17 Lacking a strong

28

foundation,

metaphorically
19 Corp. board
member
20
over backward
21 ‘That feels good!”
22 Florence’s
country
24 Snoopy’s WWI
plane
28 Prize on the
mantel
31 Horsd’oeuvre
cracker
32 Northwestern

29

30

32
38

Canadian

Matt Repka
@mrepka

People ask me why I give up a year
of my life to help kids. I say.
who says I'm giving up anything?

City Year Boston would like to congratulate

Alison Broas, Katharine Burkland,
Skye Parr, and Hiwate Solomon
for deciding to #makebetterhappen for
our youth in schools next year!
If you want to be a tutor, mentor, and role model for
students that need you next year, visit www.cityyear.org

territory
33 Naval hoosegow
35 Brew in a bag
38 Shutterbug
42 Mork’s planet
43 Senate staffer
44 Lusterless finish
45 Windy day toy
47 Put the blame on
48 Farina-based hot
cereal
53 Egypt neighbor
54 Subway whose
first line had a
terminus at
NYC’s City Hall
55 Suffix with wagon
59 Before today
60 Ideal toast color,
and a hint to the
ends of 17-, 24-,
38- and 48Across
64 Hamlet, to
Gertrude
65 Change a
manuscript
66 “I, Robot” author
67 Butt in
68 2013 Oscars host
MacFarlane
69 Pert
DOWN
1 Light-green
lettuce
2 Disreputable
fellow
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By Patti Varol
, tails
3H
“ eads
you lose”
4 Rogaine target
5 Dr. who treats
snorers
6 Bite-size raw
Asian dish
7 Water quality org.
8 Start of a wk.,
workwise
9 Formally charge,
in court
10 Sir’s counterpart
11 More than
decorative
12 Streep of‘The
Iron Lady”
14 All lathered up
18 Folksy negative
23 Whirling toon
devil, for short
25 “How awful!”
26 Hogwash
27
Noon”: Gary
Cooper Western
28 Printing error,
perhaps
29 German mining
region
30 “Quit nagging! I’ll
do it!”
33 To the point
34 ‘Way cool!”
35 “Black Swan” skirt
36 Immature newts
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37 Set : name the
price
39 Raton chaser
40 Org. that usually
has a community
pool
41 Neosporin target
45 Mary
cosmetics
46 Publicists’

49 Strictness
50 Dense black wood
51 Boot spec
52 Otto I’s realm:
Abbr.
56 Male turkeys
57 What Noah
counted by
58 Covet
61
to Joy”
62 Set ablaze
63 Undergrad tech
degs.
“
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47 Blue Cross rival
48 Anklet fastener
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The Heights

New core presents engaging
classes, confusing structure

QUOTE OF THE DAY
What all men are really

after is someform or perhaps only someformula ofpeace.

-Joseph Conrad (1857-1924), Polish author

BC must make clear that the required freshman
courses do not eliminate choice in students’ schedules
Boston College’s new core cur-

riculum, slated to be implemented
completely by 2016, will include three
categories; complex problems and
enduring questions, which students
will take during their freshman year,
and exploration courses, which can
be taken as electives during any
semester. A small number of endur-

ing question and complex problem
courses will become available to
freshmen in the spring of2014 as part
of the rollout of the new core. The
overall number of credits in the core
will remain unchanged, as will the
requirements per department.
The new system has several advantages. Complex problem courses
will allow students to discuss real
world problems in order to better
understand how they can use their
educations to their advantage. The
result will be a better understanding of how various disciplines, particularly those in which a student is
not majoring, can contribute to the
resolution of problems and conflicts
on a global scale. The courses will
be team-taught, meaning that students will get at least two unique
perspectives on a topic, and include
weekly labs in which students can get
hands-on experiencedealingwith the
related issues and build relationships
with other freshmen.
The enduring questions, which will
be comprised of two linked courses,

offer a similarly interdisciplinary and
varied approach to students’ learning
experiences. Both enduring question and complex problem courses
will hopefully show students that
the information they are learning is
relevant to their future development,
even if it is not directly connected to
their major.

Another notable aspect of this

core proposal is that professors,
not the core renewal committee,
will develop the new courses. They
will be able to choose who they will
partner up with for both linked and
team-taught courses and which
parts of the overarching question
or problem they will specifically
address. This process will also give
students the added benefit of being
taught by professors invested in and
passionate about the material, making courses more interesting and
engaging. When both professors and
students are dedicated to the material, difficult coursework becomes
less of a hardship and more of a
unique opportunity to delve deeper
into the material.

There are, however, some concerns that must be addressed before
this proposal is put into effect. First,
the names of the new categories are
somewhat trite. While it is important
to tie the core to EC’s Jesuit values, the
names “enduring questions,” “complex

problems,” and “exploration” might
be difficult for some prospective students to take seriously.
The names are also vague and do
not help students understand the
rather complex organization of these
new courses—when they can take
certain courses, what kind of work
those courses entail, and what they
can expect to learn in them. While
this information will be available on
EC’s website, every effort must be
made to communicatethe core clearly
and simply so that students will know
exactly what they are committing to
when they decide to come to BC.
Moreover, it is essential that BC
emphasize to prospective students that
their freshman year of courses is not
completely dictated to them. Despite
the fact that they must take both enduring question and complexproblem
courses during their freshman year,
students will be able to choose which
problems and questions they are most
interested in discussing. Each category
is further broken down into either
linked or team-taught courses that
could touch on a variety of disciplines.
It is therefore likely that students will
be able to find both an interesting
question or problem and an appealing
way to study it. The currently proposed
core, however, might seem too limiting
for prospective students who already
have a specific major in mind. Again,
clarity is essential.
While it is logistically difficult to

ensure that every course will have a
small number of students, the recommended average of 32 students per
course is too large for a truly seminarstyle class. In order for students to
engage fully with the course material,
they should have a variety of opportunities for discussion, which can only
occur with a smaller class size.
The core renewal committee has
done an excellent job of listening
to the feedback it received from
students by trying to make courses
as interdisciplinary and engaging as
possible, two major concerns that
students voiced during the renewal
process. The result, however, seems
unnecessarily complex.For the sake of
future BC freshmen, the core must be
explainedcomprehensively in a more
straightforward manner.

Ticketing is necessary,
though inconvenient
The decision to require tickets for Modstock will make
the event safer and more accessible to BC students
The decision

to

ticket this year’s

Modstock concert may initially seem
limiting and inconvenient for Boston
College students, but will ultimately
allow the undergraduate population to
enjoy the concert more safely. Administrators made the decision to limit the
event to 6,000 attendees and require a
BC ID for tickets after discussions with
BCPD and the Boston Police Department.

Considering recent events

in

the city of Boston and a Macklemore
concert at Wake Forest University that
had to be canceled when the audience
stormed the stage, these increased
security measures address legitimate
safety concerns. The Modstock concert
will still be free, and two-thirds of the
undergraduate populationwill have the
opportunity to attend.
Students should recognize the extraordinary nature of the decisionthe
administrationwas required to make,
and meet it with a willingness to help.
While the timing and late notice of
ticket distribution is inconvenient
for some, it wouldbe far more inconvenient for the campus as a whole if

The

thousands of non-BC, Boston area
students descended on the Heights
for Macklemore’s performance—a
serious possibility given the artist’s
popularity and the concert’s timing
around finals week. The distribution of tickets will ensure that BC
students—and only BC students—are
able to enjoy the concert.
Under normal circumstances, the
University could have settled on a more
timely and accommodating solutionfor
the complex problem of ticketing such
a large event. These were not normal
circumstances, however, and safety
concerns have rightfully taken precedence over the immediateconvenience
of concertgoers. In the future, the University should consider preparing EC’s
online ticketing system for handling
high volume demands for events like
Modstock, or take the more tempered
approach of releasing tickets to each
of the four classes at separate times.
Processing the tickets of thousands of
students at a single location poses safety
concerns in itself that could be easily
avoided if tickets were sold online.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The following letter is in response to “Redefining ‘American’” by Eleanor Sciannella,
originally published on 4/25/13:

Truly proud to be an American
With respect to the author for an interesting
and cleverly written column, I feel the need to
address certain points in last week’s opinion piece
“Redefining ‘American.’” The topic of the article,
which focused on the celebratory response to the
capture of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, is worthy of continued dialogue.
In addition to my ideological dissent to this
column, I was struck by its factual errors and questionableassertions, which offer a uniquely confused
perspective on international affairs. For example,
the author claims that media outlets “mistakenly
described the two suspects as Russian, when they
were in fact Chechnyan [sic].” Since Chechnya
is not a country but rather a semi-autonomous
region in the Russian Federation, one could accurately identify them as “Russian” or “Chechen.”
One could not, however, describe them with the
author’s term, “Chechnyan,” which is a commonly
misused demonym. The author also makes an interesting claim about the international drug trade,
which I found surprising because of its placement
in an unrelated article and because of its policy
implications. She argues that the crippling violence
perpetrated by drug cartels in Central America
exists “because we refuse to legalize marijuana.”
Legalization of marijuana could have a slight effect
on the market competition that fuels this violence
by lowering prices for that specific substance, but
the author forgets that much of the conflict stems
from the production, transport, and sale ofanother
drug—cocaine.
Even in the face of these errors, I find the piece
most concerning due to its sentiments on what
it means to be American. The author states that
American is “a term defined by those in power in
order to justify the exclusionand dehumanization
of those that don’t qualify.” I could not disagree
more. Those in power in this country ensured that
non-Americansreceived $31.7 billion of economic,
non-military aid in 2011. They utilize our military
resources to support international peacekeeping
operations, which provide security for countless
non-Americans throughout the world. Those in

power in the United States also promote and fund
diplomatic incentives for public health, equal educational opportunity, and human rights (notably for
women, LGBTQ individuals, and ethnic minorities)
so that non-Americans everywhere can have a better quality of life.
The author implies that America is about xenophobia, confusion, and exclusion. I propose an
alternative view.
America is about Dzhokhar Tsarnaev receiving
first-rate medical treatment, being charged by a
civilian magistrate, and awaiting a criminal trial
with the best public defender this country has to
offer. America is about a police officer in tactical
gear delivering milk to a family with small children
during the lockdown. America is about marathons,
literal and figurative, bringing people from all walks
of life together to do the seemingly impossible.
America is also about coming together in times
of crisis and rejoicing when that crisis is ended.
I, along with others who cheered on that Friday
night, still mourn the dead and feel sorrow for the
wounded—but
we celebrated that the murderer
responsible for these terrible losses was prevented
from carrying out further attacks. We celebrated
that, thanks to extraordinary work by our nation’s
security services, a killer was captured alive so
that we might gather further intelligence about
domestic terrorism. In a more abstract sense, we
celebrated the fact that justice was done.
Like all other countries, ours is imperfect; however, when one considers America’s participation
in the global community as a whole, it becomes
immediately apparent that the good done by the
American people and the U.S. government far
outweighs the bad. Perhaps the author “cringed a
little inside” when she saw the stars and stripes that
night because she failed to recognize this goodness,
but I know that our flag represents the best aspects
of what it means to be American. That is why I will
never apologize for flying it.
Christopher Fitzpatrick

AdS ’l3

The following letter is in response to “Hubris and crisis” by Benjamin Olcott,
originally published on 4/25/13:

Olcott raises important question to easily ignored issue
As an Opinions columnist for The Heights myself,
I always take a keen interest to see what the other columnists decide to write about. And I think “Hubris and
crisis” was one of the most thoughtful and engaging
columns of the year. Benjamin Olcott’s meditation on
the constitutionalimplications of the actions by law enforcement officials during and after the manhuntraised
issues that people ought to have considered earlier.
Everyday Tsarnaev was not read his Miranda
rights, it created dangerous constitutional precedents. In effect, we all blindly accepted the power
of an executive official to declare a police state on
the vague and undefinedrationale of a “public safety
crisis.” And Olcott did a great job of discussing the
restriction of Miranda rights for suspects, even after

the public threat is over. More people ought to be
raising questions like this.
Too many people our age, not to mention Americans in general, are constitutionallyilliterateand thus
are not able to see these threats themselves. When
Sandra Day O’Connor came to Boston College, she
said that law should become part of a liberal arts
education in the U.S., and I think the events after the
manhunt show us the merit in that argument. Olcott
did a great job of provoking a serious constitutional
discussion in his article, and all of us should follow
in his lead.

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 400
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

to the newspaper.
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PUPPY LOVE If you follow us on Twitter, you know that we love Arts Fest.
We even claimed that it was impossible to be sad whilst Arts Fest was
going on, and we believe that. So what
if we had a cheeseburger three days in
a row? Arts Fest calories don’t count,
duh, cuz you burn them off with all
the intense smiling and laughing and
clapping and art-pondering you do.
Not to mention PUPPY PETTING!
Not exactly sure if this was at all affiliated with Arts Fest, or what the
puppies were supposed to represent
if they were intended to be art, but we
loved every second of it. In fact, this
should be a daily installment. Think
about how less stressed everyone
would be if they knew that, come
the inevitable walk through the quad,
they got to pet a puppy? Everyone
who toured Boston College would
deposit immediately following their
puppy-encounter. You thought adding an essay would increase our yield?
-

Try puppies.

Although we first laughed at the “snack
packs to go” or whatever they’re
called, that the dining halls have assembled and tied together in a nice
plastic ice bag for us, we’ve got to
say that those things are delicious.
Though they are less of a snack and
more of five snacks, it really hits the
spot. Admittedly, we impulse bought
our first solely for the pretzels, but
have since consumed all the other
food items within the snack bag.
Which leads us to our next thumbs
up: PeanutButter. As our good friend,
asst, arts editor John Wiley, said, “The
only people who are allowed to dislike peanut butter are those who are
deathly allergic.” We concur.
-

THUMBS DOWN
THE WORSTPARKING GARAGETHAT EVER

If you have ever been into
the parking garage next to the Fenway
movie theater, you will understand
our rage at its organization. Clearly,
the person who designed it had never
been in a parking garage before, never
experienced any inclination toward
efficiency in his/her life, and had
also probably never seen a car, because normal cars cannot fit in those
spaces. Just because you put lines
there, doesn’t mean you can actually
fit a car there. Because sometimes,
things, such as the GIANT CEMENT
COLUMN you put there, get in the
way. So now, if you actually want us
to interpret the lines as the proper
boundaries within which we can
park our car, you have decreased the
amount of cars that can park between
these columns from three to one. The
worst part is that we have to actually
pay to park in the parking garage
that is the disgrace of all parking
garages. Really? They should pay us.
If you have never been to this parking garage but decided to read this
entire rant anyway, we thank you for
humoring us and also encourage you
to join us in writing an angry letter to
the powers that be.
EXISTED

-

END OF SCHOOL BASH What’s the
worst thing about college? The list
is precious short, but we’d have to
say that one is the fact that there is
no “Last Day Of School” as it used
to exist in middle school. No day
designated to saying good-bye, giving presents to teachers (if you’re
into that sort of thing), and someone
hosting a big start-of-summer party.
Instead, people trickle out one by one,
and we can’t figure out if this lessens
the sadness or makes it worse. Our
solution: we should probably have
a big start-of-summer party every
night, so nobody misses out. Makes
sense, right?
-

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

The final column
meant something like: make a yacht-load of

money, wear expensive suits, drive a luxury
vehicle someday, and get wasted with my
lax bros forever (maybe this last bit hasn’t
changed). But even that “wanting” was
tenuous. In truth very few people have the
clarity, the direction, or the confidence to
really know what they want from life at 18.
Probably just as fewknow what they want
at 22, or even 25. And yet, at 18, naive and
nearsighted, I made a significant choice
regarding my future.
Aside: maybe that choice wasn’t as
significant as I may have thought. In my
experience, there’s not much about BC that
makes it radically different from any one
of a handful of comparable universities, or
colleges around our country that share a
similarly composed student body, academic
reputation, architecture, and facilities.
What I mean, without being too specific,
is that certain colleges are more or less
interchangeable in a cultural and experiential sense.
But, looking back on the effects of my
decision to come to BC —as I now can and
probably should—there’s been this weird
evolution of my feeling toward the school.
At first, as in first semester freshman year,
I wasn’t happy. I met good friends, but
our party options were slim, and I really
wasn’t “applying” myself in academics. I
slept a lot and took up some other habits
that tend to induce laziness (cough cough),
which was like, cool and fun or whatever,
but undoubtedly an unfulfilling way to go
about “doing college.” Second semester
freshman year took a turn for the better—primarily the result of an unforgettable weekend at Snowjam and increased
involvement with the club lax team (lest we
forget thatlax bros do, in fact, rule). By the
end of freshman year I was starting to have
a great time, which was my sole concern
and focus. The whole school part —what
this place has to otter, what I could stand to
learn—l was pretty apathetic about.
Sophomore year I came in guns blaz-

Bud O’Hara
Making choices is this bewildering
thing that we humans do. E.g., four and
a halfyears ago an ignant and contented
18-year-oldme chose to attend Boston
College. Tough to say exactlywhy I picked
this place—l don’t know my 18-year-old
brain now as intimately as I did then. All I
do know of it comes from memories and
abstract impressions that became ingrained
over time. The way I like to remember my
choice to come here, to BC, is that it was
largely a result of two stays, both football
game weekends, with my cousin during the
fall of ’OB. She lived in Walsh, which believe
it or not, was an even rowdier human zoo
than it is now. One of those visits was for
the ND game, and we all (my cousin, her
brother, my uncle, and my dad) went out
for a bomb-ass-dank-ass steak dinner at the
Capital Grille beforehand—during which
my two cousins and I shotgunned Bud
Lights in the bathrooms. Definitely a night
to remember—EC’s
“atmosphere” was intoxicating (take that as you will, lol). I think
we actually won the game too. Maybe we
shut out the Fighting Irish, even.
The way I don’t like to remember my
choice to come here, but I know to be
equally true, is that I came here because of
how complacent I became after an early acceptance. Well, thatand the notion floating
around my head that this place was a highly
esteemed institution, a “great” school as
dictated by my peers and people in my
town. In truth, I knew very little about BC.
I applied for A&S because someone told
me Td fare better admissions-wise than if I
went for CSOM. At 18 I thought I wanted
to do “business”—which
I think at the time

Reclaiming
surreality

ing, feeling like the f—ing man, ready to
ignite the Heights, ya dig? But seriously, it
does seem like sophomores here at BC are
on top of the world. By that point you’ve
sealed up your friends and your “scene.”

And you’re not yet 21, which, while at the
time you agonize over, is probably the most
exhilarating point of college. Drinking illegally is plainly more fun. I, for one, made
the most of living in Walsh, and I’m sure
the same goes for my roommates.
Strangely enough, however, for however
much fun I was having that year, I also
came to recognize how limiting BC can
feel. The BC Bubble is certainly real, and all
the hearsay about the homogeneity of EC’s
population does take its root in a definite
reality. I, for one, worried that I wasn’t
experiencing enough of life at BC, and at
times figured that I would have been better
off somewhere else. EC’s culture seems to
be such, so that wealth and privilege subtly
pervade all experience here. It can lead you
into thinking that there might only be one
way to live your life successfully, and that
living successfully has definite financial implications. I don’t think it’s a stretch to say
that the aura of CSOM really drives culture
here, which can make people feel alienated
and dissatisfied.
Luckily, that’s not all BC is. It doesn’t
have to be defined by that culture, by
that stigma. There is more going on at
this school than you’ll ever be able to
get involved in. I, for one, was provided
an opportunity to study abroad in the
third-world nation of Nepal all the way
on the other side of the globe. It’s even a
BC program. Weird, right? That experience didn’t just open my eyes to a wider
understanding of the world, but a better
grasp on BC. The tools are here, and
they’re available for you —but you might
have to go looking for them.

Bud O'Hara is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at opinions@
bcheights.com.

Fin sorry, Mr. President
preoccupied with the bombing—despite

Ryan

Giannotto

With the dust now settled after the
Marathon bombing and life for many
returning to a sense of normalcy, many
of the less shocking, but no less consequential headlines of that week are only
now coming to surface. In the realm of
politics, it is quite fascinating to watch as
liberals across the country realize, as in
some sort of collective epiphany, that the
much exalted gun control bill floundered
in the Senate, the other profound tragedy
of the week.
There was one person, however, who
responded immediately to this disappointment, and obviously far too immediately with no pause for a more measured
consideration. Shortly after the defeat of
this bill, much beloved by progressives,
President Barack Obama took to the Rose
Garden to announce the primary victim of
the failed attempt to implement “commonsense reform” on gun control, himself.
Well, perhaps that was not the literal message he delivered, if for no other reason
than he thinks too highly of himselffor
self-directed jest, but it was certainly the
de facto reality. If only the Secret Service
were sworn to protect the President’s political life in addition to his physical life.
To say it was a conniption fit, his
address, would be a vile insult to threeyear-olds everywhere—perhaps now we
can understand the latest liberal frenzy
for universal preschool. To think that in
less than three months into his second
term the president had debased himself to
petulantly whining in front of the American people would ordinarily seem surreal,
but it was precisely what occurred. The
brazen immaturity and haughty contempt
with which he conducted himself was
precisely the opposite of how I expect my
commander-in-chief to behave, unless of
course I want his party to take a wallop in
the next election. Indeed the only solace
for Obama was that the news cycle was

Lecture Hall
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his best efforts, for once, he was not the
focal point of the nation’s attention.
This perverse outburst on the part of
the president raises several implications
into not only his personality, but also
into the present state ofpolitical affairs.
Indeed while the official, set-piece State of
the Union Address was delivered over two
months ago, this peevish tantrum was
the genuine address the American public
needed to hear. Most disconcerting of
all was the eagerness with which Obama
distributed a collective blame and an
induced guilt, that the nation as a whole
failed to live up to his standards, that we
disappointed him. When faced with a
legislative failure as a president, generally
any approach is more politically desirable than the castigation of the American
people. Last time I checked, it is the
president’s popularity with the people
that is crucial, hardly the people’s popularity with the president. In any event, I
humbly ask Obama’s forgiveness for my
shortcomings as a human being and for
not sufficiently supporting his political
agenda—may the noble Chairman absolve
me. While this sort of megalomania worship may appeal to Dennis Rodman, the
public finds it most unsavory.
As bizarre as excoriating the American
people may seem, the plot continues to
thicken in this political fiasco. In the aftermath of the tragedy of Newtown, Obama
essentially rendered gun control measures
his foremost priority, yet despite his extensive involvement in and dedication toward
this legislative thrust, even the most watered-down ofproposals was resoundingly
defeated. While a simple gamble on his
part, that gun control would yield a quick
and decisive political victory following an
emotional crisis, the level of his personal
attachment to the effort ensured that
failure would result in an emphatic vote of
no confidence. Though commonplace for
presidents to suffer legislative setbacks in
their second term, utter rebuke after only
three months into the term is profoundly
disconcerting, even embarrassing. Fortunately Obama has handled the occasion
with utmost grace and humility.
I must confess that watching him speak
with such ire was indeed gratifying, know-
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ing that my political philosophy prompted
Obama to abandon his composure and
embrace virulence. Even more comforting

is realizing thathe has largely squandered his political capital for the second
term, not only forfeiting impetus to the
opposition but also demonstrating his
own political inefficacy—what clout of his
that remains is not to be taken seriously.
In particular, many of his more radical
proposals, such as emphasis on climate
change, have no credible future, notwithstanding the fact that global temperatures
have not risen by an inkling for 15 years
now, somewhat of an inconvenient truth.
Amidst all of these charades over
implementing gun control, most distressing to me is that the substantive issue
of the economy has remained entirely
unaddressed, made subservient to trendier,
more flashy matters. Despite the recession
having ended literally four years ago, all
you need to do is graduate to realize that
the economic conditions remain quite lethargic. Despite endless attention afforded
to the purported urgency of gun control,
Obama has not devised any new economic
revitalization plans—l honestly suspect
that the economy bores him. Meanwhile
key commodities such as oil, gold, and
copper have declined in price over the past
months, reflecting a growing expectation
for reduced growth in the coming quarters, even after we grew at an anemic rate
of 0.4 percent last quarter. This evidence
suggests that the growth of the past four
years, meager at that, was only buoyed by
extensive government intervention that is
ultimately a temporary bandage—crutches
cannot forever be used.
I would genuinely laugh at Obama’s
second State of the Union Address were it
not so reviling how he attempts to shame
the American people in forsaking his
blessed cause. If 90 percent of Americans actually favored the gun control he
proposed, then he is hopelessly ineffectual
as a leader. Perhaps next time Obama runs
for president, he will vote for an American
people that will not disappoint him, but
until then I apologize.

Ryan Giannotto is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at opin
ions@bcheights.com.
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Patrick Angiot.it to
“The scariest part is that I feel like I have
become numb to it.” I share this fear. That the
hatred and violence which has so dominated
recent history, especially as we have come
into the new millennium, can have such a
stranglehold over us—especially us youth—is
unnerving, it is frightening to the core.
In a recent homily, Rev. Joseph O’Keefe,
S.J., quoted Ben Zimmer’s column from The
Boston Globe, in which he described the
recent events in Boston as “surreal,” tracing
the definition ofthe word and its frequent
application in situations like this. Zimmer
writes: “When there are no words, surreal’
ends up as a proxy for more complex, inchoate emotions that are difficult to verbalize.
‘Surreal’ says: I saw it, but I don’t understand.”
I don’t disagree with his semantics of the surreal, but I have a hard time bringing myself to
attach it to these recent events —and not out
of some pessimism or cynicism that I think
should characterize our post-modern (or
post-post-modern?) world. I wouldbe glad to
call the tragedies we’ve all witnessed genuine
acts of the most surreal nature, as I think they
are. But, in away, I’m not surprised—l mean
to say, I’m shocked by the details ofwhat has
happened, but not by the fact that what has
happened has indeed happened. Sadly, I’m not
grasping for understanding. In an unfortunate
way—but awayI cannot help—l understand
it as “the next one.” It tears me to shreds to
have witnessed the terrorism which Boston
has suffered, and I pray for all those hurt and
affected by it, but I cannot help seeing it as
another ebb in the tide of horrible events that
has marked our recent history.
I do not think I am alone in possessing
this opinion. It may be a phenomenon characteristic ofmy generation, the millennial
(or pre-millennial) generation. Having borne
Columbine, the Gulf War, 9/11, Virginia
Tech, the many failed attacks offigures like
the “Christmas Day Bomber,” Newtown,
Aurora, and the hard-to-define “War on Terrorism” (comprising a still active “War in the
Middle East”), my peers and I almost expect
the next “hometown” tragedy to be around
the corner. I’m not attempting to trivialize the horrors I recount, but I do mean to
depict the regularity of these terrible acts of
violence so close to home.
I would compound these grand acts of
violence with the culture our modern society
is fostering—one that is fast succumbing to
a disregard for life. We are today more and
more publicizing every piece ofgruesome
news (the gorier the better) and unrelentingly
transmitting it in every form of social media.
More than this, our culture, subject to the
influence offigures like Jacob Kevorkian (aka
“Dr. Death”) and the recent Kermit Gosnell, is
getting caught up in boorish political debates
over pro-choice and pro-life, government
funding of abortion and contraception, and
the ever-looming and too-little-talked-about
death penalty. Our young people are daily
bombarded, directly or indirectly, with this
culture offlagrant disrespect for our fellow
humans and for life in general—all of which
undergirds these periodic acts of excessive,
terroristic violence.
What is my point, then? Why make such
sharp observations but to let them sit tastelessly on our palates? Well, I think one conclusion
is this—we need to reclaim the surreality of
these terrible acts of criminal and terroristic
violence. We cannot absorb them like shockwaves, letting them rush over us, and move on,
letting them go behind us. Though we decry
them, we cannot be numbed to them—there
is a deeper injustice in that than if we ignored
their existence altogether. Greater than this
is my want for my children—that they not
grow up in a world full of hatred, violence, and
death. There is plenty of that to be had in their
later years, when their skin has first thickened
with the scabs ofknees scraped on blacktop.
As a child, my son or my daughter ought to
know the innocence of childhood. They should
not fear a deranged gunman in their school or
a plane hijacked and crashed into their parent’s
office space.
Another conclusion is how we must work
to engage our society in new, life-giving ways.
To bring a new energyof love and charity
to our political discourse and fundamental
relationships with our fellow citizens—and
I’m not just talking about politicians “reaching
across the aisle.” We must radically reorient
our attitudes to reflect the dignity of life, and
we must share this with theworld.
As I think on this more, I find the truly
surreal thing is how much longer we will
survive. In this thought, I grasp for words,
I reach but cannot find—l see, but Ido not
understand. How much longer can we sustain
a society that is chewing itself up from the
inside while the next generation grows numb
to today’s acts of terroristic violence? I’m no
doomsday prophet, but we must act if we are
to see a better tomorrow.

Patrick Angiolillo is

for

a

staff columnist

The Heights. He can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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BC tees off
and finishes
up at ACCs
By Pat Coyne
Heights Staff

In what was to be the final weekend of
its season, the men’s golf team traveled to
the Old North State Club in New London,
N.C. to compete in the ACC Championships, Teeing off against some of the nation’s
premier collegiate golfers from schools
such as Florida State, Virginia Tech, and
Duke, the Eagles were unable to keep up
and finished last out of the 11 schools in the

championship.
After three rounds ofplay on the par 72
course, the five Eagle golfers shot a combined
score 0f896, putting them 32 over par for the
tournament and 57 strokesbehind Duke, the

EMILY FAHEY

/
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Freshman pitcher Stephanie Lord and the Eagles fought to contain NC State’s potent lineup, but they were still outscored 40-8 over their three-game weekend series.

Eagles suffer three routs against the Wolfpack
By

Chris Grimaldi

Assoc. Sports Editor
After surrendering a combined 26
runs during a double-header on Saturday, the Boston College softball team

sought redemption in its game yesterday
afternoon with North Carolina State to
avoid a sweep at home.
Yet BC failed to muster enough effectiveness on the mound to silence NC
State’s bats, allowing the Wolfpack to
tally a double-digit run total for a third
straight meeting in a 14-3 drubbing.
The loss was EC’s 16th in conference
play this season.
Following a scoreless first inning,
NC State broke through in the second
frame against Eagle starter Stephanie
Lord. A Leah Jones RBI base knock

sparked the scoring barrage, setting
the stage for a pair of Wolfpack long
balls. With the bases loaded, shortstop
Renada Davis launched a grand slam
over the centerfield fence to begin a
five-RBI afternoon. Caitlin Dent blasted
a solo round-tripper of her own before
the frame came to a close, as the Wolfpack already boasted a 6-0 lead in the
second inning.
BC catcher Tory Speer tried to
catalyze an Eagle comeback with a
solo homerun to right-centerfield,
but her efforts incited an immediate
NC State response. The visiting team
topped its second-inning run output
with a seven-spot in the third. A Hanna
Sommer grand slam highlighted the
onslaught that forced Lord out of the
game en route to her 13th loss of the

season. Before the Eagles came to the
plate for their third at-bat, they trailed
by 12 runs.
Though an RBI single off the bat of
Speer and a long ball from sophomore
CJ Chirichigno scratched away at the

insurmountable deficit, a combined
performance by NC State pitchers Emily
Weiman and Chelsea Stanfield limited
BC to a mere six hits over the course of
a mercy-ruled rout.
A day earlier, the Wolfpack outscored the Eagles 26-5 over both
games of a Saturday twin billing. NC
State immediately set the tone for the
weekend during the first inning ofgame
one, as Sommer, Scout Albertson, and
Bethaney Wells combined for three
consecutive homeruns off of Lord.
Despite a solo round-tripper from

Chirichigno to cut a four-run deficit to
three, the Wolfpack continued adding
insurance to its lead while starter Emily
Weiman held the Eagles to three hits
over a seven strong innings. A two-run
homerun from senior Maria Pandolfo
was the last threat NC State’s lead
would face, as the visitors cruised to a
10-3 victory.
In game two, the Wolfpack bats
picked up right where they left off earlier in the day. Its 16-2 win was marked
by a trio of two-homerun performances,
as Davis, Albertson, and Leah Jones
each crushed a pair of round-trippers.
Lord struggled through five innings and
16 earned runs during her time on the
mound before the mercy rule took effect, suffering her second of three loses
on the weekend. ¦

leader and eventual victor of the championship, The Eagles also finished 13 strokes
behind lOth-place University of Maryland,
During the championship, freshman
Nick Pandelena played the best golf for the
Eagles, Though he shot a 78 (6+) during
the first round, he rebounded in the second
round by shooting a 68 (4-), His score in the
second round was one of the better round
two scores in the tournament, with the only
lower scores being by the several individuals
that shot 67’s and 66’s, In the final round of
play, Pandelena shot a 73 (1+) to finish with
a final score of 219, which put him at three
over par for the tournament, Pandalena
finished tied for 29th place individually in
the championship.
Of the other Eagle golfers,Ryan Coughlin
shot a 224 over the three days and finished
tied for 42nd place, Andy Mai shot a 228 and
finished tied for 48th, while Luke Feehan and
Jack Jackopsic each shot a 232 and finished
tied for 53rd on the individual leaderboard.
The weekend marked the end of what
was a relatively unimpressive season record-wise for the Eagles, Yet the team is
comprised mostly of underclassmen at this
time, providing optimism for better results
in the future, ¦

Eagles head
to the NFL
Signees, from Al2
Another former Eagle who will be joining an NFL team is wide receiver Ifeanyi
Momah, who signed a three-year contract
with the Philadelphia Eagles in late March.
After tearing his ACL in the season-opener of his senior year, Momah was denied a
sixth-year of eligibility, knocking him out
of contention to play this past fall. Instead,
Momah rehabbed his knee and continued
to work out. That culminated in EC’s Pro
Day in March, where he displayed his talent as a big target for quarterbacks.
Former EC running back Montel Harris, who transferred to Temple for a fifth
yearof eligibility, also went undrafted but
later signed a contract with the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers. ¦
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Despite going undrafted in the 2013 NFL Draft, former Eagles John Wetzel and Emmett Cleary both signed NFL contracts after successful careers as part of EC’s offensive line.

EAGLES HEADED TO THE NFL
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Chin returns to mound
Chin, from Al2
for the next year,
“Going into it I obviously knew that
they weren’t going to be happy aboutit, but
there was nothing I could do at that point,”
Chin said, “I had to say, ‘Hey, I’m going to
be out for over a year, there’s nothing I can
do about it,”’
Because of his injury, Chin red shirted
his freshman year in order to maintain his
four years of eligibility, but in March of
last year he was able to take the mound
once again to get back into competitive
condition.
After nearly a year of recovery, Chin
called it a nerve-wracking experience to
get back on the mound, but he came into
this season with a strong mindset, ready
to get back into the game. The transition
from practicing to play, however, was not
an easy step,
“[The hardest part was] definitely the
psychological side, I knew when I got back
on the mound last March that everything
inside my elbow was fine, but it took a lot
of reps to really get into throwing,” he said,
“There were definitely days when I was
scared to let go, but now that I’ve thrown
hundreds ofpitches off the mound with the
new elbow, I’m comfortable with it,”
His return to competitive baseball has
required a slight change in the way that
Chin pitches. He noted that his recovery
has made him more deliberate and careful
in the way that he pitches,
“I’m definitely being more cognizant of
just, okay, I have a definite plan of what I

want to get done instead of just chucking

around like I did in high school,” he said.
Off the mound, Chin is also more
aware of taking care of his body, the BC
conditioning program allowing him to stay
in top shape.
Back in action, Chin is happy to be playing the sport that he loves. The Eagles have
seen their share of challenges in their 8-35
season so far, but Chin hasn’t lost sight of
what he needs to contribute to the team.
He sees himself as someone whose
sole purpose on the team is to help the
team win. Though BC has struggled so far
this season, he is dedicated to taking the
mound for each of his starts and doing all
that he can.
Despite the limited success the team
has seen so far this season, Chin has no
problem keeping his drive.
“Competing itself is the reason why
I do it,” he said, “There’s nothing that I’d
rather do at this point because baseball,
it’s not always going to be there for me.
It’s going to end at some point. It could be
tomorrow or it could be 10 years from now,
I just want to get as much as I can out of it
at the moment,”
As an emerging leader on a young team,
Chin still has up to three years of BC baseball ahead of him. With this season coming
to a close in the next couple of weeks, he
already knows what he wants from his team
in the future,
“[This season is] just to learn. Use this
as a learning experience,” he said, “There’s
really nowhere to go but up from here,
whether or not that happens in the next
few weeks,” ¦
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The BC baseball team has struggled so far this season, but Chin hasn’t let that keep him from striving to do his part for the team.

BC will have opportunities for a hid
Column, from Al2
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A run in the ACC Tournament would help the Eagles’ tournament chances next season.

remain a bubble team with 11, and possibly
10, if some of those wins come over highly
ranked teams. The Eagles will have to top
Georgia Tech and Virginia Tech both on the
road and at home. That would make four.
It’s easiest to break things down between
home and away games, Syracuse, Notre
Dame, FSU, Clemson, Duke, Maryland,
and Pitt all play at Conte Forum, BC also
has Syracuse and Notre Dame again on
the road, as well as Miami, UNC, Wake
Forest, NC State, and Virginia, It should
take about three high-quality ACC wins to
make enough noise for the Eagles to grab
an at-large bid. So, with two games against
Syracuse, two against the Irish, home games
against Duke and FSU, and then away
games at UNC and Virginia, the ACC teams
currently ranked in CBS.com’s top 25 poll,

JobCoachAmy congratulates the Class of 2013 and
invites you to get your job on!

BC has eight chances to get those three wins
with five of them coming at home.
Those three wins would bring the win
total to seven, with home games remaining against Clemson, Maryland, and Pitt as
well as awaygames at Miami, Wake, and
NC State, If BC can take care ofbusiness
at home, then a win on the road at Wake
would push the ACC win total to 11, and
the overall record to 20-9, Even if a couple
extra losses creep in there, the Eagles could
possibly make up for it with a run in the
conference tournament.
Can it happen? Donahue said he expects
his team to be able to go 10 deep next year,
and that doesn’t include a possiblefifth-year
transfer the coaching staff is still pursuing to
strengthen the front court. The seven-man
rotation from this season will be strengthened by freshmen Darryl Hicks and Garland
Owens, as well as NotreDame transferAlex
Dragicevich, who sat out this season.

Austin Tedesco is the Sports Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached
at

sports@bcheights.com.

Tar Heels eliminate Eagles
Lacrosse, from Al2
two goals and two assists. This was the

College to Career Transitions with an Expert
www.jobcoachamy.com

“With the addition of Alex, Garland,
and Darryl... with everyone else back, we
can do more things than we’ve done in my
two years with this group,” Donahue said,
“Full court defense, more pressure, changing
defenses, playing faster, all of those things,”
Offense really shouldn’t be an issue for
this team with all of its weapons, and the
additional depth allows Donahue to get
more creative on the defensive end, BC was
competitive in nearly every ACC game last
year, outside of a few clunkers on the road,
but getting over that hump won’t be easy.
As Donahue has said before, the next step
will be the most difficult one his players will
have to take. In order to go dancing, it’s going to take all the right moves.

second time BC has defeated Virginia Tech
this season,
Friday’s game proved more challenging for the Eagles. The team traveled to
Chapel Hill, N.C. to play in the semifinals.
Going into the game, North Carolina was
the second-seeded team and the Eagles
were seeded in third.
Covie Stanwick had another successful offensive streak, scoring three of EC’s
six goals against the Tarheels. Stanwick
had the first goal of the game, wrapping
around the goal to sneak one past the Tarheel’s goalie. North Carolina responded
by scoring five straight goals before the
Eagles were able to slow them down.
With just over three minutes left in
the first period of the game, Mannelly put
the Eagles back on the board to bring the
score to 5-2. Rix also scored before the
close of the first half, with the Tarheels
scoring once between Mannelly’s and
Rix’s goals.
Moira Barry gained one for the Eagles
early in the second half after North
Carolina addedanother two goals to their
score. UNC proceeded to scored twice
more before Stanwick managed a second
and third goal. North Carolina ended the

game with a three-goal streak to close the
match with a score of 16-6.
The loss ended an eight-game winning
streak for the Eagles. The season is not
yet over for the Women’s Lacrosse team,
however, who will hear on May 5 where
they are ranked for the NCAA Women’s
Lacrosse Championship tournament. The
Eagles came out of this weekend with a
record of 12-7. ¦
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BC awaits news on NCAA Tournament
seeding, which is announced May 5.
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Earned runs against starting
pitcher Andrew Chin

“ his is huge. This proves to us that when we come out and weplaygood baseball we
T
know we can play, that were as good as anyone in the country. Being able to come out
and get a series against Miami... that really gives us confidence movingforward”

Hits allowed by the four different Eagles pitchers
Innings that it took for BC and
Miami to reach a decision

-

Chris Shaw

Freshman Outfielder

STANDOUTS

MEMORABLE PLAY
In the bottom of the 11th inning, Matt
Pare took the plate against left-handed
AJ Salcines with two hits. Miami had
gone scoreless in the top half of the inning, and Pare hit a single run shot over
the right field wall for a walk-off win.

PRIME PERFORMANCE
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Matt Pare hit a walk-off homerun in the 11th inning on Sunday to seal a series victory. Freshman Chris Shaw notched his team-leadingfifth

BASEBALL SERIES

BC inspired by BCPD, Wounded Warriors
By Marly Morgus

Asst. Sports Editor
It was a weekend full of celebration
for the Eagles, not only because of wins
or losses, but also because of the acknowledgement that they were making
of the heroes in their lives.
On Friday, Boston College baseball
honored BCPD and its hard work during
and in the aftermath of the Marathon
Bombings in keeping campus safe. To
cap off the honor, the Eagles ended up
taking their first ACC win of the year
in this game dedicated to the campus

police force.
The Eagles were led by senior pitcher
Hunter Gordon, who pitched 6,1 innings
allowing only three hits and no runs.
When freshman Jesse Adams came in in
relief, he followed in Gordon’s footsteps
by allowing no runs, but also keeping
the Hurricanes hitless and walking
only one.
The game was dominated by the defense on both sides, as only seven hits,
three for Miami, and four for BC, were
scored in all the nine innings of play.
The only scoring of the game came
early on when in the third inning a
single from Travis Ferrick set him up
to advance on a hit from Gabriel Hernandez and a fielder’s choice during
Blake Butera’s at bat. He made his final
move on a throwing error, scoring an
unearned run and putting the only run
on the board of the afternoon.
When the Eagles’ defense held on

to the slim lead for the rest of the six
remaining innings, they notched the
first ACC win for BC and set up the
possibility of its first weekend series
win of the year.
The next day was also a celebration

Wounded
[“ The
Warriors] really
changed our ball club
in how they were going

about their business
and got these going
again, and you saw
it throughout the
weekend”
Mike Gambino
Head baseball coach
of heroes, as the Eagles wore red, white,
and blue uniforms in a game benefiting the Wounded Warriors Project, In
a ceremony honoring the veterans on
Thursday night, the players were inspired by stories from Iran, Iraq, and
Afghanistan, Head coach Mike Gambino
saw that the stories had a noticeable
impact on his team,
“Having those guys around Thursday
night, the barbeque Thursday night, and

the speech that we heard from some of
our veterans, hanging out and talking
to them, it really changed our ball club
in how they were going about their
business and got these going again, and
you saw it throughout the weekend,”
Gambino said.
That inspiration kept the Eagles
fighting, but Bryan Radziewski, the
pitcher that dominated the mound for
Miami for all nine innings, kept them
scoreless.
In contrast to Miami’s one pitcher on
the day, BC used four, Eric Stevens had
the start, pitching 5,1 innings, but five
earned runs off of 10 hits took him out
of the game early in the sixth. The loss
would be Steven’s tenth of the season.
Taking over for Stevens was Nick
Poore who attempted to get the Eagles
back in the game over the next three innings, Poore allowed only two hits and
no runs, but the offense failed to come
through and narrow the gap.
Next for the Eagles came Steve Green
and John Nicklas, both of whom pitched
one out in the final frame of the game
and held Miami hitless. The damage was
already done, however, and the Eagles
fell 5-0,
Radziewski allowed only four hits in
his nine-inning appearance and struck
out eight. Only two walks left the Eagles
without scoring chances.
With the weekend series tied, BC
headed into Sunday for the first tiebreaker that they would face of the
season,¦

Andrew Chin pitched six scoreless innings to start the game. Despite two unearned runs in the seventh, he allowed
only three hits and struck out three in
his seven inningperformance.

Eagles win rubber match
Baseball, from Al2

the seventh inning. While the next batter
was on the plate, a wild pitch allowed him
to move into scoring position at second

on the mound and off the field and was
able to not let that affect him. And the one
inning that we scuffled a little bit, he didn’t

base. Yet the Eagles left the top of the inning unscathed as the same batter flied out
for the third out,
Blake Butera walked to start the bottom
of the 11th for the Eagles, Next up was
Hennessy, whose long at bat built tension
among players and fans as he worked deep
into the count. When the Hurricanes completed the double play, the Eagles had only
one more chance to end the game without
allowing any more attempts from Miami,
Pare took the plate calmly. What ensued, however, left the Eagles all but cool
and collected. The ball left his bat with a
similar trajectory to many balls that afternoon, but this one had more power behind
it and soared over the right field wall for a
walk-off homerun,
“When I saw it go up, I wasn’t sure
it was going to go out the way balls
were dying,” Pare said, “We had five or
six guys pound balls to right today that
the wind just knocked down, so I was
a little shocked that it carried as much
as it did,”
Pares homerun notched the second
ACC win of the season for BC, also their
second of the weekend, and their first
ACC series win. The magnitude of this
win did not fall short on anyone, especially Gambino.
“It does a lot for this young team as
its maturing and learning how to win,”
he said. “Sometimes young teams are
looking for some big grand answer, but
a lot of times, it’s just to keep executing,
no matter what the situation, it’s really
that simple.” ¦

let that affect him, he just kept going back
to work. That’s a skill that he didn’t have
six weeks ago. He just keeps adding tools
to his toolbox,”
Alhough two runs were scored in his
seventh inning ofplay, both were unearned,
as four errors by BC allowed Miami to
break through for the first scores of the
game.
With their first ACC series win within
their sights, the Eagles were not allowed
to let two runs go unanswered. Though
the bottom of the seventh saw BC batters
retired one, two, three, John Burke took
the mound for the Eagles and held Miami
scoreless in the next segment.
In the bottom of the eighth, Jimmy
Dowdell led off for BC, pinch hitting for
Travis Ferrick, A double on the first pitch
put him in scoring position for the next
batter, another pinch hitter, this time Chris
Shaw in for Joe Cronin, On the second
pitch ofShaw’s at bat, he found his spot and
hit a long ball over the right field wall for a
two-run homerun to tie the game at two.
Each team fielded only four batters
in the ninth inning, and defensive efforts
kept both of them scoreless, A similar tune
was sung in the first frame of extra innings
when both teams went one, two, three in
the 10th,
After two batters flew out off Nate
Bayuk in the top of the 11th, the Eagles
suffered a scare, A single to left field by
Chantz Mack showed Miami’s first hit since
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ACCs cut short for Eagles
By

of victory at three points or less in 6-3,6-4
losses to Tatiana Illova, Teammate Kelly
Barry recorded an identical stat line in the
box score after a losing bout against Chloe

Chris Grimaldi

Assoc. Sports Editor
With a record at the ,500 mark and a
date with No, 8 seed NC State, the Boston
College women’s tennis team took on the
Wolfpack in the ACC Tournament’s first
round on Thursday morning.
Despite stealing a win in singles play, the
Eagles could not find an answer in doubles
competition and ultimately fell on the
courts at Cary, N.C, by a 4-1 final score,
BC freshman Wan-Yi Sweeting presented NC State with a challenge in solo
competition, as she defeated opponent
Nicole Martinez 7-5,6-4 to account for the
Eagles’ lone point of the morning.
Yet Sweeting’s victory marked the
Wolfpack’s only lapse during singles play,
although EC’s other three solo matchups
were closely contested. Sophomore Jessica Wacnik kept her opponent’s margin

Smith,

Rounding out singles competition,

EC’s Heini Salonen fell 3-6, 6-4, 6-3 to
Rachel James-Baker.
Meanwhile, the Wolfpack showcased
consistency during doubles play as well.
Though Salonen and teammate Olga
Khmylev topped the pair of Elisha Hande
and Nicole Martinez by a score of 9-7, NC
State outlasted the Eagles in two other
closely-contested matchups, Wacnik and
Alex Kelleher lost an 8-6 contest to Illova
and Joelle Kissell, while Sweeting and partner Katya Vasilyev fell to the team ofSmith
and Sophie Nelson by the same score.
With the three-point loss, EC’s hopes
for a tournament run and a winning record
were dashed, as the squad finished with an
overall mark of 9-10, ¦

VT shuts out men’s tennis
By

Chris Grimaldi

Assoc. Sports Editor
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The men’s tennis team competed in the ACC Tournament this weekend, but its time was cut short as it suffered a first round loss.

Preparing to face Virginia Tech in the firstround ofACC Championship play, the Boston
College men’s tennis team hoped to snap a
streak offive consecutive scoreless defeats on
the courts at Cary, N.C.
Yet the No, 11 seed Eagles could not fight
their way onto the scoreboard Thursday afternoon in the first round, as they fell to the No,
6 seed Holdes in a 4-0 rout. The loss marked
the sixth straight contest in which BC failed to
record a point against a conference foe.
The Holde onslaught began with two match
victories to clinch the upper-hand in doubles
play, EC’s Philip Nelson and Michael McGinnis
could not find an answer to the pair ofAndreas
Bjerrehus and Hunter Koontz, falling 8-2,
Senior Klaus Puestow and rookie teammate AlexandreThirouin put up a competitive

EAGLE ROUNDUP

Sailing takes second place on the Charles
By

Chris Grimaldi

Assoc. Sports Editor
This past weekend, the sailing team
competed in the 10th annual George
Morris Trophy Intersectional Regatta
upon the Charles River on Saturday and
Sunday, The Eagles finished second out
of 16 competitors —their final mark of 116
points trailed only the regatta’s host, rival
Boston University,
Enjoying a busy weekend at home to
close out the 2013 season, the Boston
College men’s lacrosse team concluded its
season with a perfect 11-0 record thanks
to two more victories.
The Eagles concluded their perfect
season yesterday with a 14-10 victory
over SUNY-Buffalo, In the inaugural Red
Bandana Game to honor late BC lacrosse
alum and 9/11 hero Welles Crowther,
EC’s Justice Fleishman registered a hat
trick while John Lambrecht assisted a
trio of scores to lead the Eagle offensive
charge. On the defensive end, goaltender
Nick Shea tallied 15 saves and a ,600 save

Boston University, Holy Cross, Northeastern, and MIT, the Eagles finished in third
place overall with 30 points,
A day before their Beanpot matchup,
the Eagles enjoyed a successful performance on Saturday against a few regional
rivals on the Charles,
The Eagles’ Novice Eight took first
place ahead of Boston University, Rhode
Island, and MIT, With a time of 7:19,3,
BC topped URI by less than two seconds,
EC’s Third Varsity Eight notched a thirdplace finish in the event. Completing

**

SINHORT

SPORTS

Florida State
NC State
Clemson
Maryland
Wake Forest
Boston College

competition.

WHEN: Saturday, May 4, 2013
WHERE: Walsh Function Room
TIME:
Preview of items: B:3oam-9:ooam
Auction begins: 9am until
completed

Meanwhile, both the men’s and women’s track teams participated in the storied
Penn Relays in Philadelphia, Penn, on
Friday and Saturday, Senior Erin McKenna
led the Eagles with a 2:11,54 time in the
800-meter event, and EC’s women’s squad
captured a win in the distance medleyrelay
in the college division, ¦

AH sales are CASH ONLY

***

THE PROCEEDS FROM
THE AUCTION ARE TO
BE DONATED TO THE
MASSACHUSETTS
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
ALEX TRAUTWIG
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The sailing team came in second in the George Morris Trophy Intersectional Regatta.

Conference

Overall

16-8
15-8
15-9
8-16
7-17
2-21

35-9-0
34-11-0
30-14-0
25-21-0
24-23-0
8-35-0

Coastal
North Carolina
Virginia
Georgia Tech
Miami
Virginia Tech
Duke

**

AUCTION

its race with a time of 6:55,8 in its race,
the Eagles’ Second Varsity Eight earned
the second spot to cap an overall solid
showing heading into yesterday’s Beanpot

***

ACC Baseball Standings
Atlantic

Puestow, ¦

Boston College Police

percentage.

Two days earlier, BC improved its
record to 10-0 with a 9-6 victory over
crosstown rival Northeastern, Despite
trailing the Huskies for most of the
game, the Eagle offense came alive with
six goals in the final period to overcome
their deficit, Lambrecht recorded a hat
trick and accounted for a total of four
points on offense. As EC’s scoring attack
came alive in the fourth quarter, Shea held
Northeastern to a single goal en route to
his second double-digit save effort of the
weekend.
Sporting identical t-shirts with its
competitors to honor the “Row for Boston”
initiative in support of Marathon bombing
victims, the BC rowing team faced off with
four other schools in the annual Beanpot
race on the Charles River, In a pool of
opponents featuring Harvard-Radcliffe,

fight in their duel with Lucas Oliveira and Joao
Monteiro, but still fell three points short in an
8-5 defeat.
Although the Eagles snatched momentum
away from the Holdes in singles competition,
Virginia Tech refused to relent. Nelson challenged opponent Amerigo Contini in a 6-3 set
before being silenced by a mark of 6-1, While
senior Billy Grokenberger only managed a
single point against Hunter Koontz, freshman
Kyle Childree fought through a pair of 6-2
losses to Virginia Tech’s Monteiro, The three
other BC singlesplayers, Matt Wagner, Klaus
Puestow, and Michael McGinnis ended early
when Virginia Tech clinched the win before
they were able to complete their matches.
In addition to watching their season come
to a scoreless close against an ACC foe, the
Eagles’ loss also marked an end to the playing careers of veterans Grokenberger and

18-3
17-7
12-12
11-13
11-13
9-14

41-4-0
38-8-0
26-16-0
29-18-0
27-18-0
25-22-0

Numbers to Know

2
Thenumber ofACC wins that the baseball team had tins weekend. They were
their first two of the year.

40
The number of runs scored by the NC
State softball team in its three game
series against BC.

4
The number of former BC players that

signed NFL contracts following this
weekend’s draft.

Quote of the Week
“Sometimes young
teams are looking for
some big

grand answer,
but a lot of times, it’s
to just keep executing, no matter what the
situation.”
— ike Gambino, head
M
baseball coach, on finding
success.

SPORTS
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In need
of all the
right moves

Austin Tedesco
It’s time for a dancing lesson. The
Boston College men’s basketball schedule
for next year is starting to take shape, and
head coach SteveDonahue has his eyes set
on his first NCAA Tournament bid since he
coached at Cornell, So, what will it take to
get the Eagles back to the Big Dance?
BC will likely only be able to afford
two losses in the non-conference games,
maybe three at the most. The road woes
will have to be fixed at USC and at Auburn,
and the Eagles will have to start strong in a
likely season opener at Providence, Other
must-win games include the potential
matchup with UMass at TD Garden, the
regional rounds for the 2K Classic, and the
other two home games, which haven’t been
announced yet.
Now, on to the more difficult part. It
looks like EC’s matchup for the ACC/Big 10
Challenge will be either Illinois, Minnesota,
or Purdue, The Eagles also have a tentative
agreement to face VCU at the Barclays
Center after Christmas, and then could face
any combination of Indiana, UConn, and
Washington at Madison Square Garden
in the 2K Classic in November, And, of
course, there is the game with Harvard,
which is going to be played at Lavietes
Pavilion against a Crimson squad ranked in
the top 25 of the early polls. With a tournament bid on the line, BC will have to go 3-2
in these five games, A first-round win or
a victory in the third place game at the 2K
Classic combined with two wins either over
VCU, in the Challenge, or at Harvard would
put the Eagles in a good spot heading into
conference play.
In conference play, the magic number
should be set at 11 or 12 wins, BC can

See Column, A9
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and Nichols, his Cambridge prep school,
to Independent School League titles, and
the 2010 title came in the wake of a perfect

By Marly Morgus

Asst. Sports Editor
As Andrew Chin winds up, his knee
all the way in to his chest.
With fluid flexibility, he accelerates into his
delivery, left arm whipping high over his
head and snapping through into his follow
through. He shows no sign of hesitation,
no sign of caution, as he commands the
mound on Shea Field,
Chin had a distinctive high school
career. In three years of action, he was a
three time first team All-ISL player, including his 2008 freshman season. In 2009
and 2010, he led Buckingham, Browne,
comes nearly

20-0 season.

In the beginning of his senior season
Chin was set to top off an impressive career
at BB&N, One more season to go, then
he would be headed to Boston College, a
school that seemed to be a perfect fit,
“I love Boston, I love being home, and
my parents can see me play whenever they
want,” he said, “It’s a 10-minute drive, I
love being close to home and it’s a great
school, so it seemed to be the right school
for me,”
The stage was set for Chin to put forth

another dominating season, but during the
team’s preseason trip to Florida, his senior
season took a turn for the worse,
“I was pitching in a spring game early in
the season, and I justfelt a pop in my elbow
so I called out my coach and said, ‘Hey, you
know, something doesn’t feel right,”’ Chin
said, “A couple weeks later I went to MGH
and got an MRI and revealed I needed
Tommy John, and that’s when the whole
long recovery started,”
Unlar collateral ligament reconstruction, or Tommy John surgery, involves
replacing the unlar collateral ligament, a
ligament that runs diagonally between the
humerus (upper arm bone) and the ulna

It was a bittersweet trip to the ACC
Tournament for the Boston College
women’s lacrosse team. After a sound victory over Virginia Tech on Thursday, the
Eagles fell to North Carolina at the ACC
Semifinals this past Friday.
Thursday’s game especially challenged
EC’s perseverance and offensive skills, Virginia Tech stayed neck-and-neck with the
Eagles until part way through the second
half. After being down by one goal, BC
went on a four-goal streak to bring the
score up to 10-7 in their favor.
With a final score of 10-8, the intense
game forced several key players to step up.
Sophomore Covie Stanwick was responsible for five of the 10 goals of the Eagles,
These five goals propelled Stanwick past
Lauren Costello’s previous school-best
season record of 52 goals, which was set
in 2010, Stanwick set the bar at 57,
Both Mikaela Rix, a sophomore, and
Sarah Mannelly, a freshman, contributed

By Marly Morgus

ing abilities.
Lastly, Chris Pantale signed a contract
with the New York Jets, After an injury
kept him out for a majority of his senior
year, the tight end missed out on being
drafted. But Pantale has a solid shot at
making the Jets’ roster, as New York lost
their starting tight end Dustin Keller in
the offseason.
Pantale will be joining former teammate Ryan Quigley, who signed a contract two weeks ago with the Jets, The
punter will be battling for the starting
job during training camp with Robert
Malone.

Eight pitches into his at-bat, John
Hennessy showed no signs of relenting.
Foul tip after foul tip brought him and opponent AJ Salcines deep into the count as
much more than a single out rode on this
lefty on lefty matchup. It was the top of the
11th, no outs, with the Eagles having just
held the Hurricanes to a scoreless inning.
Two days of work behind them, the Eagles
had seen the high of their first ACC win,
then followed it with a performance that
couldn’t stand up to Miami pitching the
next day. Finally, in the last game of the
season, late offense had pulled the Eagles
into extra innings.
On the 11th pitch of his at bat, Hennessy took a swing, driving the ball
straight into Salcines’s waiting glove and
hitting into a double play. It was a quick
fall, but next up was Matt Pare to put a
cap on the weekend.
The Eagles’ final game of their threegame series against the Miami Hurricanes
put them in a situation that they had
yet to face on the year—a rubber game
against an ACC opponent. True to form
with the trajectory of the weekend a win,
a loss, then a late victory, the peak of late
offense, valley of a tricky double play by
their opponent, then thrill of a walk-off
homerun gave BC its first ACC series
win of the 2013 season as they topped
Miami 3-2,
Starting the game for the Eagles on
the mound was Andrew Chin who, after
having a disappointing performance last
weekend at Wake Forest, put forth a commanding set of six scoreless innings,
“He was really good,” said head coach
Mike Gambino, “He was not good at Wake
last weekend, really for the first time really
all year, and he’s grown and he’s matured

See Signees, A8

See Baseball, AlO
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Four former Eagles picked up after NFL Draft
No Boston College football players taken
in the draft for first time in eight years

time since 1979 that no Eagles heard their
name called during the draft.
Yet it didn’t take long after the final
round wrapped up for four former BC
players to sign contracts as undrafted
free agents.

See Chin, A9

Asst. Sports Editor

Covie Stanwick set therecord for most goals scored in a season, but the Eagles were eliminatedfrom the ACC Tournament by UNC.

For the first time since 2005, no Boston College football players were selected
in the NFL Draft, It was only the second

(part of the forearm) on the inside of the
elbow, with a tendon from another part
of the body.
The injury is common among pitchers
because of the stress that a powerful delivery puts on the elbow, and the recovery
time is estimated to be around one year.
Chin, who was already set to head to BC
the next fall, knew that not only was his
senior season over, but also that he would
not be able to pitch his true freshman year.
In the midst of dealing with the end of his
high school career, he was met with the
unwelcome task of informing his coaches

Walk-off
win clinches
series for BC

By Emily Malcynsky
Heights Staff

By Greg Joyce
Heights Senior Staff

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Chin controls his attack after recovering from injury

BC awaits
tourney fate

See Lacrosse, A9

/

Linebacker Nick Clancy signed with
the Atlanta Falcons, after leading the
ACC in tackles this past fall. Shortly
after signing, Clancy made it official on
Twitter when he tweeted “So psyched to
join the Atlanta Falcons!”
The Falcons were in need at the linebacker position heading into the draft,
but did not select any. That bodes well for
Clancy, who will hope to find a spot on
the team either at linebacker or helping
out on

special teams.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Emmett Cleary signed with the Indianapolis Colts, joining former BC offensive linemen Anthony Castonzo and
Gosder Cherilus, The offensive tackle has
the size to compete in the NFL, weighing
in at 6-foot-7 and 314 pounds. Some NFL
experts have predicted that Cleary may
need to make the move from left tackle
to right tackle in order to be effective in
the NFL,
Another former offensive lineman
will also make the jump to the NFL, as
John Wetzel signed with the Oakland
Raiders, The 6-foot-7, 315-pound tackle
lacks the speed that other linemen who
were drafted had, but will hope to make
up for that with his size and run block-

Eagles struggle in home sweep
Softball dropped three straight games to ACC
foeNC State this weekend
A8

BC

eliminated on the court

Both tennis teams were eliminated in the first
round ofACC Tournament play
All

Sports in Short
Quote of the Week

All
All
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EC’s Best, hosted in O’Neill Plaza, included
performances by talented singer-songwriters
as well as student bands. SEEB2-3

uM)

A collaborative effort highlighting underrepresented art forms, BC Underground featured rappers, poets, DJs, and breakdancers. SEEB4-5

Saturday

BCDE, F.1.5.T.5., and Swing Kids all performed at Dancing with bOp!, an energetic
evening of jazzand dance. SEE 86-7

!
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A CAPELLA SHOWCASE
BY: BERNADETTE DERON
he Bostonians kicked off the first
of three a capella showcases on
if
Thursday afternoon in O’Neill
%
¦
S
Plaza with an extremely uplifting
t
and well-orchestrated perforf
m
mance of “Skyfall,” This group
has a strong presence onstage
that draws in audiences on any song they perform.
Up next was B.E.A.T.S, a relatively small group with a
lot of soul. Although their first song, “Back to Reality”
was a bit dragged out, it displayed the group’s excellent
vocal range. Their second song, Nina Simone’s “I Wish
I Knew How It Would Feel To Be Free,” was passionate
and a nice break from songs that are more common of
a capella shows. Against The Current, EC’s Christian a
capella group, performed next, A relatively under-theradar a capella group, their performance of “We All
Need Saving” was commanding and beautifully done.
The next group, Sharps, is the only all-female a capella group on campus. Their first song was “Cowboy
Casanova” which pumped up the crowd and got them
going. The equally energetic second song, “Son of a
Preacher Man,” with a beautiful and soulful solo from
Jenn Dwyer, CSOM T5, left a mark on theaudience and
was a perfect fit. The popular BC Dynamics put on an
absolutely moving performance of “Tost,” followed by
a bubbly mash up of“We Found Fove” and “I Wanna
Dance With Somebody,” The next group, Shaan, is new
to EC’s a capella scene, but provided a commanding
performance that put them on themap. Their mash up
of“Heartless” with a traditional Indian song performed
in Hindi, was significantly differentfrom other groups,

I
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and a breath of fresh air. The Hindi soloist, Priyasha
Chaturvedi, A&S’ 14, displayed excellent vocal range
that, along with fellow members of Shaan, awed the
audience and definitely left an impression. Rounding
off the showcase was The Acoustics, who are celebrating their 20th anniversary. This group performed two
unconventional songs that grabbed the audience’s
attention. Their rendition of “White Blank Page” was
gorgeous and haunting. The way the group slowly and
gradually chimed in with crescendo was stunning.
The second song, “Creep,” featured a solo by Ben Seo,
A&S T6, that gave the audience goosebumps—a truly
amazing and talented vocalist, ¦

The first of many a capella
showcases was held Thursday
afternoon in the main tent at
O’Neill Plaza. The Bostonians
(far left) began with a
rendition of ‘Skyfall,’ while
the all-female Sharps (above)
impressed with versions of
‘Cowboy Casanova’ and ‘Son
of a Preacher Man,’ and the
Dynamics (left) satisfied with
skillful pop mash-ups.

Robert Polito shares insight at ‘Inside the BC Studio’ and ‘Stylus’ launch
By

Sean Keeley

Arts

&

Review Editor

On a hot Thursday afternoon in the Stokes art tent,
Festival guest Robert Polito, BC ’73, was joined by BC
English professor Carlo Rotella for this year’s installment of “Inside the BC Studio,” a lively conversation
about Polito’s career and artistic influences. The talk
revealed Polito to be a man of many tastes—a Renaissance man equally adept in the fields of poetry, criticism, and prose, and an author whose work takes in
influences from high and low culture alike. Whether
equating classic film noir with Samuel Beckett or
explaining his interest in pulp novelist Jim Thompson—the
subject of his acclaimed 1995 biography
Savage Art—Polito revealed himself to be refreshingly
unencumbered by highbrow literary pretension, a
man of letters who finds inspiration from all corners
of culture,
Polito, who will begin his presidency of the prestigious Poetry Foundation in July, recounted his efforts
to find a literary niche on EC’s large, sports-centric

campus. He served as the Features editor of The
Heights, the editor-in-chief of Stylus for two years,
and the creator of a short-lived countercultural literary magazine called Wing Wing. Polito described his
post-graduate experience at Harvard as a comparatively disappointing one following the vibrant literary
community of BC, where English professors instilled
in him the skill of close-reading and the ability to critically interpret various forms of art in similar terms.
Speaking of a particularly influential professor, Polito
celebrated the ability to “talk about the Beach Boys in
the same way you would talk about Henry James,”
Polito’s own life work testifies to a similar impulse.
He described his poetry collection i-foHyivooflf and God
as an exploration of “what happens to the American
impulse toward transcendence coming out of the 18th
and 19th century when it bumps up against celebrity
culture,” He’s written extensively about classic film noir
and crime fiction, and is currently writing a book about
late-career Bob Dylan, seeing Dylan’s recent work as
part of a literary tradition extending far beyond the
realm of folk music.

Above all, though, Polito is a poet, and he spoke
with enthusiasm about his ambitions to harness the
power of the Internet—through interactive ebooks
and digital mapping projects, for example—to spread
appreciation for the form. In a Q&A session following
Rotella’s interview, one older woman tried to elicit a
reactionary response from Polito about technology’s
harmful role on the current generation of students, but
he wouldn’t take the bait. Instead, Polito seemed far
more optimistic about the matter, and he even shared
the humorous insight that “The Internet is basically
modernism,” since both rely on “fragmentation, collage, and unreliable narration,”
Later on Thursday night, Polito appeared at the release party for thelatest issue of Stylus in Gasson 305, As
current students munched on pizza and prepared their
own poetry recitations, Polito kicked offby reading four
poems, all of which drew on his diverse range ofinfluences, including the films of Jean-Luc Godard, the classic
poem Beowulf, and the seedy film noir classic Detour.
The biggest hit was the aptly titled “Paris Hilton Calls on
Jesus,” a 23-line poem which manages to be both humor-
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Poet Robert Polito spoke at two events on Thursday.
ous and darkly disturbing, Polito’s ability to extract poetic
meaning from the life of a mindless celebrity was a testament to his unique artistic talent, and the perfect way to
kick off an event that brought together the publication’s

past and present in perfect harmony. ¦

DANCE SHOWCASE
BY: BERNADETTE DERON
g
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hursday afternoon’s dance showcase was the
first of three that occurred throughout the Arts
Fest weekend, A selection of dance groups, both
well known and underrepresentedgroups were
showcased throughout the three performanc-

V- S
The very popular Latin dance group Fuego del
Corazon kicked off Thursday’s showcase. Although this group ran into
some technical difficulties mid-routine, they triumphed by performing a
portion of their routine a capella. Dancers were counting from off-stage
so the dancers on stage could remain in sync. The crowd was twice as
loud during this portion of their performance and gave the dancers the
motivation to keep going. The group eventually came back to finish off
their performance in the middle of the showcase, which the audience
was happy to see.
The next group, BC Irish Dance, performed traditional Irish step
dance to the modern dup-step track “Cracks.” It was great to see tradi-

tional culture juxtaposed with American popular culture, and proved
to be an interesting and entertaining performance. The audience, as

usual, went crazy when the ladies joined hands for BCID’s trademark
circles, BC Dance Ensemble was up next, who performed an elegant
Arabian-inspired ballet routine, “Esmeralda,” The grace of the Dance
Ensemble never ceases to captivate their audience. Following the Dance

Ensemble were the Swing Kids, who performed a JamesBond-inspired
performance. This group is not as well known as the other dance groups
on campus, and their performance was a bit dragged out. Their swing
dancing and stunts throughout their routine, however, were quite
impressive.
The next group was the very popular Indian dance group Masti,
who performed a collaboration with their a capella counterpart, Shaan,
Performing with an a capella group was an excellent change ofpace, and
the audience loved everything about it, Shaan performed a traditional

Hindi song while four pairs from Masti danced a routine that might as
well be cut from a Bollywood film. The next group, Dance Organization
of Boston College, came out strong with their energetic pop performance
entitled “Grammaphone,” The final group of the showcase, Synergy, put
on a superhero-inspiredspectacle that drew a crowd around the O’Neill
tent. This group’s energy is amazing, and their ability to tell a story without losing the audience is a rarity. These groups were only a portion of
the range of dance groups that BC has on campus. Besides the minor
technical difficulties, the dance showcase went off without a hitch, ¦

ALEX GAYNOR / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Thursday’s dance showcase in the main tent at O’Neill, the first of many
during Arts Festival, featured the talents of numerous student dance
groups. Among them were Synergy, who performed a superhero-themed
dance, while the Latin dance group Fuego del Corazon dazzled with its
sensual moves and a capella accompaniment.
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Singer-songerwriters and student bands compete for gold
BY: LUIZA JUSTUS
n
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hen the rumors that Macklemore would
play at Boston College’s 2013 Modstock
were confirmed, the whole campus was
X.
buzzing, electrified by this amazing news.
Then, when the Music Guild announced
that whoever won this year’s multiple
rounds of Battle of the Bands would get
to be the opening band for the concert, the stakes became higher than
they had ever been. The final stage of the competition took place at this
year’s Arts Test, during the same event that showcased several of EC’s
talented singer/songwriters in a competition of their own.
EC’s Best was a two-hour-long exhilarating event filled with some of
EC’s most gifted musicians. It was a fantastic opportunity for everyone
on campus to see some of the raw talent that is so often hidden in practice
rooms on the fourth floor of Lyons. Since getting to even play at Arts Test
was a competition in itself, it was not surprising that every single person
on that stage was exceptional. The atmosphere of the event was fun and
laid back; everyone in the audience looked happy to be there, regardless
of whether or not theypersonally knew any of the performers. The show
took place in the main tent at O’Neill Plaza with a stage that looked extremely professional, giving it a true outdoor-music-festival feel.
The event opened with the singer-songwriter portion of the competition, showcasing one hour of excellent acoustic music. Some of the
songwriting was absolutely compelling, featuring honest lyrics with
breathtaking melodies. The singer who took away the prize and title of
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best performer in this category was Tadala Jumbe, A&S ’l4, and deservedly so. She truly captivated the audience with exceptional talent.
The most awaited part of the event drew near, as the first full band
took the stage to compete for the coveted prize of playing in front of
6,000 BC students as the opening act for Macklemore. Jimmy and the
Gooch is a two-man folk band featuring James Farrell, A&S T5, and his
childhood best friend who goes to Berklee School of Music. They dazzled
the audience with their harmonizing vocals and creative use of instruments. James was not only the vocalist and guitarist but also played a
bass drum with his foot—and they say guys can’t multi-task. Jimmy and
the Gooch already has two EPs out and available for purchase oniTunes.
This already firmly-established band gave an extraordinaryperformance
that prompted the audience to clap along with their music.
The second band to perform was Bobnoxious and the Master
Craftsmen. These boys electrified the audience with their undying
energy and face-melting music. A mixture of jazz, rock, and funk, the
way their instruments speak to each other is simply impressive. Bobby
Scheuch, Sean Eckelman, Phil Hudner, and Ryan Moore acted like
true rock stars as they dominated the stage, and inspired a standing
ovation from the crowd.
The last band to rock EC’s Best was Lucid Soul. As the four boys
entered the stage in pajama pants for a session of what they call “pajamming,” their playful feel-good style was established. They proceeded to
awe the audience with their jaw-dropping guitar riffs and absolutely
flawless synthesis of the four instruments. Their hit song, “Wasting Daylight,” had multiple fans singing along to its catchy lyrics. Perhaps this is
what awarded Lucid Soul the most yearned-forprize ofthe evening: the

opportunity to play in front of most of the BC population in the mostawaited event of the semester.
“I was really impressed with all of the performers this year,” said Dan
Miller, A&S ‘l5, officer of the Music Guild and one of the four judges
for both competitions. “Everyone did a fantastic job, and that made it
difficult to select the winner.”
It really was a tough one. Since all the performers did such an amazing
job, it was hard to predict who would win. Most can agree, however, that
Lucid Soul definitely deserved the title. They sounded professional and
absolutely ready to play in front of so many people. Their entertaining
and relatable style is guaranteed to satisfy the audience. The winning
band is comprised of three BC students: vocalist and guitarist James
Farrell, guitarist Ted Faust, and drummer Andrew Bishop, all A&S T5,
along with Berklee School of Music bassist John Mahoney. The four
exceptionally talented boys impressed the audience with their ability to
be visually compelling and also sound amazing—not all bands can pull
off live shows like that.
As for how it feels to be the band to open for the legendary
Macklemore, guitarist Ted Faust felt dazed and shocked: “It hasn’t
hit me yet!”
When asked what to expect from their show this Thursday at Modstock, Lucid Soul drummer Bishop said he is excited to see the campus
unite after the sad events that have taken place in Boston recently. “We
want to really remind everyone that we have a lot to be grateful for,
and a lot of reasons to celebrate the lives we lead, and the lives we have
lost.” Overall, he says that the band expects to “set the stage for a great
performance and get the party started right.” ¦

Featuring both a singer-songwriter competition and the
annual Battle of the Bands, BC’s Best provided a showcase for
the musical talents of the student body. Terry Peng (top left)
and Megan Johnson (top right) were among the standouts of
the first competition, while the band Lucid Soul (top middle)
triumphed over Jimmy and the Gooch (bottom right) and
Bobnoxious and the Master Craftsmen (bottom middle).
ALEX GAYNOR / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Robert Balog ’74 screens his
acclaimed ‘Chasing Ice’ in Devlin
By Ryan Schmitz

Heights Staff
The Boston College alumni list is one that is certainly
filled with many successful names. Aspiring actors, politicians, even modern day adventurers have made their way
into the elite club. One alumnus in particular has been
making BC proud, as he travels the world in pursuit of
enhancing people’s understanding of the dangers of global

warming.

James Balog, BC ’74, has dedicated much of his life to
documenting the shrinking of glaciers through photography in order to educate the masses on how quickly we are
losing the ancient natural wonders and just how much they
actually mean to us. In his film Chasinglce, the crew follows
him and a fewyoung colleagues as they brave some of the
world’s harshest frozen climates for the purpose ofbetter
understanding the process of glacial melting through timelapse photography. The film was shown to an enthusiastic
BC audience on Thursday as a part of the Arts Festival.
As the audience took their seats, they were given a
quick background on Balog and his accomplishments.
This was not his first Arts Festival—in fact, he was the 2005
winner of the annual Alumni Award. Outside of the BC
scope, Chasinglce has been shown in front of Congress,
the United Kingdom House of Commons, and even in
the White House (almost as prestigious as Devlin 008).
The film was released at the end of 2012 and was actually
shortlisted for the Oscars, proving both that it is a quality
piece of cinema and that the content carried considerable
weight. The audience knew from then on that they were in
for a heat. After his introduction, the man of thehour came
up to the podium to give the film some context and a bit
of explanation. As a nature photographer, Balog has been
everywhere, from Himalayan peaks to Africanjungles. This
film, however, focuses on his more frigid adventures.
The opening ofthe film features quick dramatic clips of
natural disasters and their news coverage. The snappy cuts
give briefyet telling accounts of the political and ecological ramifications that natural disasters have, hinting that
climate change is the cause oftheir ever-increasingstrength
and frequency. Itthen shifts into an introduction ofBalog
and the beginnings of his fascination with the aesthetic
beauty and environmental importance of ice in nature.
The audience gets a small bit offoreshadowing as we see
Balog take off his boots to keep them dry as he wades into
an ocean, at what must be an ungodly temperature, in order
to get a snapshot of waves breaking over a mass of ice on
the shore. The idea is planted right then and there that
this man will do just about anything to get the right shot,
and he absolutely does not waver from that throughout

the rest of the film.
The film is as much a human story as it is an environmental one. It follows Balog and his team as they try to
capture the disappearing glaciers ofthe Arctic before its too
late. This questtakes them to places like Greenland, Iceland,
Russia, and Patagonia, Chile in the Southern Hemisphere.
As if staying out in the wilderness in these places wasn’t
enough, the men often have to propel themselves up sheer
cliff faces or down into glacial river valleys to properly
document what is happening within them. The movie takes
us through the heartbreaking frustrations that come along
with this harrowing task—in the form of equipment failure
and, in Balog’s case, one very stubbornknee that does not
seem to appreciatethese harsh environments or strenuous
exercise it is put through in the attempt to reach them.
After theconclusion of thefilm there was a brief Q&A
hosted by Balog himself. The first answer he gave was
to what I’m sure everyone was wondering, “how is your
three-times-operated-onknee?” The answer to which was,
“about to be operated on again.” The questions covered a
lot ofvery interesting points including thefilm and Balog’s
project “The Extreme Ice Survey’s” very tight budget as
well as the seemingly obvious, “How does climate change
affect me?” A clearly emotional Balog answered with, “If
you breathe air, eat food, drink water, or pay taxes, climate
change affects you.” It was a chilling reminder that all of us
have a responsibility to curb the dangers ofclimate change
before it is too late. ¦
Editor’s Note: Those interested infurther information on
‘Chasinglce’ and thefightagaimtglobalwarming can check
out Balog's websites earthvisiontrust.org, extremeicesurvey.
org and chasingice.com.
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James Balog visited BC for the screening of his film.

STOKES ART TENT
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Housing the work of student artists, the Stokes Art tent displayed a wide array of paintings and drawings.
By Ryan Towey

Heights Editor
While O’Neill Plaza’s tent dedicated itself to the arts
that demanded a bit more noise, the Stokes Art Tent
reminded visitors of the quieter, more contemplative
side to Arts Fest,
Last Thursday, visitors were invited to a walkthrough of the Stokes Art Tent, where a makeshift
gallery displayed the visual artwork of Boston College students across a range of subjects and artistic
mediums.
Many of the artists featured in the tent preferred
more conventional mediums, such as oil on canvas,
which was used by Kathleen Hartley, CSON T3, for a
fairly large painting that employed an abstract vision
of vibrating colors.
Hartley started work on her painting in an independent study, “I started out by studying trees,” Hartley
said, but she soon realized that the trees were no longer
important, “It was about the color,”
Others used oil paints as well, Nate Jones, A&S T3,
used oil paints to pay homage to a great American artist in his “Landscape after George Bellows,”
Bud O’Hara, A&S T3, used oil paints not to venerate the past, but to comment on current cultural
conditions in his “Hey, wut u doin tn?” His painting
showed a shirtless man taking a mirror picture of
himself with an iPhone, depicting the digitalization
of aggressive flirtation.
Some artists used less conventional media, such
as “Red Doll,” by Thomas Amundson, A&S T5, which
depicted an oil-painted woman upon denim jeans,
Derek Lintala, A&S T3, demonstrated his ability
with his untitled three-dimensional piece, which was

essentially a display of contorted shelves on which
wine glasses and bottles were affixed at various skew
angles.
“It’s kind ofparodying my own art in away,” Lintala
said. When he first began the piece he felt that it looked
like a rather useless shelf, at which point he began
contorting his piece further.
Two of the most compelling pieces displayed on
the day were those that turned inward, Alice Chen,
CSOM T4, brought focus to her eyes in her oil-painted
self-portrait,
Anthony Ford, A&S T3, less directly examined a
part of the human condition. In his three-dimensional
piece, “I’ll Look At You, You Look At Them,” made of
wood, rope, and paint, a knot ofrope seemed to hover
inside of a black box affixed to the wall of the tent,
“It came out of the idea of a knot in your stomach
and also a knot in your mind,” Ford said, “It’s a play on
high tension in an undefined space,”
Others turned toward their surrounding environments to create their art, Katherine O’Connor, A&S
T4, used the Chestnut Hill Reservoir as inspiration
for her oil painting, “Reservoir,” which managed to
accurately capture the feeling of running around the
water with its use of cool blues highlighted by sunny
yellows,
Angie Zablotny, CSON T5, also depicted the
BC environment in the aptly named oil painting,
“24 Flours,” which depicted the upper level of Bapst
Library,
One of the most moving pieces displayed, however, was one that also embodied art at its simplest,
Lauren Mackie, A&S T3, chose to paint a Boston Red
Sox hat.
She called the piece “Boston Strong,” ¦
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CARNIVAL OF ANIMALS
BY: MAGDALENA LACHOWICZ

heseconddayofArtsFestivalwas
graced with pleasant weather
I
If and not one but two animal
S I features. The Chamber Muf
sic Society performed Camille
M
Saint-Saens’s beloved Carnival
|
of the Animals, bringing the
personalities of the wild kingdom into the Irish Hall
of Gasson, Directed by professor Sandra Hebert, the
ensemble was conducted by Jonathan Mott, A&S T4,
with professor Mark O’Connor narrating the pieces
with Ogden Nash’s own “Carnival of Animals,” The
instrumental zoo accompanied the early afternoon
neatly, with a nearly full house turn out and heartfelt
performance.
The song itself is actually a 14-part composition,
with the first 13 corresponding to a specific animal or
group thereof. Each section has its own personality,
capturing the spirit of each animal, from the majestic
lion to the steady tortoise to the graceful swan. The ensemble did a successful job in translating the creatures
to the audience, from violinists Annie Park, A&S T3,
and Emma Lott, A&S ’l4, imitating the rousing cry of
a rooster to the double bassist Kara Robbins, BC ’O4,
mimicking the lumbering playfulness of an elephant.
Flautist Marie Rose Muir, LSOE T3 chirped along
as if her own flute was the entire flock in the Aviary
and the pianists Olivia Natale, A&S T4, and Victoria
Mariconti, A&S T5, managed to create kangaroos out
of their combined 176 keys. With flourish and pomp,
the ensemble rounded out their menagerie with the
Finale, celebrating the collective animals with infectious zeal.
Accompanying the pieces were the verses by Nash,
the narration of which truly captured the colorful
and carefree spirit of the entire Carnival, O’Connor’s
smirks, chuckles, and inflections emphasized the humor of the poem, as well as setting the mood for each
animal before being formally introduced. Another
aspect playing into this was the relationship between
M

m
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Mott and the musicians—traded back and forth were
feisty attitudes and playful smirks, appropriately placed
to emphasize thecharacteristics of each animal. Above
all, the more humorous ofthe songs, “Pianists,” involved
a hysterical exchange battle of wits between an everfrustrated conductor and two ‘beginner’ pianists flying
through their scales with sass abound.
As a whole, the performance was playful and
frivolous yet peppered with some truly touching moments, Tina Yoonsoo Jung’s, A&S ’l4, cello feature in
“Le cygnet (The Swan)” is worth mentioning—from
the first notes she played, it was obvious that this was
her piece. Eyes closed and swayingwith the music, Jung
made her cello sing as if truly a swan gliding through
the water, making a lasting impression upon all those
who were in attendance. Impeccable, her performance
eclipsed the pianists in the backgrounds as she let her
cello’s sound and her passion truly shine through. It
was a truly magical moment in the midst of what is a
generally lighthearted piece. Also noteworthy was the
performance of the Aquarium, theseventh installment
of the Carnival. Sweeping and entrancing, the opening notes cast a spell upon the audience, taking them
into an alien, underwater world. The strings shined
here as well, sounding otherworldly and chilling yet
captivating. Amongst these,clarinetist Ryan Malonis’s
exemplary tone and sound made the extinct Fossils
come alive.
Any and all mistakes (though veryfew) were largely
unnoticeable. Outside of one or two notes missed and a
few pushes oftempos, the performance went on without any glaring errors that took awayfrom the experience, In the end, any dissonance was forgotten as the
Chamber Music Society made steeds out of wild asses
and angels out of swans. Receiving a standing ovation
that was wholly deserved, the ensemble showed itself
to be a menagerie of wonderfully talented musicians.
Although it has been 10 years since Saint-Saens’s Carnival was performed at Boston College, its return was
a spectacle for the ears, ¦

The Boston College Chamber Music Society,
pictured here at an earlier performance on
Friday, delighted music enthusiasts with their
performance of ‘Carnival of the Animals’ on Friday
at 3 p.m. The beloved CamilleSaint-Saens piece,
conducted by Jonathan Mott, A&S 14, is a 14-part
composition representing a variety of different
animals through music.
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BC’s finest artists celebrated alongside Polito with Arts Awards
By

Sean Keeley

Arts

&

Review Editor

“We’re in a different cathedral today.
It’s Boston College and we’ve come down
the hill and we’re in a makeshift church
in the center of a cathedral known as a
University for a different kind of worship.
Because I truly believe that an artist is a
minister—and the sacrament that the artist renders is the art itself,”
With these words, Rev, Jack Butler, S.J.,
put the bustling activities of this weekend’s
Arts Festival in a spiritual perspective,
as he introduced an event celebrating
the University’s ongoing commitment
to artistic endeavors. The “makeshift
church” he mentioned was the Stokes
Art Tent, and on Friday afternoon it was
full of faculty, students, and Arts Council
members gathered for the annual Arts
Awards Celebration,
The celebration began with a performance by the Madrigal Singers, a
student singing group specializing in
Renaissance-era chamber choral music.
The group delivered a lovely performance
of the 1794 Robert Burns tune “My Love

Is Like A Red, Red Rose,” ushering in
the event with an appropriately springthemed offering.
Then it was on to the speakers. Crystal
Tiala, a professor in the Theatre Department and the Chair of the Arts Council,
highlighted the festival’s 15-year history
and its growth from a one-day indoors
event to this year’s expansive Festival,
encompassing 70 events over the course
of its three days.
Following Butler’s speech, the heart
of the program began, as eight students
were

honored with awards from their

respective departments: music, film studies, studio art, English, theatre arts, and
art history. The awardees shared an outstanding commitment to their respective
fields, but their interests spanned a wide
range: from English student Harrison
Kent, A&S T3, whose original research on
Charles Sprague has made him the leading expert on Boston’s “Banker Poet,” to
behind-the-scenes theater whiz Victoria
Sponsel, A&S T3, to musical prodigy and
conductor of the BC Symphony Orchestra
Emma Lott, A&S T4. After the eight student awards were given, Lott took to the

stage with a violin to show off her musical
prowess, delivering a soothing rendition
of Bach’s “Air.”
David Quigley, Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, then presented the
Faculty Award to Sheila Gallagher—a notable artist, curator, and professor, Quigley quoted from the esteemed art critic
Michael Wood, who praised an exhibit
of her “smoke” paintings at the Institute
of Contemporary Art, while also singling
out the 2009 McMullen Museum exhibit
she curated—a
collection of Civil War
drawings that has since travelled to museums across the country. In her gracious
acceptance of the award, Gallagher called
on the University to create more daily
experiences with art beyond the realm
of Arts Festival, and suggested that there
are plenty of blank beige walls on campus
that could use some artistic adornments,
“When I walk around BC, it feels so nude
to me,” Gallagher said, urging those present to carry the vibrancy of Arts Festival
over to the entire school year.
Finally, it was time to celebrate the Festival’s guest of honor, the poet and critic Robert Polito, BC ’73, In accepting the Alumni
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Emma Lott, A&S 14, was one of many students recognized at the Arts Awards Celebration.
Award, Polito emphasized his gratitude at
being recognized by his alma mater, and his
pleasure at the homecoming he received,
“On the scales of what poet John Keats once
called in a letter his ‘pleasure thermometer,’
this is a very high fever,” he said. Citing names
of professors and friends with whom he
established an artistic community on EC’s
campus, Polito thanked them for their con-

tinued inspiration. To close out, he recited a
poem; “Mike the Winger,” an ode to his native
city of Quincy, Bringing the event full circle,
Polito’s poetry perfectly captured the religious
dimension that Butler suggested lies behind
the artistic impulse to create; “Maybe winging records is like making movies or saying
Mass, / Your calling; you do it until you can’t
do it anymore,” ¦

MY MOTHER'S FLEABAG
BC’s premier improv comedy troupe, My Mother’s
Fleabag, performed at the Arts Festival Friday night
in the Stokes art tent. The group used the change of
venue from their usual O’Connell House shows to try
a new, more intimate game alongside tried-and-true
comedic favorites.

BY: BERNADETTE DERON
he extremely popularimprov
comedy group, My Mother’s
1
Fleabag, put on a show FriI day Night in the Stokes Art
m
tent. This show was the last
f
M
show for graduating seniors,
and very different from the
group’s annual “Big Shows,” which are put on
everyfall and spring at the O’Connell House. As
opposed to selling out O’Connell, this show was
a more intimate affair, but equally as hilarious.
Although this show was shorter than their annual shows, Fleabag was able to pack in interesting games that kept the audience entertained.
Their first game was “Let’s Go There,” in which
a player from off-stage would yell out “Let’s go
there” when a new and interesting location was
mentioned during a skit, and the players on stage
have to switch locations and story lines. This game
went from a farmer feeding his son grass to an
extremely awkward and uncomfortable funeral,

I
If

m

-
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pair of sewn-together scarecrows
dominating the world by assassinating the president of the United States. Needless to say, this got
pretty out of hand. The group doesn’t usually put
this game into their performances, and it is easy
to see why, as the fast-paced story lines were hard
to keep up with at times. This would definitely lose
an O’Connell House crowd, but because of the
intimate nature of this particular show “Let’s go
there” seemed to work with the crowd and keep
them entertained.
The next game, “Party Goers,” is a popular and
familiar game that this group puts on. It is easy to
follow: one player goes outside while three other
players are given ridiculous personas, and then the
player who doesn’t know the personas has to guess
each one in a party setting. When the player guesses
right, that person leaves the party. We had a guy
who compulsively picked his nose, a girl who was
in love with an imaginary person, and a girl who
responded to every question screaming. Needless
to a birth, to a

to say, this “party”

was pretty interesting.
Another game that was unexpectedly hilarious
was “Candy Mouth,” in which two players had to
act out a very serious scene, and every time the
audience laughed when they weren’t supposed to,
which was every time the audience laughed, another player shoved candy in their mouth until they
couldn’t fit anymore. This game had a slow start, but
by the time both players had mouths stuffed with
Swedish Fish it was hysterical. The best part about
this comedy group is the audience interaction that
goes hand in hand with improv. Virtually nothing
is planned by the group members, except for the
structure and order they play the games in. This is
one of the only performing arts groups on campus
that never charges for their shows, which is one of
the components to their popularity. But the most
important part of the Fleabaggers is that on stage
they just look like a group of friends that is having
a great time doing what they love, and audiences
never fail to react well to that group dynamic. ¦
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BC UNDERGROUND
BY: ARIANA IGNERI
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he first event of its kind, BC Underground was
a collaborative effort highlighting the talents
/
11 I j of various underrepresented student artists. A
S
feature of this year’s Arts Festival, Underground
M
brought spoken word poets, break dancers, rapf
t
pers, and DJs together in O’Neill Plaza for an
evening of unique artistic expression.
Introducing the event, as well as each participant in the showcase, Vanessa Menchaca, A&S ’l3, emceed Underground. She did
her best to energize the crowd, making jokes—some better than
others—about
a range of different things, from surviving life after
graduation to getting kidnapped while studying abroad in India.
After Menchaca, the night began with a raw and gripping presentation of spoken word poetry. Six student writers, all captivating in
their own right, took the stage to recite their work. Characterized
by eloquence and emotion, each participant spoke with genuine
conviction on topics and themes that though quite different, were
all strikingly personal. While Luis Torres, A&S ’l6, focused his
recitation on “being Dominican” and Claire Geruson, LSOE T3,
centered hers on gender and sexuality, Jovani Hernandez, A&S T6,
concentrated his poetry on brotherhood and family.
Some of the most emotionally evocative poetry pieces of Underground, though, were those delivered by Rayana Grace, A&S T3,
Danny Deleon, A&S T5, and Alex Li, A&S T4. With unassuming
poise, Grace took the stage and shocked the audience with her piece
“Twitterly Dumb,” a poem that used real tweets to illustrate how men
often objectify women. Passionately, she asked, “Why do we adhere
to the standards men place?” concluding that a woman’s “beauty is a
multifaceted diamond
A gift that few are fortunate to witness.”
DeLeon’s presentation was equally poignant —it
was a direct
plea to God, begging for “the crown ofknowledge” and for answers
concerning “what this life is really about.” The beauty of his poetry,
however, rested not just in its authenticity, but also in the fact that
it was for his mother—he wanted answers because he wanted to be
sure that his mother would one day “reach the pearly gates.”
Fervent and moving, Li gave a similar performance, dedicating
his last poem to his close friend who had recently lost a loved one.
By the end of his emotional piece, he was nearly shouting, proclaiming, “Half broken is still half living I may never be whole but I will
never be defeated.”
The serious tone of the spoken word poets was followed by an
enthusiastic, fun breakdancing demonstration by the on-campus
dance group Conspiracy Theory. About a dozen students took turns
free styling on stage to a groovy, looping track. As they flipped
around, walked on their hands, spun on their heads, and twisted
into practically unfathomable positions, the crowd cheered with
acclamation.
After showcasing poets and dancers, Underground hosted several
student musicians, including rappers eZ BreeZ and Mr. WakeUpp
and electro-soul artist Times New Roman. Known and loved by the
senior class, eZ BreeZ (McEdward Laguerre, LSOE ’l3) stimulated
the crowd, rapping several songs with his younger brother, Phenom.
Mr. WakeUpp (Sha-lee Flavius, CSOM ’l4) was also successful in
pumping up the crowd. Walking in with dark shades, a Red Sox
jersey, and plenty of swag, Flavius brought an undeniable energy to
Underground. Whether he was rapping about Spring Break, chanting
“We taking shots,” or about Boston in “Orchestra,” singing “For my
city / Boston strong,” Flavius was dynamic. The former rap was his
last one—it was personal, inspired, and intense, representing a real
highlight of the evening.
A set by Times New Roman, who is also known as William Bolton,
CSOM T6, was another high point of Underground. Bolton’s colorm
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Anew event this year, ‘BC
Underground’ brought together
spoken word artists, rappers,
break dancers, an electronic
musician and two DJs for a
dynamic night in the main tent
at O’Neill Plaza. Highlights
included an emotional poetic
reading by Alex Li, A&S ’l4
(bottom left), an energetic
break dancingroutine by
members of Conspiracy Theory
(top left, middle right, and
bottom right), and a lively
electronic set by Times New
Roman (top right).

...

...

ful style and retro/R&B vibe made his performance exceptional and
distinctive. Featuring the keyboard talents of Dan Lyle, A&S ’l6, he
sang four original songs, including “Detroit 2 Boston,” “High Maintenance,” “Voices,” and “Satisfaction.” Incorporating pre-recorded
samples and beats as well as live instruments, the duo created a
sound that was both vintage and contemporary, entertaining the
audience and getting them to rock along.
Turning the entire Arts Fest tent into a dance party, with flashing
lights and loud music, DJs Alex Lam, CSOM ’l3, and Jay Thomas,

A&S ’l5, closed the high-energy event off. Everyone made their way
out of their seats and onto the floor—and someone even jumped on
the stage to do the worm, twice.
Underground, celebrating the diversity of artistic talent, was a
brilliant achievement by all involved. Underscoring and displaying
overshadowed art forms, it united students in their passions and
created an outlet for their expressions.And though it was the event’s
first year as a feature of Arts Fest, its success will surely secure that
it won’t be its last. ¦

AFTER HOURS
BY: MAGDALENA LACHOWICZ
It

ny event that starts with an
impromptu dance party is
f
S[ I
i
guaranteedto be a good time,
|
I
J !
and that was exactly how the
\
BC Theatre Department’s
S
1
After Hours was hailed in,
thanks to spillover from theßC
Underground event that preceded it. Though starting about
a half hour late due to said dance party, the plays to follow
after were worth the delay. Though for the most part After
Hours was a collection of inside jokes, the student-written
and directed shorts were still full ofheart, wit, and humor for
those not privy to the department.Five differentplays were
staged, each one poking fun at a differentaspect ofBC theater life with the grand finale being a tribute to the seniors,
all ofwhom starred as themselves. What came together was
a personal yet extremely humorous look into the lives and
relationships between the students of theater.
Each play was not theater gold, nor was it meant to
be—the main goal here was humor. And though some
plays were more obscure on thejokes thanothers, the reaction of the audience was always positive. Theatre students
guffawed, cat-called, cheered, and whistled on to the jests
meant for them, whilst the more inclusive humor was also
well-received, A main feature of each play was caricature,
with every actor pulling out all the stops to exaggerate gestures and personalities alike, A spin offofSamuel Beckett’s
Waiting for Godot, Waitingfor John Bonn —written by a
senior pseudonymously called Hadley Elizabeth—placed
four hyperbolic personalities into one queue and invited
the viewer to see what happens. The senior showcase play,
Seen YourPlay?, had each person playing inflated versions
of their own selves in a hysterical tribute to all thecharacters
found inside the department.
Unafraid to delveinto the scandalous, the viewers were
heated to Ceara O’Sullivan, A&S T4, asa belligerently hungover director and Chris Gouchoe, A&S T3, playing himself,
with only a guitar to cover up his otherwise thong-clad self.
Sexual humor was littered throughout but, though explicit
at times, never crossed into the territory of exploitation.
In the end, it was obvious to see that the risque was all in
good fun, thatboundaries were not crossed, and that these
moments were representative of the real life interactions
within a theatre department that truly cares for each other.
What stemmed from this kind of overtly sexual humor
were moments of comic gold, such as the Wet T-Shirt
'V
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Time’ moment in the backstage of a production of Hamlet
featured in the play aptly titled SomethingRotten. Although
overt, the sexual absurdity within the plays was a nonissue
and often the reason for the more boisterous laughs among
the crowd.
Although a wholly different experience if you are in on
the ) okes, AfterHours was nevertheless highly entertaining.
Unpolished and oftentimes raunchy, it was the embodiment
of the shenanigans to be had within such an obviously tightknit community. Wiping away tears of laughter, in the end
one could not help but wonder why they had not been a
theatre major all along, ¦
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‘ fter Hours’ was a late-night theatrical treat, deliveringraunchy laughs
A
with performances of five separate plays, several of them written and
directed by BC theatre majors.
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VOICES OF IMANI
BY: MAGDALENA LACHOWICZ

i
I

I

1

group, which was founded in 1977, showcased only
a fraction of their large choir on Saturday afternoon
in the main tent at O’Neill Plaza, The choir put on a

\
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oston College’s Gospel choir Voices of Imani is truly
one
t^le most underrated groups on campus. This

1
I

t

|

M

number of traditional gospel songs, including “God’s
Been Good to Me” and “When We Praise,” The song
“By The By,” which the head director Chauncey McGlathery dubbed his
“new favorite old song,” was an extremely dynamic performance by the
choir. The singers, divided as soprano, alto, bass, and tenor, performed
each part separately and then came together in a beautiful weave of voices
for the main chorus that got the crowd pumped up and roaring. The
soloist, Samara Foster, A&S ’l5, performed a beautiful song entitled “Let
My People Go,” which was extremely inspiring and moving. Among the
soloists and the group as a whole, there are a lot of things that make this
choir stand out on campus. The movement of the collective throughout
the performance was not typical of a traditional gospel choir. At times
the singers crouched down and popped up accordingly to the lyrics of a
particular song, leaned in toward the audience and switched offfrom left
to right sides, and, of course, swayed together from side to side as most
choirs do. The difference is that this group of students looks like they
are having a wonderful time. The joy on their faces is incredible to see.
At one point, the director asked the audience to join the choir in singing
the chorus of one song during their performance. When the audience
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Voices of Imani, a choral group known for their renditions of Gospel tunes, delivered a rousing performance on Saturday afternoon at the Arts Festival.
sang, the choir cheered for them, a true change of pace to most shows
going on during Arts Fest weekend. On top of the audience involvement,
simply looking at the different faces of this group proves that Voices of
Imani is one of the most diverse groups on campus, and thatis a beautiful
thing to see and experience. The nature of the Christian tradition is the
call and response that God asks his followers to experience, and that is
exactly what this group incorporates into their shows. Their director is
an awe-inspiring individual who uplifts the audience in between songs
by expressing his faith and asking the audience to express theirs as well.

McGlathery’s energy adds so much to this group’s performances and is a
truly inspirational man. Although this group is a Christian gospel choir,
you do not have to be religious by any means to feel inspired and uplifted
by their performances. This group’s presence and spirit is enough to make
any audience member feel something in their heart, whether it is of a
spiritual nature or some other kind of force. Voices definitely deserves
a lot more credit than they get for their inspirational enthusiasm, and
the crowd that they drew on Saturday afternoon just goes to show how
captivating they truly are, ¦

A true tale of love and war, dramatized in ‘Unforgettable’ style
By

Ariana Igneri

Assoc. Arts

&

rated the 60th anniversary of the signing of the truce
between North and South Korea, as well.
Unforgettable was performed in the Bonn Studio
Theater as a part of EC’s annual Arts Festival. Directed
by Kim Mancuso, it derived its power neither from
a large cast nor from an elaborate, complex set, but,
rather, from a sense of authenticity. In fact, the cast
was comprised of just three actors. Thompson, the
playwright, played therole of Cleora, and Kermit Dunkelberg, co-founder of the Pilgrim Theatre Company,
played Dwight. Amelia McLaulin, A&S ‘l5, took on
the role of the third character of the show, the couple’s
daughter, Amanda.
Taking place inboth 1953 and 2000, Unforgettable
alternated between time periods, illustrating the story
of Dwight and Cleora during the war, as well as their
story well after the war. Dunkelberg and Thompson
played both the young and old versions of their characters, making the connection between the settings
easy to follow.
Just as the play was divided by time, it was also

Review Editor

“Those letters were just the beginning of their
journey—their lives were full of adventure and great
love,” said Amanda Thompson, referring to her parents,
Dwight and Cleora, in this weekend’s presentation of
Unforgettable: Letters From Korea.
A striking, sincere reflection on love and life,
Unforgettable focused on the epistolary relationship
between Lt. Col. Dwight S. Thompson and Cleora B.
Barnes Thompson throughout the beginning years
of the 19505. The couple’s existing, archived letters
from the Korean War served as the frameworkfor the
play—the show’s dialogue was directly developed from
their actual conversations and exchanges. Written by
the couple’s real-life daughter, Susan Thompson, a
professor in EC’s Theatre Department, Unforgettable
provided viewers with unadulterated insight into the
reality of the Korean conflict. In doing so, it honored
the lives of the war’s many veterans, and commemo-

divided by location, situating its trio of characters into
three separate, but contingent, sets: a college dorm
room for Cleora, a Korean campsite for Dwight, and
an old attic for Amanda. Though Dwight and Cleora
were thousands of miles apart in completely singular
settings, their letters connected them—and while they
wrote to each other, Amanda, situated in the attic, read
parts of their notes aloud. Her character linked the
past to the present and made the truth of their story
apparent and real.
As she read the love letters, Amanda’s character
was portrayed sifting through wooden chests and
worn leather boxes, pulling out cherished remnants
of her parents’ lives. Throughout Unforgettable, she
picked up and laid out more and more pieces: black
and white photos, vintage jewelry, old yearbooks, and
dated journals, all on display for the audience to see.
The items, associated with the letters, served as a material connection to their story.
The play maintained its forceful effect by paying
attention to subtle details such as these—it tried,

carefully, to legitimize itself by relating the letters to
tangible and visible objects like props and photos. It
used a simple, changing projection backdrop to succeed
in achieving this sameresult, with both the photos and
the actors mirroring the descriptions in the letters.
Though modest in its presentation, Unforgettable
was beautifully elegant, owing in part to its music. Live
jazz, featuring Stephen Eliott on the saxophone and
Molly Flannery on the piano, accompanied much of the
show. With the smooth sounds of keys and brass supporting them, the characters even sang several songs
throughout the duration of the play, all of which tied
in to the themes of the letters.
Unforgettable, as a whole, was sentimental and
honest, exhibiting the power of love by presenting a
couple’s genuine experience as evidence. It illustrated
the ups and downs of a long-distance relationship,
ultimately concluding that life is an “unforgettable”
and “beautiful voyage” and that true love, even in the
face of obstacles, “bears all things, believes all things,
hopes all things, and endures all things.” ¦

UNFORGETTABLE
GRAHAM BECK

/
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Presented in the Bonn Studio Theater, ‘Unforgettable: Letters From Korea’ was a vivid dramatizationof lovers separated by the Korean War, inspired by the story of the parents of theatre Professor Susan Thompson.

AHANA COLLECTIVE THEATRE
BY: SEAN SEAVER

he unmistakable buzz caused
by Boston College’s Art Festival
I
If continued throughout campus
V y
I on Saturday, making a 45-minute
pit stop at the AHANA CollecM
tive Theatre Performance, The
[
performance consisted of three
plays, two of which were written by AHANA students
from universities in California and Arkansas, and one
by EC’s own Ogechi-Leah Musa, A&S T4,
Musa’s One Last Smile, the first of her plays to be
produced on stage, is rife with relatable themes and
tongue-in-cheek humor, allowing it to succeed as a
refreshing take on star-crossed teenage romance. The
play focuses on the interactions between high school
students in separate cliques, while forgoing the anticipated happy ending in favor of one thatis surprisingly
realistic. One Last Smile also has unexpected and
insightful depth in its examination of stereotypes, racism, and sexuality. The play featured a more elaborate
plot than either of the two preceding plays, Politically
Correct and He Said/She Said, which allowed One Last
Smile to be the most memorable performance.
Although One Last Smile was the most “complete” production done by the AHANA Collective,
Politically Correct and He Said/She Said were also
very well done.
Politically Correct stars Noah Alonso-Torres, A&S
T3, as a high school student unable to make up his
mind about whether he wants to make up his mind,
Torres’ character, Daniel, spends the majority of the
play juxtaposing choices regarding his sexuality. This
coincides with his close friend Emily, played by Loucie St, Germaine, A&S T4, trying to elicit honesty.
Ultimately, Politically Correct is propelled by the fear
of exposing feelings for another person, although the
play would have benefitted from being acted out rather
than simply being read to the audience.
The last part of AHANA Collective’s performance
was He Said/She Said, starring Scott Jean, A&S T4, and
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Charissa Jones, A&S T3, as a college couple struggling
to appreciate one another. He Said/She Said comments
on the tendency to generalize members of the opposite
sex, such as labeling all women as materialistic or all
men as selfish. The play argues thatwhile these misperceptions cause actual problems, they can be avoided
by eliminating blanketed stereotypes.
While the three plays have clear strengths and
weaknesses when examined individually, theAHANA
Collective Theatre Performance was undeniably
a success when assessed as a whole. The plays all
had a plethora of humor, audience interaction, and
memorable characters. The acting in each of the plays,
however, could have been substantially improved had
the students displayed more believable emotions. It
is difficult for an audience member to become captivated with a play that is a reading of a script rather
than acting.
Still, the scripts, Musa’s specifically, were surprisingly deep and unrelentingly funny. By being relatable
and noticeably self-aware, each of the plays was thoroughly enjoyable, The AHANA Collective closed their
performance by urging students to join if interested,

providing Stephen Wu, A&S ’l4, as the individual to
contact at wusj@bc.edu with any inquiries, ¦

ROBYN KIM

/
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AHANA Collective Theatre
delivered a series of entertaining
and reflective short plays.
Basing their skits on themes
such as racism, sexuality, and
stereotyping, their Saturday
afternoon performance at EC’s
annual Arts Festival was both
interesting and insightful.
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One of the most popular events of the Arts Festival
returned in fine form this year, as Dancing with bOp!
took over the O’Neill tent on Saturday night. Jazz
musicians, singers, and various dance groups were
equally spotlighted at the collaborative showcase.

BY: CHRISTINA QUINN
i'om opening notes to closing
bows, Dancing with bOp! illusI
If trated how beautifully seemingly
V
unique genres of music and dance
* # *
can combine, forming a highly enm
tertaining culmination to the 2013
j
Boston College Arts Festival,
The event showcases the musical talents of the BC
bOp! jazzensemble as theyperform accompaniments
for a variety of dance groups from across the BC campus, with styles ranging from swing to hip-hop,to Irish
dance, Sebastian Bonaiuto, the Director ofBands at BC
who also conducts bOp!, noted that the show gives the
musicians an opportunity to play music thatwould not
otherwise be performed during the year.
The evening began on a strong note, as bOp!
played its opening piece, “Groovin’ Hard,” to a packed,
energy-filled tent. Senior Patrick Andrea, CSOM T3,
played one of many saxophone solos he would have
throughout the evening, and generally, the ensemble
gave the crowd a taste of classic jazz sound that would
typically be found in a bOp! performance.
Segueing almost immediately into a dramatically
different style, bOp! welcomed Fuego del Corazon,
EC’s Latin Dance Team, to the stage. As is often the
case with any Fuego performance, there was palpable
chemistry between the dancers as they completed
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dizzying spins and dips throughout two songs. Impressively, the bOp! vocalists were able to accompany the
fiery performance in Spanish, adding an authentic flair
to the musical adaptation.
The Dance Organization of BC (DOBC) performed
after Fuego, in the first of their three dances. Beginning with a slower tempo to Aretha Franklin’s “I Never
Loved a Man,” the ladies of DOBC embodied the
song’s accusatory, sassy lyrics in their movements,
Janis Joplin’s “Piece of My Heart” struck a similar
lyrical chord, allowing DOBC’s coordinated routine
to keep its attitude going. Their final dance in the
show’s second half, set to No Doubt’s “Hella Good
was thoroughly enhanced by the sounds ofbOpl’s jazz
guitar and electric bass.
Taking on a softer, gentler pace, three women from
the BC Dance Ensemble (BCDE) tapped in time as
bOp! vocalists Alexandra Coyle, A&S T5, and Anne
Wilder, CSOM T6, sang a female take on Lil Wayne’s
“How To Love,” Later joined gracefully by a larger
portion of BCDE, vocalist Matthew Hewett, A&S T6,
sounded like someone far beyond his age as he crooned
Otis Redding’s “Try A Little Tenderness,”
Though more commonly known to some for their
presence at football games, the Golden Eagles Dance
Team showed off some Rockette-like moves in a sailorinspired number set to “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,”
”

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF
Prominent during WWII, it seemed appropriate that
the bouncy song began with a reveille-like trumpet
solo by Constantine Schidlovsky, CSOM ’l3,
The first half of the show concluded with a dance
performance by this year’s Showdown champions,
Phaymus, As is typical for the hip-hop inspired portions of the show, the bOp! vocalists donned sunglasses
and flat-brimmed hats as they gamely performed
variations ofsongs like “Pop That” by French Montana,
TerryPeng, A&S T4, took a break from the trombone
section to showcase his rapping abilities, accompanying the dancing precision offered by the men and
women of Phaymus,
The ladies of Females Incorporating Sisterhood
Through Step (F.1.5.T.5,), EC’s all-female step team,
kicked off the second half of the night, beginning with
some solo moves, then moving into a fabulous arrangement of Michael Jackson’s “Billie Jean,” Given the force
of their boots and brilliance of their smiles, it was very
easy to hear and appreciate the complementary sound
of F.I.S.T.S.’s steps as they kept a strong tempo.
Though Swing Kids might seem like a typical
dance pairing for a jazz event, their performance was
anything but expected. From the song selection, “Everybody Talks” by Neon Trees, to the acrobatic lifts,
jumps, and flips, they proved that swing is capable of
being contemporary, bOp! vocalist Nathan Walkow-

icz, LSOE ’l3, was tremendous to hear, showing off a
great range.
Exemplifying a beautiful balance of the modern and
traditional in a completely different fashion, the men
and women of Masti put forth an amazing collection
of individual and partner dances, Sequined harem
pants have never looked as good as they did during
their expressive routines. Once again, it was also impressive to see the bOp! vocalists adapt to singing in
different languages.
The concluding number for the evening showed
the impressive size of the BC Irish Dance club. Though
Irish music is somewhat strange to hear played on jazz
instruments, it was well done by bOp!, The girls were
impeccably in step and sported ribbons supporting
the Boston Marathon,
Surprisingly, one of the best performances of the
night didn’t involve dancing. The second to last song
was a cover of “Suit and Tie” which brought a standing ovation from the crowd. The vocal tag-team of
Matthew Hewett and TerryPeng definitely could give
Timberlake and Jay-Z a run for their money, and the
instrumentals were outstanding.
The event, which can credit an alumnus Steven
Bass, BC Tl, for arranging all the pieces, was truly
a collaboration of talents, embodying the mission of
the Arts Festival, ¦

CCE'S DEADFAST CLUB
BY: MAGDALENA LACHOWICZ | FOR THE HEIGHTS
/I

lot can happen in 90 minutes, especially when there is a murder
to solve. This is what the characters in the CCE’s production
of The Deadfast Club sought
to portray all in the midst of
absurd happenings, personality
power struggles, and countless secrets revealed. Directed
by senior member Philip Seidl, LSOE ‘l3, and written by
Joe Allen, A&S T3, Emma Missett, A&S T3, and Gabby
Colavecchio, A&S T5, the murder mystery was a witty
though self-indulgent production.
The action centered on the mysterious death of Brock
(Zander Weiss, A&S ’l5), the Intro to Biology TA to the
seven students. After performing a spin-off version of
“The Circle of Life” (aptly named “The Circle of Scantrons” and complete with costumed background singers), a
boxer clad Brock downs an entire bottle of blue Powerade
Zero only to collapse dead seconds later. With no one the
wiser as to who had executed the crime, the students team
up to solve it, though it isn’t long before tensions rise
and loyalties are formed. Sara Daley, played by Kaitlyn
Quaranta, A&S ’l4, a Southern bad girl in the CCE, finds
herself at odds with Mark, played by Brandan Ray, A&S
T5, a hot-headed member of an opposing comedy club
who thinks he’s funnier than her and therefore should
be lead investigator. This causes a rift in the group and
the two sides split off to contemplate the crime further.
Ultimately, professor Bonebrake (Brendan Connelly, A&S
’l4) is found out and arrested for the murder of not only
Brock, but 10 of his now former TAs.
A major component of The Deadfast Club was breaking the fourth wall—the prologue to the main action of
the murder mystery was the student characters milling about the audience talking to each other about the
exam as well as speaking to individual viewers about it.
Through this, one could decide for oneself if there was
a motive for murder before it even happened, judging
whether one student was more suspicious than another.
Further into the action, when the students suffer a rift in
loyalties, the two groups go into separate rooms and the
viewers chose which group they wanted to followand perhaps get further insight into the murder. Inside the rooms,
the students interacted with the now down-sized crowd
on a much more individual level, answering to remarks
and inquiries about the on-going action. This interactive
style allowed the improv abilities of the CCE members to
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shine, not once falling out of character even when speaking
with people with whom they were familiar with.
Where The Deadfast Club suffered the most was duration. Many sceneswere drawn out with tedious and silly
dialogue in which nothing was being moved forward plotwise or otherwise. More often than not, old conversations and facts were brought back up in order to develop
the characters, beating the audience over the head with
details they had already established for themselves. The
writing was clever and the jokes were there, but the repetitive nature and unnecessary length of the exchanges
flattened the punch lines and made for a restless crowd.
Furthermore, many of the jokes happened to be strictly
CCE related jests and jabs—outside of fellow members
and alumni of the club, a good portion of the viewers did
not understand what was so amusing. This further alienated the audience and caused a few to rudely call out to
the actors with their own commentary in order to make
their own fun. Thankfully, the actors handled these well
and took them into stride with the dialogue, which was
very commendable. Overall though, the exclusivity of the
humor and the tedious delivery made for an experience
that was not as comedic as anticipated.
Despite the duration and the heavy inside jokes, it
was obvious that those who understood the jests were
highly entertained—though not everyone was in on it,
the comedy of The Deadfast Club was absurd and witty.
It was put on with a lot of heart and endearment—unfortunately, it was written for a CCE-exclusive audience
and was not accessible to the rest of the viewers. In this
way, the production was self-indulgent and dry, leaving
the audience restless and inattentive and causing the play
to needlessly suffer on. ¦
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The Committee for Creative
Enactments presented ‘The
Deadfast Club’ in the O’Connell
House over the weekend. An
interactive and comedic murder
mystery, the show was suitably
eccentric and amusing despite the
insider nature of some jokes.
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AVENUE Q
BY

JOE ALLEN

STAFF

Alex

Gaynor
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or Arts Fest weekend,Robsham Theater
housed a heartwarming musical that
shares a lot in common with Sesame

controlled their movements with ease. That huge accomplishment can be attributed to the actors and their
I
It
puppet coach, Roxanna Myhrum,
Along with the puppet mastery, the BC audience was
S ?'T'l Street. Everything, from the interactions
*
I of puppets with human characters, to sucked into the twisted yet whimsical world of Avenue Q
M
the teaching oflife lessons through song,
by the actors’ effortless vocals and sharp comic timing. In
(
calls back to the PBS children’s classic.
an early song entitled “If You Were Gay,” puppets/roomWell, except for the song about porn. And the casual mates Nicky (Andrew McDivitt) and Rod (Billy McEntee,
profanity. Not to mention the world-weary cynicism, A&S T4), who reflect a grown-up Ernie and Bert, caused
theintroduction ofpuppets named Mrs, Thistletwat and
raucous laughter as Nicky awkwardly spit out lines
Lucy the Slut, a “closeted homosexual” character, heavy about his acceptance of the conservative Rod’s closeted
drinking, death by a flying penny, and a puppet re-enacthomosexuality, all to the bouncing rhythm from the very
ment of Kama Sutra positions that gives Team America
capable six-personorchestra, Joseph Manning, A&S T4
a run for its money. Welcome to Avenue Q.
as Trekkie Monster, a perverted amalgamation ofOscar
An incredibly funny and shocking musical when the Grouch and Cookie Monster, perfectly interjected in
first staged in 2003, Avenue Q was resurrected in all
a kindergartener-targeted song about the internet with
its adult-themed glory by the Boston College Theatre
deep-voiced, screaming odes to porn.
The stars of the show, however, were Sarah Winglass,
Department and Robsham Theater Arts Center, While
A&S T4, and Jake Alexander, LSOE T4, as the show’s
already a critically-acclaimed production upon itsrelease,
main characters, puppets Kate Monster and Princeton,
winning the Best Musical Tony Award over Wicked in a
surprise upset, the show became a huge success at BC respectively, Winglass’s carefully-controlled, high-note
this weekend thanks to the excellent work of the cast vocals (directly reminiscent of Sesame Street) and
and crew, who brought the original’s hilarity and heart Alexander’s confident take on a soft-spoken character
back to vibrant life through their talent, enthusiasm, and
guided the show. That the two could make the audience
invested in a puppet love story speaks to their talent as
willingness to re-imagine.
Upon looking at the playbill, one might recognize performers. Their outrageous, highly-choreographed
the name of the man who co-wrote the show’s music puppet sex scene in Act 1 does too.
and lyrics with Jeff Marx, Since the creation of Avenue
None of this is to diminish the importance ofthe other
Q, Robert Lopez became part of The Book of Mormon supporting actors/characters. The hilarious seduction of
writing team, alongside Trey Parker and Matt Stone,
Lucy the Slut (Sarah Goldstein, A&S T3), the stereotypeLopez’ ability to balance dirty-minded lyrics with an subversion ofChristmas Eve (Taleen Shrikian, A&S ’l5),
ultimately positive message, as evidenced in Mormon, is the aggressive scene escalation caused by the Bad Idea
on full-display in Avenue Q.
Bears (Maggie Maguire, A&S T3, and Joe Meade, A&S
’l5), the awesomelybad comedic styling of stand-up wanThe musical caters primarily to an audience raised
on Sesame Street. Unlike the kids’ program, Avenue Q
nabe Brian (Nate Richardson, A&S T3), and the inspired
doesn’t teach about the “specialness” of each individual,
“celebrity character,” Gary Coleman (Monica Wright,
instead consisting of songs that say the exact opposite, A&S T4), all worked together to transform the Robsham
each reveling in the fact that the characters lack clear
stage into the comedy-saturated street of Avenue Q,
direction in their lives. On the fictional street of Avenue
The production was guided by thevision of director/
Q, set in a present-day outer borough of New York, both choreographer Stuart J, Hecht, who worked with crew
human and so-called “monster” puppets share space with to make an Avenue Q that differedfrom the original in a
live-actor characters. The show’s theme sets in right at few key ways, including the creation of a more colorful,
the beginning, as everyone sings the boisterous “It Sucks child-like set and of two new characters, Raggedy Annie
to Be Me,” a musical list of each character’s grievancesreand Andy (Sarah Devizio, LSOE T4, and Dustin Pazar,
A&S T5, respectively), who were successfully used to
garding their imperfect, often disappointing lives. From
there, monsters and humans alike cope with relatable,
transition between musical numbers. The crafting of
everyday struggles as they search for life meaning.
original puppets for the show by Hecht and puppet
For a successful staging of Avenue Q, an unusual
designer Brad Schur speaks to the from-the-bottom-up
degree of skill is required from most of the actors. In approach of this production.
addition to singing and dancing, many actors must deftly
By the end ofEC’s Avenue Q, the audience was tired
from two and a half hours oflaughing and warmed by the
operate puppets. The magic of the production
lies in the successful suspension of audience
musical’s down-to-earth, surprisingly heartwarmdisbelief. The puppet actors must sing as
ing final number. After the events of the past few
weeks, themusical is a welcome dose offunnythey draw audiences away from their
%
own presence by giving life and personyet-emotional, irreverent-yet-life-affirming
ality to their puppets. This is no easy f *
comedy, and has
W
task, especially with only eight weeks
I
become a tower3ing symbol of
for the student actors to accomplish it V
¦ k *\
while balancing the rest of college life.
the success
One big slip-up from a puppet actor
this year’s Arts
-W
¦
could send the production’s constructed
v
r
reality into a downward spiral. But
when I saw the performance last
week,I neveronce took my eyes
off the puppets, as the actors
4
#
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A Farewell to Seniors
Ed and English

Jerry Bustos: Nurring

Interview conducted by Dara Fang

Interview conducted by

Heights Senior Staff

Woodruff

IThe

Heights: Why did you choose to come to Boston
College?
TB: I knew I wanted to be a nursing major and I was actually looking at schools around Philadelphia andBoston because
the hospitals in the area are really good. People were telling me
if you want to go into healthcare, Boston is the mecca of healthcare. When I was picking schools... It’s really cliche to say, but
you come to a school and you get a different feeling ifit’s a good fit
foryou. The community of students giving tours—it really just felt
right. Looking back on my four years here, I really don’t think any
other school could have given me the experience I have had here
and that’s something so unique to BC.

The Heights: Why did you choose to come to Boston College?
CS: I’ve always been a major sports fan, so I grew up watching
BC on television. BC is also close to home in Falmouth, Maine.
It had a great reputation and it was the only school I looked at
that had its own education school. Those all factored into the
decision to come here.

Heights: What are some of the main activities you have been
involved in?
CS: My freshman year, I was accepted into the ShawLeadership Program, and I also volunteered at an Americorps program
called Friends of the Children in Boston. During my sophomore
year, I helped start BC Splash with Hanyin Cheng [BC ’l2], I
ended up co-directing the program in the spring of sophomore
year with Lisa Piccirillo [A&S ’l3]. I went on a service hip to the Dominican Republic through the Learning
to Learn office to study educationaldisparities. I’ve been a Peer Advisor in the Lynch School through the
Experience Reflection and Action (ERAs) Program, which is a seminar for freshman. In the fall ofmy junior
year, I became an RA and co-founded BC Talks, again with Lisa Piccirillo. I led the Freshman Leadership
Project, a service trip through the Office ofFirst Year Experience. In my senior year, I became co-president
of ESS [Education for Students by Students] with Megan Shein [A&S 13], which is a club that oversees BC
Splash and BC Talks. Tm still an RA, ledKairos, and started BC Ignites, a diversity public forum.
Heights: What is the best class you have taken while at BC, and your favorite professor?
CS: Tm writing my senior thesis right now on full service education. Full service schools incorporate outside
services such as after-school services, health services, dental services, family counseling, that help low-income students get all the resources of a higher income student. I actually enjoy the experience a lot because

Lauren Wallaces:

Cathryn

Asst. Features Editor

k

The Heights: Was there one poignant moment that made you
confident in your decision to be a nurse?
TB: It was during my synthesis rotation (I picked childrens). I was
taking care of a teenager patient and he was kind of withdrawn and not interested in talking to other nurses. I
developed a trusting relationship with him, and he could tell me things he didn’t feel comfortable telling other
nurses. Developing such a close relationship with a patient is so important and the fact thathe was able to trust
me and see something else in me made me realize that yeah, this is what I want to do.For me, nursing isn’t just
about giving medicine and wrapping up wounds. A lot of it is about how you interact with patients, be there for
them, spend time with them. I was reminded of that in that momenta and its something I think back to because
it reaffirms that this is the right profession for me.
The Heights: What are some of the main clubs and extracurricular activities you have been involved in?
TB: I’ve been on and been a leader forKairos, this past year' I was an Arrupe leader [in Jamaica]. I’ve been a tutor

Chris Gouchoe: English, Creatives Writing

Accounting
Interview conducted by Michelle Tomassi

Interview conducted

Features Editor

Heights Staff

The Heights: Why did you choose to come to Boston College?
I came here a little bit on a whim, I didn’t know anyone in
Boston, and I kind of liked Boston College, but I didn’t know realistically if I’d go somewhere where I knew nobody. But come April,
I was deciding between here and Northwestern and Vanderbilt,
and I knew I wanted to go to one of the three, and Northwestern
was super close to home and Vanderbilt was very much a sorority
school, so I kind of ended up at BC by default, I really liked
the idea of the Jesuit community. I’m not Catholic but I
was always involved in service growing up, so I really
V liked the idea of there being a lot ofdifferent service
organizations here.

The Heights: Why did you choose to come to Boston College?
CG; The honest answer is rather random—it
was the biggest
school that I got into, I applied to a lot ofreally small liberal
arts schools, and then realized I didn’t want that. And it has
a good reputation in the area.

LW;

The Heights: What are some of the main clubs and extracurricular
activities you have been involved in?
LW: I was the co-founder of Smart Women Securities, I’m in the Carroll School of Management Honors program. I went on Arrupe [to Puebla, Mexico] my sophomoreyear. This year I led a microfinance service trip to
Honduras,

The Heights; Is there anything you would have done differently, or something you wish you had done that you
didn’t get a chance to do?
LW; I always wished that I had been in one of those comedy clubs, I like joking around, but I don’t know how
good I would have been at improv. Besides that, I feel like everything that I’ve done has really shaped who I’ve
become at BC, and maybe the things I wish I hadn’t done or the things I wish I had done differently would have
led me in a new direction, and so I definitely don’t have any major regrets. I feel like I got a lot out ofmy experiences, The only thing I wish I would have done more of is go to all the events on campus and speakers. This is
a very special community, where all these speakers are going to be coming to you, and every night you can go
see someone amazing or talk about a different issue, but when you go out in the real world, you definitely have
to be a lot more proactive.
The Heights; You have been involved in several service organizations, such as Arrupe and Appalachia, What
inspired such a strong devotionto this volunteerism, and what have you learned from all of these experiences?
LW: I was involved in a youth group with my church growing up, and starting in sixth grade we went on service
trips. In sixth, seventh, and eighth grade we did domestic service trips, and all through high school we did service
trips to Mexico, and I also did one to Biloxi, Miss, after Hurricane Katrina, and I think those were probably my best
experiences and most formative experiences growing up. I felt really connected with the community at my church,
and I think I came to realize at BC thatit wasn’t so much about religion or God, but about having a sense
community, and what a special community you can have through service and sharing in that with each
other. Freshman year I did Appa just because Iwanted to get involved in service. I went on Arrupe

by

Kevin

Toomey

The Heights; What are some of the main clubs/sports/extracurriculars you have been involved in?
CG; I’ve done a lot of Student Theater here, productions
through the department and I’m a member of student group
Contemporary Theater—it means within our lifetime they
had to have been published. And then I’ve done Special
Olympics for two years, and that was really fun.
The Heights; What is your favorite memory from your time at BC?
CG; My last show I did, called Picasso at theLapin Agile. It’s a Steve Martin Play, Every year the department chooses two students to direct, so my buddy directed it, and I was in it. It went really well, really
great cast, I think those (student-directed plays) are some of the best shows that get put on here. It had
a lot of subtle improv, and I got to have an outrageous Spanish accent. And the set was a bar, so a great
senior year college experience.
The Heights; What is one thing you would have done differently, or something you wish you had done
that you didn’t get a chance to do?
CG; To be honest, I wish I had gone to see more hockey games and less football games,
The Heights: What is the best class you have takenwhile at BC, and your favorite professor?
CG; I’m going have to say a few professors. The best class I’ve taken recently was ModernMiddle Eastern
and Arabic Literature —it’s the most exciting thing I’ve taken this year. The first amazingprofessor I had
was Kerry Cronin—she taught Perspectives, Besides that, great professors were Franck Salameh, Bob
Chibka, and Thomas Kaplan-Maxfield,
The Heights; Given that the core curriculum is currently under revision, how would you say the core
has impacted your educational experience? What did you like most about it, and what changes would
you recommend?
CG: Well, I probably would not have been inclined to take a philosophy or theology class right away,
and that’s been one of the biggest parts of my education today. I do disagree with the core curriculum
a lot, but as much as that’s true, Perspectives with Kerry Cronin was life changing. EC’s philosophy and
theology programs are great. As for amending it, they really need to cut the volume in half. One science,
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HOW-TO

CAMPUS CHRONICLES

Tipsfrom the Class of 2013 to maximize your BC experience
Make the
most of May
1. Judge less and accept more.

Kathleen Fahy

Allie Broas
Boston College is wrapping up the semester and preparing for the exit of the class
of 2013. There’s no denying it any longer—graduation is approaching and soon, a group
ofvery mature and capableyoung folk will
move out for good and leave BC for bigger
cities and smaller apartments. A new crowd
ofbright-eyed youngsters will move into
Newton and Upper, bewildered and excited
about the four years that lie ahead. While
the vast amounts of jealousy I have for these
kids cannot be exaggerated, I move to offer
you all a bit of advice about how to make the
most of these last few weeks on campus.
1. Spend time outside. Suspend your
Netflix account, home workoutvideos, and
anything similar thatwill prevent you from
spending this glorious time outdoors. It’s
sunny and beautiful, and while for a few
months this weather had many of us convinced that the sun had left us for another,
more responsible solar system, we must
make the move on to shorts, sandals, and
sunglasses. Relax between classes on O’Neill
Plaza, play Frisbee with a few friends, or
sit under an apple tree contemplating why
things seem to always fall to the earth’s center. Do any of these things—just go outside
and absorb some ofthat Vitamin D we’ve all
been craving for sixmonths.
2. Finish your classes with a bang. It’s
easy to think of how close summer is and
think that the last place you want to be is in
the library. While it is so tempting to lose
the momentum you’ve built up all semester,
you should try your best to finish out your
year on a high note. Your professors will appreciate your hard work and your refusal to
let a little bit of sunshine, day partying, and
summertime planning get in the way of that
last paper or project.
3. Visit the city. Whether this is your
second semester or eighth, you can never
go into Boston enough. There is never a
shortage of things to do, especially once the
weather gets nice. Take a duck tour with
your friends, catch a Sox game, or reenact
your favorite American Revolutionary
fight scene on Bunker Hill. I can’t emphasize enough the importance of immersing
yourself in all that this city has to offer before
you leave. Boston is one of the best cities
in the world, and if these past few weeks
haven’t convinced you enough of that, take
some time off campus to see for yourself
how incredibly lucky we are to be so close to
a city this great.
4. Spend as much time as you can with
friends. Spend your days and nights out
remembering all the conversations and good
times you’ve had at BC. Introduce yourself
to as many people as you can, but also
remember how precious your time here is to
spend with thosewho mean the most to you.
Never underestimate the greatness of sitting
around a table or a common room with
your closest friends. Life is short, college
even shorter, so make the most of it with the
people you love.
5. Play in Mudstock/go to Modstock. If
you’re not on a team, why not dabble in the
art of disguise and dress up like your friend
who’s on a team and take their spot? No
harm in a little competition between friends.
Otherwise, take a spot on the sidelines to
watch some ofEC’s most athletically inclined compete in the second most exciting
event on the last day of classes. Then shower,
dress in your thriftiest attire, and make your
way over to Modstock. With Macklemore
and hopefully a guest appearance by Sugar
Ray, it is sure to be another great show for
the books.Be there or be square.
6. Whatever follows this semester
for you, don’t spend your last few weeks
downhearted or anxious. Youhave the entire
summer to fret about whatever lies ahead,
whether it’s an internship, semester abroad, a
new job, or a lifetime of unemployment. You
have such a short time leftbefore the summer, and you want to make the most of it,
no? So, turn your frowns upside-down and
appreciate everyfriend you run into, flyer
passed out on the quad, and every strange
phrase written on bathroom stalls around
campus. They are profound and meaningful,
and you should take them to heart. Think of
all you have achieved during your time at BC
and focus on that while you finish up your
semester.

While writing these bits of advice was no
easy task for a graduating senior, I assure you
they were created with your best interests
at heart. Leaving this campus everyyear
is one of the most difficult things we will
ever be asked to do—pack up a year, two
years, or four years of memories into one
over-sized SUV and move away from our
friends, professors, and experiencesthat
have undoubtedly impacted us and shaped
us into the people we are. But, as the old
adage says, “Time is Money,” and going here
forever is out of most of our price ranges, so
we must, sadly, bid adieu once and for all to
Chestnut Hill.

Allie Broas is a contributor to The
Heights. She can be reached atfeatures@bcheights.com.

2. Know that each year will be better

Here we are: the last Monday of the
spring semester—the end. Fortunately, for
the majority ofBoston College, me included,
it’s not over—not really. Summer always flies
by, and fall will be here soon enough, with
football, books, and hips to the Plex. But
what about our seniors, what about the class
of 2013? For them, this is it.
My heart hurts for those who have to
say goodbye to college life, and thinking of
them, I feel the weight of my own inevitable
departure. When my time rolls around, I
know I will not be ready to go, but I want to
do my best to leave without regrets. So, for
myself, and for everyone else who is lucky
enough to have time left, I decided to ask
the seniors in my Introduction to Creative
Writing course if they would be willing to
offer some wise words. Thank you to seniors
Steven DeKeyser, CSOM T3; Kyle Constam,
A&S T3; Andrew Smeallie, A&S T3; and
Corinne Boyles, A&S T3, for the following
advice, both serious and silly. Congratulations to you all and to all of those graduating
next month.
25 Tips from the Class of 2013:

than the last. This can be frustrating when
you’re a freshman, but, by the time you’re
a senior, you’ll look back fondly on those
Friday nights in the dorm with your friends.
3. Join a club. It’s a great way to make a
decently large school seem smaller while exploring extracurricular interests. And often
it’s these interests and clubs that employers
hope to see anyways.
4. If you apply to join a club and you’re
rejected, try not to let it get you down. Don’t
hesitate to apply for or join something else.
5. Don’t date Cleveland Circle employees—you don’t want to have to blacklist a
go-to spot.

6. Study abroad. Giving up one semester
ofbeing on campus is well worth the experience of living in another country.
7. Check out the restaurants/delis on
Washington St. (Jim’s Deli, for one.)
8. Consider getting an on-campus job.
There are a lot of cool places to work at BC
and you’ll meet a lot of students and faculty
that you probably wouldn’t have otherwise.
And they pay students decently.
9. Go on an Eagle Date.
10. The housing process is frustrating,

but make the best ofwhat you get and you’ll
be glad you ended up where you did.
11. Sign up for Kairos —even if you aren’t
religious. The people you’ll meet, conversations you’ll have, and the things you’ll learn

who you are, it will go a long way.
19. Yes, your GPA is important, and yes,
good grades do matter, but do not lose yourself to your work. Spend time with friends.
Have some adventures. It might be cliche,
but it’s true.
And, when you’re 21:
20. Learn to shoot whiskey—it makes
you more of a man, even if you are a woman.
21. Drink in Cleveland Circle while you
can—coming back postgrad is weird.
22. Don’t let a beer gut hold you back it
will go awayin a month or six.
23. If you like to dance, go to a gay club.
It doesn’t matter your sexual orientation.
They always have the best music.
Finally:
24. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity. You can’t really go back to college. This
is it. Live it up, but don’t forget why you are
here and what opportunities lie ahead.
25. Youwill grow up more than you can
imagine in your four years here. Have fun,
learn from your mistakes, and think about
the decisions you make.

are priceless.

12. The MFA is freefor BC students and
totally worth a trip, especially if there’s a cool
exhibit in town.
13. Take the time to slow down every
once in awhile. There are a lot of great places
nearby to go for a walk or run, such as the
Chestnut Hill Reservoir, Brighton Campus,
residential neighborhoods, Evergreen Cemetery (The one that Walsh overlooks, it may
sound creepy, but it’s a beautiful and quiet
place), and the reservoir on Manet Rd.
14. Really think about the songs you
choose for karaoke. If you’re going to make a
fool out of yourself, you should do it well.
15. Don’t be afraid to get involvedwith
things that your friends are not.
16. Go to an a cappella show.
17. Realize that there will be times when
it is simply impossible to get all ofyour work
done, of course not all majors are the same,
but generally, the sooner you realize the
importance ofprioritizing, the better.
18. Participate! Ifthe professor knows

-

...

Kathleen Fahy is a staff writer for
The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

PROFESSOR PROFILE

Emphasizing a global perspective of Islamic society
By Cathryn Woodruff

Asst. Features Editor

WHO

Natana DeLong-Bas, visiting assistant
professor in the Theology Department, has
made her mark not only as a teacher at BC,
but also in the greater world as a specialist in
Islam. She has gained international accolades
for her work, which focuses on Saudi Arabia,
Wahhabism, Islamic thought and history, Islam and politics, and contemporary jihadism,
including Al-Qaida.
DeLong-Bas has written multiple books,
including the 2008 Wahhabi Islam: From Revival and Reform to Global Jihad, which was
named “1 of the 5 best books for understanding Islam” by The Wall Street Journal. She is
also Editor-in-Chiefof The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Women, and Deputy Editor
for The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Islamic
World and Oxford Islamic Studies Online. Her
current research, which will be published in
September in the OxfordIslamic Studies Online, focuses on major voices countering the
jihadist message throughout the Arab world.
The research that she is now wrapping up was
a joint effort with 162 authors from around
the world, with the goal of “providing the
historical and contemporary coverage of the
roles women have had and continue to play in
Islamic tradition,” DeLong-Bas said.
DeLong-Bas became involved in dealing
with Islamic studies as a graduate student.
Her interest was sparked, however, her last
semester as an undergraduate in an American
foreign policy class. She encountered two
foreigners in her class who were completely
lost, and she offered to tutor them in American
history to get them up to speed. She learned
one was from Sri Lanka and one from Saudi
Arabia, but found it strange they didn’t know
anything about American history. One night
while studying for the midterm together,
they left in the middle of the session to pray.
DeLong-Bas learned they were Muslims, and
they began a conversation about what it means
to pray five times a day, and what the haj was

'

Natana DeLong-Bas

TEACHES' Religious
Quest

FOCUS' Islam,
Wahhabism, jihadism

FUN FACT' She is a second degree black belt in
Hawaiian Shaolin Kempo
Karate
GRAHAM BECK

going to be like. “Being a pastor’s daughter, I
thought Iknew everything about religion,” she
said. “It was fascinating that there was so much
after thatI knew nothing about.” DeLong-Bas
decided to take Arabic, and fell in love with
the language. “It became a life calling, and I
finally found that thing that really hooked my
interest, and I thought I could really do this
for the rest ofmy life,” she said.
It was five years into her Ph.D program
that 9/11 happened. She noted with irony
that “it was then that my topic became very
relevant for many people. I got a phone call
that day from my dissertation advisor that
I needed to finish now because there was a
need for it.”
In the immediate aftermath of 9/11, she
was the only academic in the U.S. to her
knowledge who was working on religion in
Saudi Arabia, and had been for five years.
DeLong-Bas received many phone calls from
different government departments and the
media wondering what insight she could offer
into how religious extremists think.
“There were a lot ofrequests by the media
to try to help to understand the context of
what was happening,” she said. “I try to be

/
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In 2004, DeLong-Bas was hired by BC to
co-teach Intro to Islamic Civilizations and
then was asked to teach Religious Quest,
which she has been teaching here ever since.
She described Religious Quest as her favorite
class, which explores contemporary issues,
such as the beginning of life and end of life
issues, the abuse ofreligion on theInternet, religious extremism, and the future of religion.
When she’s not working on her research or
writing a book, DeLong-Bas enjoys spending
time with her husband, her 11-year-old son,
and her 14-year-old daughter. She is also a
martial artist—she is a second degree black
belt in Hawaiin Shaolin Kempo Karate. Two
weeks ago, she became a sensei after many
years of work. She began practicing karate
after she published her book, Wahhabi Islam: From Revival and Reform to Global
Jihad, which received extreme variation in
responses. While The Wall Street Journal
praised it as a revolutionary book on Islam,
she also received death threats. “I needed to
learn self-defense,” she said. “Some people get
very upset about what I do, and sometimes my
work gets a little dangerous. Personal safety is
an important concern.” ¦

verybalanced in what I do. I don’t work for the
Saudi government, and I am not an extremist.
There is a difference between analyzing in order to understand and excusing or sympathizing with what someone does, and sometimes
it’s difficult for the media to understand the
differencebetween those things.”
DeLong-Bas spoke to how it is sometimes
very difficult to educate people about the
mainstream religion, and not justextremism.
“Islam doesn’t have a monopoly on extremism,” she said. “Religion is rarely the primary
motivator. It becomes a means of justifying
through symbolism an act in ways that otherwise wouldn’t be justifiable. Blaming terrorism
on Islam doesn’t give you the full picture of
who they are, or what caused them to do it.”
DeLong-Bas also currently works with the
British Council’s Our Shared Future Project,
which is designed to encourage and expand
dialogue between Muslim and Christian
communities, and more importantly, relations
between them. In addition to her extensive
work on terrorism and extremism, she is also
very involved in studies on Muslim-Christian relations and women’s rights and status
within Islam.

HE SAID, SHE SAID
»

¦

»
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¦

lam a freshman who is considering graduating in three years, since I fulfilled
most of my core through AP credit, and my major will not be too difficult to
complete in three years. My parents really want me to do it because I’ll be
saving a whole year of tuition, but I’m not sure if want to sacrifice my last year,
although I feel bad because they are paying all of my tuition. I have to make
this decision soon so that can plan my courses, but I’m not sure what want
to do. Is three years enough to get the most out of college?

I

I

I

E||
*
*

With the cost of college being what it is and the
price only going up in the future, it’s tough to pass on
the opportunity to keep that fourth year of $50,000 in
your pocket. At the same time, no one wants to miss
out on the legendary senior year. A financial decision
such as this one is going to be somewhat out ofyour
control, as your parents are the ones paying your
tuition, so they’re going to have the final call.
For me, I would not want to forgo my senior year
At .ex Manta
and graduate in three years, and not just because it
gives you more time to enjoy the social life of college and hang out with your
friends. Having that fourth year really serves as another year for you to mature,
possibly gain some experience in the workforce through internships, and prepare yourself better for that next step in life. I feel like I’ve learned more about
myself this year as an individual than I have in terms ofknowledge or skills
in the classroom, and this is partially because BC does promote that growth
through classes, clubs, events, and other opportunities.
If your family is in a difficult financial situation, though, you might not have
too much of a choice here. I’m sure there are scholarshipsyou can apply for and
jobs available, however, that may be able to alleviate this monetary pressure to
graduate in three years. If I were you, I would do everything I could to figure
out some way to stay for four years, especially because senior year really is an
amazing time. If it doesn’t work out, then just be sure to take full advantage
of every opportunity that arises in your three years so you maximize your

lot of people, and BC is on the high end of
the spectrum. I might be biased answering
this question because I stayed for all four
years, but my best piece of advice would be
to decide on the issue right away. If you’re
staying for threeyears you need to know
that to plan your time accordingly and
make sure you get to accomplish and expeTaylorCavallo
rience all that you want to whileyou’re
here, such as any retreats or programs.
Don’t worry though—no matter how long you’re here you’ll still make
friends, go out, and have a great time. Four years at BC is obviously
ideal, but money is a real concern for many people and that won’t take
awayfrom the time you spend here. The advice that I can give, however, is that you should probably talk to your parents seriously about
the issue. If you tell them that your college experienceis important to
you and that you don’t want to miss out on anything then maybe they’ll
reconsider their position. There are also a lot of opportunities to work
on campus and maybe you can arrange a deal with them to make some
extra money during the year to pay for extras such as dinners, shopping
etc., that might take some financial burden off of your parents and help
take some pressure off of them too. An honest conversation needs to be
had because they need to know that this decision affects your college

Cost of college is clearly a concern for a

time here.

experience,something you’ll never repeat.

Alex Manta is a senior staff writerfor The Heights. He can be
reached atfeatures@bcheights.com.

Taylor Cavallo is a senior staff writer for The Heights. She
reached at features@bcheights.com.
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SCIENCE EAGLE DATES

The miracle of
the brain

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Running for
their dreams

MEET THE DATERS:

Cathryn

Parisa Oviedo
For every hour that you study math,
another part ofyour brain suffers.
Think of the way your brain develops a
skill in terms of opportunity costs: in order
to focus on and enhance one part of your
brain, the resources thatcould have been
allotted to another are taken away.
The JournalofNeuroscience recently
published a study in which three groups of
adults received brain stimulation in different
areas of the brain. The study found that
while one part of the brain is being trained,
the reaction time in response to data processessing is quickening—while this part of
the brain is being “trained,” another part is
slowing down. Stimulation of one region,
the posteriorparietal cortex (PPC) allowed
participants to enhance initial learning,
while impairing their automatic learning.
The stimulation of another region of the
brain, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPF), had a converse effect.
“The current results clearly demonstrate
that the enhancement of a specific cognitive ability can happen at the expense of
another ability,” scientist Roi Cohen Kadosh
ofOxford University said in the article.
Although it is not clear how resources in the
brain are allocated, it is known that the brain
experiencescognitive trade-offs in a desire
to balance electrical and chemical systems.
The brain “pushes back in one way or
another if certain processes or levels exceed
a certain range,” according to Maia Szalavitz,
neuroscience journalist for TIME.com. This
balancing act is done through the feedback
mechanisms that are meant to regulate
neural systems.
In simpler terms, this means that developing a skill comes at the cost ofpotentially
losing another one. These studies also prove
that your brain can continually change, both
physically and chemically. The brain is not
hardwired or fixed once we reach adulthood, as once thought to be. In fact, your
brain is continually adapting and changing
in response to your environment and the
signal that you receive.
You don’t become a “math and science”
person because you think you were born
that way. You become one because your
environment developedyou into that type
ofperson. This goes back to the nature vs.
nurture argument, and although your genes
do play a role, you are not born with the
brain you will have forever. Anyone can be a
math and science person, and anyone can be
a humanities person. You’re not bad at math
because you “are right-brained, not left,” and
you’re not good at writing because of some
natural talent—instead, you are skilled at
one or the other because you chose, whether
intentionally or not, to allocate your brain’s
resources to developing one side more than
the other.
The concept of experience shaping the
brain in terms of its physical structure and
function is the definition of the term “neuroplasticity.” The term, first coined around the
19605, was first controversially used by the
likes of scientists such as Paul Bach-y-Rita,
who invented a chair-device that enabled
blind people to temporarily have vision
while hooked to electrodes (albeit with poor
resolution). Bach-y-Rita, through much
research, discovered that sensory pathways
could be rewired. As the roots of the term
neuroplasticity suggests, your neurons are
“plastic,” or flexible, and can continually
create new synapses and connections. Think
you’re not naturally good at math? You can
train yourself to be. Think you’ll never be a
great writer? You can develop this skill too.
The significance of neuroplasticity cannot be underestimated, and is a relatively
new and extremelysignificant topic that
can be applied to our everyday lives. It’s
significant because it disproves that notion
that you’re born thinking a certain way and
can only be one type ofperson. It means
there is no such thing as a “left-brained” or
“right-brained” person. It means hope, and
that you can become skilled in anything you
want. The only catch? How you allocate the
resources in your brain.
I’m not saying that you can change
your general way of thinking from creative
to analytical overnight. Neuroplasticity is
not an overnight process—it takes much
practice and time to physically alter your
brain. It also takes a lot ofenergy to create
new synapses and neurochemical pathways,
and as a result to alter your brain activity
and “way of thinking.” Such “rehabilitation”
and rewiring, however, is possible, and with
patience, practice, and perseverence any skill
can be achieved.

Parisa Oviedo is an editorfor The
Heigh ts. She can be reached at fea
tures@bcheights.com.
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We stood in a giant mass of people
decked out in American flag shorts, stretching as “Born to Run” blared from the stereo.
Runners ranged from a 12-year-old kid to
an 88-year-old man pushing his paraplegic
daughter in a stroller. When the horn blew
and the race started, the crowd slowly

I

NAME: TracyLu
YEAR: 2013
MAJOR: Economics and Philosophy
FAVORITE HILLSIDE SANDWICH; Tuscan Cheese
FAVORITE BOOK: life of Pi’

I

I

spread out. Ponytails flapping with yellow
and blue ribbons danced through the air—a
tribute to the 117th Boston Marathon,
Last weekend, my roommate Kelly and
I traveled to Asbury Park, N.J. to run in the

NAME; Joseph Esch

I

YEAR: 2014

I

“RunAPalooza” half marathon, a fundraising event for SpecialOlympics and for Hurricane Sandy Relief, The race was Saturday
morning, only five days after the tragic
bombings at the finish line of the Boston

MAJOR; Sociology

I

FAVORITE HILLSIDE SANDWICH; NE Classic
FAVORITE BOOK; ‘Between a Rock and a
Hard Place’

I

A friendly date at Tico before the semester’s end
HEIGHTS: How

did you prepare for your date?

TRACY: I went for a run before because I was feeling tired
that day. I got back and showered, and a couple of my
roommates helped me pick out something to wear. I was
in a little bit of a rush, so I was running a little late.
HEIGHTS: How
TRACY: He
restaurant

for your date?

JOSEPH: By making a reservation.
HEIGHTS: How

did your date begin?

JOSEPH: We went to Tico and we just met at the restaurant
because I worked in the area, so I just came from work and
she came from campus.

did your date begin?

works on Newbury until 7:30, so we met at a
close to there at 8. We just met at the restaurant.

We went to Tico.
HEIGHTS: What was it
your date?

HEIGHTS: How did you prepare

HEIGHTS: What was it
your date?

like when you first encountered

like when you first encountered JOSEPH: It wasn’t awkward. It was comfortable. It was fun
to meet someone new.

had some mutual friends, and I hadn’t HEIGHTS: How was the conversation? What did you guys
actually met him before, but I kind of knew what he looked talk about?
like, so it wasn’t much of a surprise. However, it was a really
nice restaurant, so there was a nice atmosphere.
JOSEPH: We talked about our favorite places to run and

TRACY: We actually

have a mutual friend who ruined the surprise for us
the conversation? What did you guys and so we talked about that for a little bit. Just plans after
we

HEIGHTS: How was
talk about?

school.

talked about all the standard things first, like HEIGHTS: Were there any awkward moments?
about the food and how we were both pretty interested in
food. We were trying to decide what to eat, and then we JOSEPH: I don’t think there were any awkward moments. It
talked about standard things like how’s your senior year was a small restaurant, new food kept coming out all the
been, what do you study, etc.
time. We both really liked food, so it was fun talking about
that. It was a pretty awkward-free evening.
HEIGHTS: Were there any awkward moments?
HEIGHTS: How did the date end?
TRACY: I think it was generally pretty normal. Toward the
end for some reason, maybe we ran out of things to talk JOSEPH: 1 went to a friend’s house off campus and she just
about. I was getting a little tired, and I think if there was took the bus back to campus.
any awkward moment, it may have been on the ride back,
HEIGHTS: What does the future hold for you two?
but I think generallyit was pretty normal.
TRACY: We

HEIGHTS: How

JOSEPH: It will be nice to
around campus.

did the date end?

took the T back and then took the bus, and it
really crowded on the bus because a lot of people were
going out. Since he lives in 2000, we just said goodbye on
the bus.

have another friend

to

talk

to

TRACY: We
was

HEIGHTS: What

does the future hold for you two?

He’s a really nice guy, but since it’s busy at the end
of the year, and everyone’s doing their own thing, I don’t
know what will happen. I think we have pretty different
friends, so I don’t know if we have any plans to see each
other. I think he’s someone that I could be friends with.
He’s very easy going and a cool guy.

TRACY:

RATE YOUR DATES
NAME; Tracy

NAME; Joseph

Lu

Esch

RATE THE DATE ON A
SCALE OF 1-5
(5 BEING BEST)

RATE THE DATE ON A
SCALE OF 1-5
(5 BEING BEST)
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Work hard play hard” is the mentality
that most Boston College students take to
heart. Students may log in astounding hours
in Bapst library (the cubicle section no
less) directly after finishing their exhausting marathon training, contributing to the
world politics class discussion, attending
their professor’s office hours, and making
it just in time for the Rat’s pumpkin spice
flavored coffeebefore close. It appears
that during the week there is nothing a BC
student can’t do, whether it’s juggling an
overloaded course schedule, micromanaging a handful of clubs and extracurricular
activities, or both.
The unfortunate, but inevitable crashand-burn phase that plagues all students
could bereversed with multiple catnaps or
a much-needed eight hours of beauty rest.
All this is well and good except that BC
students don’t have all day to get everything

those injured.
The route began in Asbury Park, where
we passed The Stone Pony, one of the
world’s best-known music venues and the
place where Jersey native Bruce Springsteen got his start. We hugged the coast,
following Ocean Ave, and eventuallycircled
back around. The route brought us literally
to the edge of the shore, wherewe were
confronted with the harsh reality of the
damage from Hurricane Sandy, This scene
brought to life all thepictures and videos of
destruction I had seen on the news following Hurricane Sandy, and I was shocked by
how mutilatedthe shore still remained.
As we ran by the various beach houses,
many people stood outside on their porches
cheering us on, passing out water, and highfiving the runners. Police officers patrolled
the streets, and were saluted by runners as
they passed. As a fund raising event for Special Olympics, the race brought people ofall
physical and mental abilities, walkingwith
their friends and family, or being pushed in
strollers by their loved ones for 13,1 miles.
Eventually I became numb to the pain
in my legs and feet. The last mile brought
us onto the boardwalk over the beach, at
which point Kelly and I sprinted as hard as
we could to cross the finish line, holding
hands for the final stretch. We didn’t finish

ing at the to-do-list is enough to send you
doubling over backward fainting as you
realize the next 24 hours of your life will be
filled with unavoidable misery.
Being the BC students we are, we
are never willing to back down from a
challenge, but we would appreciate some
liquid-confidence, in the form of coffee of
course, to carry us through the drudgery
that lies before us. Cafeteria coffee will
likely get the job done, but students find
themselves taking the T, bus services, and
taxis to nearby corporate companies such
as the Feet’s in Newton Center or the
Dunkin Donuts and Starbucks locations
by the Reservoir stop. Eagles know that
quality work requires a quality cup, if only
the journey to find one didn’t necessitate
shelling out actual money instead of the
“not real bucks” dining plan. If only!

his album, Wrecking Ball. The upbeat
chorus of “We Are Alive” blared through
my headphones; “We are alive / Oh, and
though we lie alone here in the dark / Our
souls will rise to carry thefire and light the
spark / To fight shoulder to shoulder and
heart to heart,” My mom and I laughed later
that night about how cliche it was that I was
listening to Bruce on the boardwalkin his
hometown, holding hands with one of my
best friends as we crossedthe finish line.
We could have been featured in a Nicholas
Sparks movie. But my runner’s high mixed
with the emotions of the previous week
made me extremely sad for those affected
by the tragic events, proud to be American,
and frankly, grateful to be alive.
Everyone there on that Saturday morning truly appreciated life. They came to
celebrate healthy bodies, to celebratethe
strength of those without that blessing, and
to commemorate those who put their lives
and risk for us and of course, those who lost
their lives.

Alison Takahashi is a contributor to
The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

Cathryn Woodruff is the Asst. Features
editor for The Heights. She can be
reached at features@bcheights.com.

Students venture out for coffee fix
“

that 8-year-oldboy whose life was ended
in an incomprehensible act of terrorism, as
we all were, I understood then we were all
running for Martin Richard, and for Lingzi
Lu, Krystle Campbell, Sean Collier, and all

the race in anyremarkable or record-breaking time, but we stayed together the entire
time.
On the boardwalk, I listened to one
ofmy favorite Springsteen songs from

CAMPUS QUIRKS

Alison Takahashi

Marathon, and really only a matter of
hours after the manhunt to find Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev had finally ended, thanks to the
incredible bravery of the Boston Police Department, the SWAT teams, and FBI agents.
AsKelly and Ibegan to find our pace,
there was one man that stuck out of the
crowd ofblue and yellow, A middle-aged
man in a Red Sox baseball hat swerved
through the crowd with speed, donning
posters taped to the back and front of his
shirt, “But Dream Lives” the posters read,
and underneath, the smiling toothless grin
of8-year-old Martin Richard, In this picture
Martin was holding up a sign that read “No
more hurting people. Peace,” with colorful
hearts surrounding his message.
The determination on this man’s face
from the outset of the race was invigorating.
Those left in the dust behind him were imprinted with the indelible image of Martin
Richard’s hauntingly innocent face. This
man clearly had a reason to run. It didn’t
matter that none of us knew anything about
him or what his relationship may have been
to Martin Richard, He was running for

they need to get done. When siestas are not
an option and you can feel tiredness creeping in, there is one solution and one solution
only: coffee.
Coffee is the external energy I was referring to, with each small-sized cup providing
anywhere from 100 to 160 mg of caffeine
straight from thebean! BC does an excellent
job of getting this life-saving, survivalensuring, morale-boosting liquid out to
the student body in every dining hall on
campus, with the Chocolate Bar and the Rat
reigning supreme. By offering Feet’s coffee
and flavored Green Mountain versions, the
two dining halls succeed in understanding
our need for a quality cup o’ joe on days
when we need it, but they fall short when
we need it most.
No other time so desperately necessitates a good cup ofcoffee than on Sunday
morning when the weekend has run its
course and you’re looking at your agenda
planner that contains every project, paper,
reading and test known to man. Just look-
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CONOR SULLIVAN LAUREN WALLACE
it gave me autonomy in what I wanted to research
and it’s a paper topic that I had full control in choosing. My advisor-professor is Audrey Friedman. I have
taken a few classes with her, and we have a great relationship. She has helped me so much throughout my
undergraduate career, and is a great mentor to me.

Heights: Favorite BC event?
CS: I actually got the idea for BC Ignites from Take
Back the Night, so I genuinely enjoy that event. It’s
an amazing experience that the whole community
comes together for one special night, when we’re talking about pretty difficult issues and they are willing to
listen and support whoever is on stage. BC Ignites is
similar to Take Back the Night in that we have speakers and performance, but instead of talking about
sexual assault, we’re talking about various different
diversity topics.
Heights: What accomplishment(s) are you most
proud of during your four years?
CS: In my junior year I received the Robert A. Sherwood award for civic engagement through the Student Programs Office, and I was very proud of it. I love
being an ERAS Peer Advisor, I love being an RA, and
I love leading the Freshman Leadership Project, so the
award symbolized some of the most meaningful work

that. I wake up in the morning, go to classes on topics which I’m passionate about and then after class, I’ll
go to all these meetings, clubs, or events that I’m also
passionate about and that I think are important for the
community.

Heights: What propelled you to enter into the Lynch
School?
CS: My mom was a teacher. I knew ever since I was
younger that I also wanted to be teacher. But after
working 20 hours a week in Dorchester for Friends
of the Children ofBoston during my freshman year, I
also realized that I was very interested in educational
policy. The mentee that I worked with had many issues
within his community and home life that prevented
him from doing well in school, and I saw how all those
aspects intersected with each other. That’s where my
thesis came from and now my future goal of working
in educational policy.

as a person?
CS: I ran for UGBC president my junior year. Even
though I lost, that has definitely the most impactful. I
learned so much about the student body and its issues
through dorm walks and debates. I got to meet a lot of
upperclassmen and speak to them about their experiences and the things I could change. I also spoke with
administrators about areas where they thought should

Heights: Why Teach For America instead of another
teaching job, and why did you chose to defer a year to
come back to BC for your master’s degree?
CS: Those were both very tough decisions. I realized
that I always do my best work when I’m surrounded
by people that are also passionate about educational
reform. With TEA, I will have that amazing alumni
network that will be able to give me guidance on
different opportunities. The fact that there are already alumni that have done some interesting things
with educational reform makes me excited to do
it.Through my studies, I’ve also realized that in order
to do anything in educational policy, it’s important to
understand the statistics, where they come from, and
to have a knowledge of what education research actually is. I’m not a math person, so fortunately they have
a great program at BC in educational research. I’ve
also had a work-study job at the International Study
Center, which conducts the TIMSS and PIRLS studies
everyfew years, that lean continue as an assistantship

be change.

next year.

Heights: What advice would you give to underclass-

Heights: From your four years of experience, what is
your big takeaway(s) from the BC experience?
CS: I remember at orientation, Fr. Himes said the
point of college is that you become a better conversationalist. I didn’t understand what that meant when
I first heard it because I thought I was a pretty good
talker, but as I’ve gone through the four years, I’ve realized that this core curriculum, this idea of service,
the idea that you should be passionate about lots of
different topics... that you should be able to leave BC
being able to talk to more people, and talk about more

I’ve done with younger students as a mentor.

Heights: Which aspect ofyour BC experience do you
believe has had the largest impact on who you are now

men?
CS: Make connections to upperclassman and faculty
members! I think we are so fortunate to be in a community where it is allowed and encouraged to just go
and talk to anyone about anything. I’ll definitely miss
that tocr.

Heights: What will you miss most about
CS: I love how the college
lifestyle works, and
I'll definitely
miss

sophomore year, and that was a life-changing experience.
My group members are still some ofmy best friends even
though they’ve all graduated. With the microfinance trip I
really wanted to do something that was business-oriented.
I’m really interested in doing either microfinance or nonprofit work, and that was one of the main reasons I came
into CSOM, was to do some land ofgood within thebusiness
world. I think that was a goodculminating experiencesenior
year—to get to combine my service and what I’ve learned
in school. We were working with a rural bank down there,
and showing them how to set up a balance sheet and how
to keep track of inventory.
The Heights; As the co-founder of Smart Women
Securities, what prompted you to start such an
organization at BC?
LW; First semester freshman year, I got rejected
from almost every club I applied for—it was only five,
but it was pretty traumatic, coming from high school
and being involved in everything, and then coming
here and not finding my way. Amy LaCombe, who
was my Portico professor, approached me after Winter Break and said there were three sophomore girls
trying to start this women’s investment club, and they
wanted some help and some younger people so that
if it was established, there would be some people left
behind them. I was still thinking of doing finance, so it
made sense from a career aspect. It definitely was a lot
more work then I thought it was going to be, especially
because we had to get it approved both through Boston
College and the national Smart Women Securities.
Talking to a lot of administrators, a lot of professors,
writing a bunch ofproposals and doing all this work all
the time and not knowing whether we were ever going
to be established—l
think that was the hardest part.
The Heights: What do you want to see happen with
the organization?
LW: It’s really heavy in the fall with seminar series,
which takes up all ofyour time, but we’ve done Wall
Street trips, similar to the guy’s finance organization.
We haven’t done as much with that as we would have
wanted to, so I think it would be cool to have more trips,
seeing more people, getting to talk to more women in
higher positions. One of the main reasons we founded
the organization was because Women in Business
was around and it’s a great organization, but it
didn’t’ really teachbusiness skills, and so
we wanted to get more people
outside of the business

ground level and I think thatlowers the barrier to entry
to learning about different aspects of investing.

The Heights: You also studied abroad in Costa Rica.
What did you learn most from that experience?
LW: The thing I learned the most from Costa Rica was
how to deal with diversity. There were 12 of us in the
program, all from different schools, and we all came
from very different backgrounds, different areas of
study, and different home situations, and so I think that
to start with was hard. I definitely do not think I could
have done that semester abroad two years ago or even
a couple months before that. I think it took everything
I had experiencedbefore thatin life to be able to handle
it and look at it with a positive lens.
The Heights: What is the best class you have taken
while at BC, and your favorite professor?
LW: The best class I’ve taken is Challenge of Justice,
which is kind of the intro class to the Faith, Peace, and
Justice minor. I think that was the best class I tookbecause it opened my eyes to a lot of injustices that I hadn’t
even thought about. I would have considered myself
pretty informed before that class, but seeing all the
injustices in the U.S. and across the world that I didn’t
think still existed was really moving and enlightening.
The best professor I had, I would have to say is Amy LaCombe. She’s been my mentor all through college. I still
go to her when I have questions about what to dowith
my life and I feel like I can talk to her about anything,
and she’s really advocated for me and pushed me to do
S WS, which gave me the confidence to do other things
that I wanted to do and really needed to do.
The Heights: What is your favorite place to go to in
Boston?
LW: This summer me and my roommates would go to
this bar called The Lower Depths, by Fenway. It’s this
little restaurant that sells dollar hot dogs, but one of
the reasons why we really like it is because they have
dollar veggie dogs, and we’re all vegetarians. It’s not
super crowded or really popular, so it’s like your own
little place to go and hang out.
The Heights: Do you have any plans for after graduation?
LW: I’ll be working at L.E.K. Consulting in Boston.
The Heights: What advice would you give
to underclassmen?
LW: Keep trying to get involved and
find different communities to be part
V of at BC. If you don’t find it right away,
W you will find it. And definitely don’t
f stress about housing because it’s not
worth it. Also, don’t be afraid to reach out
o someone. Ask them to get lunch or coffee
and talk to them about things besides drinking.
I found that after Arrupe, I reached out to a lot of
people, and it was really nice to have deep intellectual
conversations. People do have the same feelings and
experiences and frustrations, but if you really sit
down to talk to someone and hear their story,
and tell yours, then it’s a lifelong connection that
you’ll have. ¦

¦

difficult subjects. ¦

Finance Academy is all
guys, and it is intimidating—CSOM
is predominantly guys, and not that girls don’t feel
empowered, but it’s nice to be in a situation where you
don’t feel like what you’re going to say is stupid. It’s very

TERRY BUSTOS
in the BC neighborhood center, I work in the communications office in the School of Nursing.

CHRIS GOUCHOE
one history... You just spend so much time fulfilling

ment. As a person: living off campus. Dealing with

these requirements.

landlords, and not having a washer/dryer—going from that to going abroad. Junior year was
crazy.

The Heights: Favorite place to go in Boston?
CG: The Common, definitely.

The Heights: What advice would you give to
underclassmen?
CG: Do not wear an all-pink salmon tux to Newton prom.

The Heights: Favorite BC event?
CG: Arts Fest.
The Heights: Favorite dining spot on campus,
and favoritefood served there?
CG: Hillside, New England Classic.
The Heights: What are some of your favorite
films?
CG: One ofmy favoritefilms of the year is Cloud
Atlas. It’s really ambitious—in attempting to explain all of humanity. But it’s very good. I loved
Zero Dark Thirty —Jessica Chastain was incredible. Ezra Miller—he’s young and he played Kevin
in We Need to Talk About Kevin and was great.
He’s in Perks ofBeing a Wallflower in a completely
different role too. I think he’s going to be anamazing actor. I really admire the Coen Brothers. And
I’m obsessed with J.J. Abrams.
The Heights: What accomplishment(s) are you
most proud of during your four years?
CG: The show Picasso; this other show I was in
freshman year: I Hate Theater Because
And the
thing I wrote for New Voices called “A Night in the
Low Light.” It’s about these two kids who wake up
and they’re both dead, but it’s a comedy, kind of. A
lot of people were like, what was that about?
...

The Heights: Which aspect ofyour BC experience
do you believe has had the largest impact on who
you are now as a person?
CG: Academically I’d say the Philosophy depart-

The Heights: What will you miss most about
BC?
CG: The community. I keep having this vision. I’m
going to wake up on May 21, come downstairs and
the whole house is going to be quiet. My brother
and sister will both be at school, and it will just be
Not having people my age around
my parents
me at all times will be strange. I can’t just go knock
on a friend’s door anymore.
...

The Heights: Do you have any plans for after
graduation?
CG: Actually, I’m going to LA. Right now I’m
speaking to a few different people and trying
to lock down a position. I lived there two summers ago with a young gay couple that just got
married, and they’re putting me up again. I’m
moving out there with my two best friends from
high school, they all want to do the same thing.
There are a few potential projects but I haven’t
signed on to anything we’ll see what happens.
I’m trying to act or write, and I’m looking to work
in production. Two summers ago I worked on a
film with Rashida Jones, Elijah Wood, and Will
McCormack. I got to know [McCormack] really
well—he’s
done everything for me. Hopefully I
can work on one of their movies. I really want to
just get experience, get a solid basis, and then see
where I fit in the film world. ¦
...

The Heights: What was your experience like as a peer
advisor to freshmen students in the School of Nursing’s
Summer Immersion Program?
TB: I had a group offive or six freshman nursing students.
Iwould orient them to the hospitals, to Boston, and to our
campus to give them a sense of what they are getting themselves into and to ease that transition. That was especially
important to me because I remembered that transition
from when I was a freshman and there are struggles when
you’re moving to a different place where you don’t know
anyone. College is so differentfrom high school, so that was
something I was really interested in doing.
The Heights: Can you discuss your clinical experience?
TB: I did Plan A. I started Clinical the fall semester of my
junior year and my first onewas Adult Health I. The one
that first surprised me that I really liked was maternity.
There’s such a joy with welcoming new life and I was so
lucky to be a part of that and that’s when I first realized
that I had such a great interest in pediatrics, and then the
following year I was at Children’s Hospitalin the oncology
unit, and it was there that I realized thatI really like taking
care ofpatients long term and that’s something else I want
to explore more because you get to know the patients and
their families so well when you’re talcing care of them for
a long period of time.
The Heights: What is your favorite memory from your
time at BC?
TB: What I’m going to take awaymost from my time here
at BC are the students I’ve had such a pleasure and opportunity to work with, especially in the student groups I
have formed through Kairos, Arrupe, and I did a service
trip to Nicaragua sophomore year over Spring Break. The
community you find within the student body here is really
special, and that’s what has made all the difference to me
because its so supportive and you find a lot of common
interests and you find a lot of lovewithin the people you
connect with.
The Heights: What is the best class you have taken while
at BC, and your favorite professor?
TB: My favorite professor is Dr. Rothschild. I’m taking her
class now, Psych Mental Health. She has just been so supportive of where I am in the nursing curriculum—being
a new graduate nurse and trying to find a job. She really
took the time to know students outside of the classroom.
I’ve developed a really good mentoring relationship with
her, which is really important because you need to have
role models and nurses you’re going to strive to be like. It’s
theclass that I’ve been most surprised thatI was interested
in because mental health can be really challenging to talk
about, and she has definitely opened up a window for me
to understand mental illness in away that I can therefore
care for people thathave mental illness.

The Heights: Favorite BC event?
TB: Football season. What’s really cool about BC is the
amount of school spirit we have and during football season
its heightened even if our team isn’t doing great at the time.
Being a senior in the Mods this year was so great because
everyonecomes together. Even seeing alumni bringing their
families to games... that sense of community is so much
fun to be a part of.
The Heights: What accomplishment(s) are you most proud
of during your four years?
TB: Sophomoreyear BC gave me a research grant to do a
project on healthcare in the Philippines and its something
that I thinkI’m really proud ofhaving done because it gave
me a sense of what healthcare is like in other parts of the
world. I was comparing healthcare systems in developing
countries and first world countries.
The Heights: What advice would you give to underclassmen?
TB: Take advantage of every opportunity BC has to offer. You have nothing to lose. Just immersing yourself in
so many different things, its always going to feel worth
it in the end and don’t be afraid to do the spontaneous
things—RV to Notre Dame, and enjoy those late nights
with your friends. Really take time to have meaningful
conversations with the people around you and those you
care about the most. Being here is such a unique time in
your life. Never again will you live on the same campus with
your best friends, and be surrounded by people that share
your interests and such a supportive University.
The Heights: Do you have any plans for after graduation?
TB: I’ve accepted a nursing position at Overlook Medical
Center in Summit, N.J. I will be providing care for surgical
patients. I am talcing my licensing exam at the end of June
to become aregistered nurse. Then I will enter an orientation program for three months, and then I will be a nurse!
Overlook Medical Center is a suburban N.J. hospital. I
will be working on a general medical surgical floor, and I
plan to be there for about two years before going back to
grad school so I can figure out if that’s the degree I really
want to pursue.
Ultimately I want to be a family nurse practitioner because
I really like working with kids but I also really like working
with adults and it seems like a good median between the
two and having an advanced degree in nursing is something
that I’ve always wanted to do.
The Heights: What will you miss most about BC?
TB: I’m definitely going to miss the people, and that goes
for faculty, staff, and students alike. I’ve found such great
resources in professors, campus ministry, program directors, and even Reslife, as well as my roommates. These are
all people I’ve developedsuch close ties to and its definitely
not going to be easy leaving BC. I’m not sure that’s a bad
thing. When you leave a place you’ve lived at for four years
you should feel like you want to stay. ¦

